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NEW U.H.F. TUNERS
Description of latest TV

tuners for Bands IV and

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
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Modern styling in light
grey with black engraving.

AVO are proud to present an

Constructed to withstand
adverse climatic
conditions.

entirely new version of the
now famous Multirninor, styled
on modern lines, with new high

standards of accuracy, improved

Ever ready case,
including leads,

internal assemblies, and incorporating panclimatic properties.

prods and clips.
Improved
internal

The new Mark 4 Multiminor, which

supersedes all previous models, is supplied in an attractive black carrying case,

assemblies.

which also houses a pair of leads with
interchangeable prods and clips. The

New standard of accuracy,
using an individually
calibrated scale plate:
d.c. ranges 2.25% of f.s.d.
a.c. ranges 2.75% of f.s.d

whole is packed in a strikingly handsome

"Astralux" carton. Two kinds of real
leather cases are also available if required.

Re -styled scale

plate for easy,
rapid reading.

Write for
full details

MULTIMINOR/1/

D.C. CURRENT: 100uA f.s.d.-1A End. in 5 ranges..
A.C. VOLTAGE: 10V f.s.d. -1,000V f.s.d. in 5 ranges.
D.C. VOLTAGE: 2.5V f.s.d. -1,000V f.s.d. in 6 ranges.
D.C. MILLIVOLT range: : 0 -IOOmV f.s.d.

IrD 1.7C33

AVOCET HOUSE

RESISTANCE:

SENSITIVITY:

0-2M13 in 2 ranges, using I.5V cell.
10,0000/V on d.c. Voltage ranges.
1,000t1/V tvi a.c. Voltage ranges.

92-96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD

-

LONDON S.W.I.

Tel.: ViCtoria 3404

MM 14

FOR THE AMATEURS

F.M.c TELEVISION

J

RADIO STATION
Illustrated

PACK A

inch detachable bit
soldering
instrument
k

PROVED
with
reliability: -

GREATER PUNCH THAN

18 month guarantee with all our tubes

Combined Protective Unit
with Wiper Abrasion Pad
and Solder Reel

List No. 700

Apply SALES & SERVICE

leIDCOLP\
(Regd. ir-acie Mark)

"SOLJOINT, LONDON S.W.4"

COST TO YOU WITH

SIZE

PRICE

ALLOWANCE ON
RECEIPT OF OLD TUBE

Ili n.

£4. 7.6

£3.17.6

14i n.

£4.15.0

£4. 5.0

15, 16, I7in.

£5.15.0

14.11 5.0

Carriage and Insurance 10/6 extra on all tubes

ADCOLA HOUSE
GAU DEN ROAD
LONDON, S.W.4
Telephones

EVER

TRY ONE NOW AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE!

List No. 70

MACau.ey 4272-3101
Telegrams:

TUBES

* BUY FROM ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS WHO

KNOW HOW TO REBUILD A TUBE
British & Foreign

MARSHALL'S for TELEVISION LED.

Patents, Registered
Designs, etc.

131 St. Ann's Road, Tottenharn, London, N.I5
STAMFORD HILL 3267 & 5555

Tubes

GUARANTEED
8 Month,

Screen 84. en., BOA 8d. ea. with Screen
8d. ea. Int. Octal 6d., Mazda Octal 4d.,
BOA Bd, (less 15% in dozens).

£6-0-0

dozen).

SILICON RECTS.

Huge

quantity,

most

.

at only

'oaken

074

'21n.

Type
911 Split Beam. ideal for building your

COSSOR D.B. SCOPE TUBES.

own quality oscilloscope whilst 55/.
TAPE AMPLIFIERS. Professional
quality, famous make (listed

approx. sat) very compact, two
inputs, mixing.

record/playback,

speaker. mike. grey

P.M. SPEAKERS.
681".
Sin.

7/6

6110.0

30 Top Makes.
VS4in. 8/6

Bargain.

VALUE!

negative feed -hack, ready
for immediate use. IndiviAmazing
dually tested.
volume and clarity. ideal
for guitar.. record players.
p.a. in small halls. ',ally
alarms etc. Fas113 worth 25.
Our price Whilst
stocks lust. Carr. 45/.
Packing

r1 P.

3/1.

12 POTS. Popular value.
Meg. Unused. mixed. Pre-

5K. to

Excellent.

£4.19s

Combined band I and
III. wall mounting outdoor. Complete
all fittings, dipole hand I. 3 element
band Ill, elate channels, 39/-, Carr, 4/..
ION TRAPS. Standard, 3/6.

value. Carr. 11/-.

TUNERS

Most makes, your choice if available. with valves 16/-, lees valve,
S.A.E. enquiries.

v., 80 111A, 5/-;
R SP2, 6/9; R513, 7/8: RM4, 19/8; 111115.
Am; 14A,46, 17/-; 14A97. 19/8:
I URCI.1-161. 7/9:
144100.
19/6;
s,R 41.1-1-16.1. 6/-; 1811D2-2-9-1, 14/-:

RECTIFIERS. 250

30 mil: Special Price 7/6. 200 yds. 30
mil: special price. 12/6. "sit. Coil. 1/,
5 Coils different colours, 4/-. Connecting
flex. Prices as above.
TELEPHONE C.O.D. ORDERS

DISPATCHED THE SAME DAY.
Post: 21bs, 2/-, 4 lbs. 216,

lbs.

3134

51'4

9/6 1291(7
2/3 1497

(.,

8/- 6/./

14/9 DK91

6/- EY51

4/6 61,6G
3/6 01.19
6/8 01.19
9/0 61,1)3
5/- 61,1)12

4/9 6/,D20
9/- 6s.i 7
4/6 ,,,,,
6,25

8/- 6P28
6/. 6Q70

6/9

12/66P,70,
'
8/- tSA7

8

201)1

8/6 20L1
9/- 20PI
11/. 20P3
8/- 201'4
819 20O5

7/0 25A6G
7/6 251.13(1

EY86
E7,35

5/6 E796
7/- EZ40
7/3 E741

131,33

8/- EZ80

9/8 D1,35
16/- 111,63
8/9 1)L71
12/6 1/1.02

13/- 1(291

18/- 111.91

8/- 1232
6/- 1734

9/6

15/- DL92

7,8 .(5i.8t)T

&Ai 5Y5G

N.

11/-

7/8 1)1192
go 19111/6 19/- DIX96

12/6 20F2

8/. DL114
8/9 D1,96
7/9 EABC80
8/- EAC91.

18/- TDD4
7/9

7/6 U14

6/8 U18

6/6 U22
6/6 U24
7/- U25

we

7/- EAF43

2575

23 7.6 6

8/6 27611
6/8 30C1

8/- EB91

111/. EBC33

7/- EBC41

11/8 EBC81

7/0

8/8/6/9

16/ -

6/- U26

11/6
9/9

7/- 1137

M..

6/8 U81
6/- FVV4/5008/- U33
13/- FW4/800 8/- U35

7/.
34/12/6

8/9 1.3 p
12/6 62

5/9

9/- :TIC

8/9 1114IDDS/6

1779

7/3 MN:109 19/6/9 HVR2 10/6 12191
8/6 1W4/350 7/8 1R9s12
9/- 1W4/500 7/8
7/8/6 1)301
3/- KT32
6/ U309
4/9 KT33C 4/6 U399

12/6K
6/-EB41L1.32
257411

2/6

18/.

T84(112150 g

8/- KT313

12/6 12339

4/9

6/6

5/12/6
195/7.

15/-

6/9
8/9
11/-

7/9 KT44
7/9 KT45
9/6 KT61

19/.
7/6 U801
3/6 UABC80 8/.
8/8 CAF42 7/9
7/9
/9 UB41
8/6 UBC41 7/9

9/- LN152fti

',pis V (.C86

8/6/

8/- EBF80
9/6 EBF93
03
6/9
9/8 EBL2I 12/6 KT76
UBC91 9/6
9/6 EBL:11 17/6 KTW61 5/9 13B1,80 8/.
VIC91
4/6 KTW63 6/9
5z4(1
7)6 6697
3/6 101(19
57,41:T 11/- 01140T 10/6 19196 6/6 EC'e31 7/8 KTW63 5/9 UBF69
6/301,2 9/KT263 5/6 LIBL21 14/6
30P19 17/6 ECC3"
5/ECC33
/9 13V6G
4/8 L63
2/ UCCS4 14/8
dAll
8, 10P LI
0A7

liAlia

6.1117
621115

Carbon. 2/6 each.

5/6

4/9
4/9 .30C118
3/- 10F5
7/9 r'SH 7
5/9 56K7
8/. 3011.1
5Y311T 5/9 691.7GT 5/9 30L1
5\'411
11/- 66N7C1T 9/6 ,01.16
574
11/. 6s,47
6/9 101'4
51140

PRE-SET POTS, all values W.W. and

6AL6
8AM6

10/- 1,-',..,GT

r

9/6

iig 101.1,13 13/- 1)13.c34

ct151.60T 8/6 Etc',
25/. EC140 14/- 537
t5/-35T
6/-6tri`

13/8 oX 4
7/- 81356
7/6 7.1,7

5/- 7
3/- 73g

3/- -,C6
6/- 787

8/6 3626CT 8/
7/6
7/9 42

7/3 .005

7/6

9/19/.

7/
CCF90 W.

11/. UCH21 12/13/- UCH42 7/8
HSI 8/.
10/- UC
8/6 UCLS2 9/9
Rs Z1.4 8/- P41
4/6 UC L83 13/6
7/8
ECccr) 7/9 P61
2/9 UF41
5/6
UF42
ECC89 16/- PABC.80
11 6 CF80
71-

6/9 ECC81
W4
3/3 6X 50T 5/6 15
357,4GT 5/6 ECC82
ECCna
3/- 6'..1 7/6

5/6 N78
6/- N108
6/6 N152

.',1,,(-,',::6mal
://ti
6/9 CFS5 - 7/8
7/3 501,60T 11/6 ' r
F84 14/8
9/6 52K U 10/6 ECF62 8/6 PCC85 8/9.l
10/6
ECH21
12/6
PCC88 14/- "09 1 7/'
'Mitt
3/ 1'1,41 8 71tat,
8/8 - S7
9/. 01131(T .,,,,,,
11/.
ECH
35
716
PeC89
EcI143 8/6 PCCI9913/ 11.44 11/3/e 'v9/9
..,, ECIISI 7/9 PCF130 7/ - 11,46
0646
5/9
7/6
.''' EC1183 8/3 PCF82 7/3
1'84
6 BE6
7/.
5/9.17
6/9 75
78
/4
7/8/8
ECL80
7/- PC P94 16/- C5180 / 9/6
6M,1611 15/. "
80
5/9
6,1,63
gm
BcB,,
12/6
URIC 8/(ill ii 0
81- 0D3
3/12/6
6,36
6/- 101'1
11/6
9/6 EC1.83 11/7 PCL82 7/ UlT6
14/8 18511T 19/6 ECI.86 10/6 PeL133 10/6 UUT
9/6 111,2
OBR7
19/- EF22
17
8/6
7/- PCL84 7/6 1.138
611,53;
7/6 1(814
9/. 809
68007 5/6 10F1
'36
6/9 807(A) 5/6
3/3 PCL85 11/6 UY116 11/.
11/EF31.1
4/6 PCL86 12/6
4/9 181'9 10/0
813E6
8/.
55/- E F40
12/- PEN45 8/6 11Y41
604
2/3 10'19 10/- 813
14/. t., 41
6/6
6; )5
8/- PEN46 5/- UY85
3/6 101.14
7/- 032
,,,6
3/9 101.1)9 7/9 .66A 11/6 EF42
7/6 PL33
8/3 VP41
5/6
61.9
11/. 1OLD1114/6 954
2/- EF50-BR2/- PI.36
9/6 VR105 5/6
2/6 USA
3/- P1.39 18/8 VR150 51131)6(1 19/6 101.1)12 8/- 656
6,,,,, 7/6'101'13 11/. 57"
9/6 EF54
3/3 ci.sl
8/6
90111
4/EF80
9/4/9 PL82
3/- 10E14
8D2
4/91E1.'85
9/6 HOPIS
7/.9002
603
6/8, W76
6/6 PL88
4/9
W151 , 7/3
1/9 ATP4
2/ 1E1
9/-(
4/3 1246
606
8/- E F89
6/9 P1,820 8/6 X61/d 11/.
4/9 12AHS 9/. AZ31
611
7/6
1741
11/, EF91
3/- P X 4
8/6
5/91i 2.4110
12/6 X63
61(60
7/9 EF92
4/6 1'X25
9/6 X65
11/.
3/- 12AT7 5/8 B36
6F12
9/6' EF96
6/9 1241'6 9/6 'III
3/- PY31
11/.
6E13
9/- X86
6 pi I
26/8 li 1,103 1,4.'1' V32 10/- X7651 11/.
9/8 1241'7 6/- 'III
,B15
9/6 124 57 6/6 1 . ft 1.91 21/- EF104 12/- P 1, 80
6/9 X78
21/.
8/- 12B Ali 7/6 )3'1135 14/. EL32
61,16
4/6 PY81
6/6 X79
16/6
6F1t)
9/8 EL33
7/9 PY82
6/8 120E6 7/6'1.113
6/- XclM 9/61:23
8/8 1211117 9/9 CY:11
9/- F.1.35
7/- P 083
7/9 . 011/3
8/3
8/6 D77
3/6 P1.41
8/. P V88
61024
9/
12/- 12C6
519 P1.42
4/9
17/6,1115'2
8/91PZ30
9/6 283
6E25
13/- 12E l

64145

tiAT6
6A1'6

7/6 504(1:18

5/9 ,, B7
7/0 - -

I

Mitch. 3/, With switch 4/6.

NUVISTORS

Latest American. tiCVV4, amazing
LV..
H. F. performance, see Practical
Television article (Dec.), 17/8.

Isolating
TRANSFORMERS.
6.3v., 13v., with boost. 11/6.

3

v

4 -SPEED RECORD PLAYERS.
Latest Turntable, together with
lightweight Maar Galaxy dual

sapphire crystal turnover pickup

Amazing value (Pick-up
care. 3/-.
only 19/-). 23.10.0.

From 3 -way to I2 -way.
Mixed parcels of 25-3/9. The beet and

100 yds.

3Q5GT

14RAI-2-9-2, 17/-; 14RA1-2-83, 20/,

head.

Latest quality deck at a
most competitive price.

3116
3144

6A
(ABS
641'7
6AG5

,07.19% TAG STRIPS.
t.

P.V.C. CONNECTING WIRE.

3A5

5Y3t:

100 CONDENSERS 10/ -

GARRARD TA MK. 11 PLAYERS.

8/6 EN31

3/6 13K7G

5V-111

VOLUME CONTROLS. All values, Iran

carrying ease with amplifier and
7 x 4 speaker. Amazing 27.10s

5/6 1./F97
4/9 DH63

7/9 SP61
6/6 81i25"
10/-C

48//90

11,1/5

3V4

6/6

E.M.I. turntable. complete with
amplifier, in excellent modern

371/36 EEmM8854

1L4

2.1)21.

TV AERIALS.

10/-.

3516- DF91Dr96

6/6 126E7927/9 D1176
6/9 131.111
9/- DK32

1115GT

3A4

TURRET

1,22177

7/6 129.10

2.47

Carr. 12/6.

RESISTORS

PORTABLE RECORD PLAYERS.

63"770

purchase enables us

All values, carbon I-2
RESISTORS.
watt, 84. ea., 9/6 .1oz.

Miniature Ceramic and Silver Mica
to 5,000 ph' LIST
Condensers. 3
VALUE OVER 1:5.

used within 14 day.

4/-112Q7GT 5/-' DETI9 2/9 EMS°
9/. USA
9/9 EMS!
7/- DF33

9/8 8.18
9/9 11K6OT
3/3 6K7

I D0

1T4
2A3

35 Yds-

Sizes 1-3 watt.

on Goods if returned un-

4/9 6R7GT 4/6 19AQ5

6d. Yd..

low loss.

Money back Guarantee

MONTHS

8/- 6J7GT

11,O1

1115
154
165

to offer them at

6.16

I N5GT 9/9 (Rota

14m. T.V.s

with CR NI 141 Tube.
Absolutely complete, tested for
meter.
Famous make, large

4/6

11/6. 50 yds., 22/., 100 yds.. 42/8.
Co -ax Plugs 1/3. Wall outlet boxes 3/6.

5/.
19111.-

131'11

Ceramic and Silver
CONDENSERS.
Mica. All values, Bd. ea., 6/- doz.

net, long .p., switched. etc.

100

7/6

W/A FOCUS MAGNETS. Top 4uahty
centring control. 7/6.

4 watt AMPLIFIERS
excellent amplifier with
high gain preamp stage,
1013 driving 20P3 output
stage, complete with 8In.
speaker. In attractive 2 tone case. Tone control.

CO -AX,

x 21n.

Requiring only deck,

erase.

valve,

5/-16.15GT

A5(1T

11(A57111TT

1

3-8
MOTORS. AC/DC
ELECTRIC
volt. Boxed, totally enclosed, titandard mounting, powerful. V pulley,

spare brushes,

stacks last.

1

GUARANTEED 3

LINE TRANS.
S.A.E. enquiries. 4.

250V 500mA standard TV replace
talent. Top quality 8/8 (3 for 24/-)

Cost,

tid., 2.11, 1/'.

8d. ea., with

PRICES

any
SIX VALVES marked in
type (15% in
black

CRM 172

FREE TRANSIT INAll 'mites
SURANCE.
are new or of Cully
guaranteed ex -Government or ex -equipment
Satisfaction or
origin.

NEW LOW

TO

SPECIAL OFFER
PURCHASERS of

MW 43/64

£3.15.0 £5.15.0

MOST COMPREHENSIVE COMPETITIVE
VALVE LIST IN THE COUNTRY

10" DISCOUNT

DIW 36/24

£2.10.0 £3.10.0 24-15-0

21in.
1370.

THE

£3-15-0

15 17in.£3. 5.0 £4. 5.0

FACTORY

VALVE HOLDERS.

NEW TYPES
12 Months
MW 31/74

£2. 0.0 £3. 0.0

12in.
14in.

EHITRON,
EMI SCOPE, BRIMAR,
FERRANTI TYPES,
IN
PROCESSED
OUR OWN

VALVES
by return o f post

HIGHEST QUALITY NEW LOW PRICES

Carr. s Ins. 'AL

MOST DULLARD.
MAZDA, COSSOR,

193

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

February, 1963

cheapest way to buy)

SPECIAL TEMPORARY OFFER.

Due to huge Bulk special Purchase
we are offering MW 31174 Tub.s at
the unrepeatable Price of 29/-. MW
36/24 ditto, 39/-, P.P. 1116. The
above are guaranteed for 6 month.

"

908 7/US-21

6/6 '''''' 11/.

6F32
61,33
11.15

MCI

12/8 EL9L
6/6 12K7UT 4/9 DAC132 9/9 ELS3
4/3 13K8 11/- DAM 4/6 1(1.04
3/- 12K8GT 9/6 DAF96 7/3 EL91

6/612.17117 9/.1)430

11/-,' R19
11/-11119

7/-.RL18

11/- 288
11/- Z152
9/- Z719

4/-18E41

2/6 712153

9/6
4/9
4/9
7/9

3/6. 15 lbs 4/-. etc. (C.O.D. will coil. 2 6 extra). ALI. ITEMS 1,055 5% AND POST FREE IN DOZENS Send 6d. for Hat 011.000 =Mk
MAIL OR RR it ONLY (DEPT. 2), DEVONIAN COURT,

TECHNiCAL TRADING C

PARK CRESCENT PLACE, BRIGHTON 7, SUSSEX.
8kT411, SHOP
360-352 FRATTON - ROAD, PORTSMOUTH.

194
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NEWNES COMPLETE

LAWYER

IN BUSINESS
EMPLOYMENT . SALE OF GOODS
PARTNERSHIP . STARTING A BUSINESS
PATENTS . COPYRIGHT . TRADE UNIONS
INSURANCE . INVESTMENT
.911111111111Illfilli,
TAX . CONTRACTS . BANKRUPTCY
E EDITED
BY

IN PERSONAL AFFAIRS
BUYING AND SELLING . LEASES
ACCIDENTS . MARRIAGE . SEPARATION, DIVORCE . SLANDER . HP
AND CREDIT SALE . NEIGHBOURS
WILLS . FREE LEGAL AID

Perkins
Known to millions for his
popular BBC broadcasts on
legal matters
E-TH111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

STUDY IT FREE
Written in Everyday Language by
leading Barristers and Solicitors
Everything in Law-Land ownership. Leases.
Tenancy Agreements. Repairs. Sub -letting. Rent -

control. Parents and Children. Changing your
name. Negligence. Blackmail. Misrepresentation.
Pensions. IOUs. Libel, Slander, Damages. Town

and Country Planning. Provocation. Trespass.
Nuisance from noise. Factories Act. Cheques.
Road Traffic Laws. Rights of a finder. Neighbours. Investments. Annuities. Insurances. Wills.
Law on Clubs, Gaming, Lotteries. Fishing Laws.

FOR 7 DAYS

In this complex age of do's and don'ts, rules and regulations, laws
and liabilities, the need for an understanding home legal guide is
urgent. You know that ignorance of the law is no excuse-yet you
are burdened by complicated language which only a legal mind can
fathom! Here at last is the answer-NEWNES FAMILY LAND YER
which explains your rights and privileges and liabilities in all your
personal, family and business affairs. It will save you annoyance
and anxiety . . . and prevent you from taking risks. Study it free
for a week without obligation to buy!

five To

FREE LEGAL AID explained ... And much

To: GEORGE NEWNES LTD., 15-17 LONG ACRE, LONDON W.C.2

more besides.

Please send NEWNES FAMILY LAWYER without obligation

HANDSOME DURABLE BINDING
WITH CONTEMPORARY DESIGN
LI11111111111filillill111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIII:

FOR THE FIRST TIME AN

Mrs.,
Miss

Address
Tick., when applicable

ILLUSTRATED FAMILY LAWYER
.2 - DUDLEY PERKINS clarifies points of

law with 250 special illustrations-the
modern way to explain simply! Send
now and see this practical new Home
Lawyer for a week without cost.

fil- l111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111;

to

purchase. I will return it in 8 days or send only 5/. deposit 8 days after
delivery, then ten monthly payments of 10/-, paying 105/- in all. Cash in
8 days £5.
Name and Address in Block letters please
Mr.,

The address en left Is-

Occupation

My Property
Rented unturalshed

Signature (Over 21)
(Parent signs if you are under 21)
Coupon invalid if not signed (FL)539/ I 10
and all questions answered

Puente' Remo
PernIshed Aces%

Thitorary Address

Practical Television
AND TELEVISION TIMES

VOL. 13, No. 149, FEBRUARY, 1963

the Second White Paper
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E
=

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
=
= George Newnes Ltd., Tower House

=
E
=
-F.

E
Southampton Street, W.C.2.
=
==
E
E © George Newnes Ltd., 1963EE
F.7
=
=
Phone: Temple Bar 4363.
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E Registered at the G.P.O. for trans-

=
=

including post for one year
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The Editor will be pleased to consider _a
articles of a practical nature suitable =
= for publication in "Practical Television".
E. Such articles should be written on one =
= side of the paper only, and should con- T.= fain the name and address of the sender. =
= Whilst the Editor does not hold himself
E-. responsible for the manuscripts, every effort =
= will be made to return them if a stamped E
= and addressed envelope is enclosed. All =
= correspondence intended for the Editor E.-7
The Editor, =
= should be addressed toGeorge
Newnes, =
= "Practical Television",
= Ltd., Tower House. Southampton Street. =
= London, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the E
= design
of radio and television apparatus =
E

= and to our erlorts to keep our readers
developments. E
=
E in touch with the latest that
apparatus
= we
give no warranty
described in our columns is not the sub- =
E.

= ject of letters patent.
in all drawings. photo- =
= Copyright
in =
= graphs and articles ispublished
specifically =
= "Practical Television"
= reserved throughout the countries =
= signatory to the Rerne Convention and =
=
= the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations E
= of any of these are therefore expressly
= forbidden.

THE second Government White Paper on the Pilkington
Report, dealing with questions said to be more contentious,

again shows a reluctance to accept the findings of that
Committee. It perhaps goes half -way on some points, and
hedges on others.

The proposals on the important aspects appertaining to the
set-up and administration of the ITA are now widely known,

and have been fully discussed in the national press, so we do not
intend to enlarge on these opinions here.
One definite outcome is the fact that there will be no second
ITA programme-at least for a long time. It seems ironic that

one of the advantages of the move to u.h.f., i.e. more room
for extra channels, is not to be taken full advantage of because
(a) there is little public demand for a second ITA channel and
(b) there would probably be insufficient advertising revenue.
We could, of course, add that there might also not be sufficient
material available to maintain a high enough standard.

The Government is cautious on the subject of public television in cinemas or theatres. And although the Postmaster
General is now prepared to consider applications on their
merits, it seems that the coverage of public spectacles or sporting
events will not be permitted at the expense of the BBC or ITA,

although it is obvious that this type of presentation is the one
for which public wide-screen showing is best suited.
Similarly, there is a tentative go-ahead for Pay -TV. At least,

an announcement is promised shortly for applications from
organisations wishing to participate in a 2-3 year experiment
aimed to answer the many questions which are at the moment
speculative and problematic. Pay -TV will, however, not be
available before 1964.

As with wide-screen public TV, one of the major preoccupations appears to be the possible impact of such activities on
the BBC and ITA. There is a scarcely veiled anxiety that both
these services would draw away viewers from both existing
programme sources. And this raises an interesting question.
On one hand, the Government seeks to stimulate competition
between the two existing broadcasting organisations. From the
viewers' point of view this is a good thing as it must lead to better

programmes. But on the other hand, there is apparent alarm
at competition from two new sources, both of which in their

own way have obvious attractions to offer viewers.
The question is, of course, are the BBC and ITA being

unduly sheltered from outside competition? And if they are,
is this in the interests of the viewers?

Film Show
Just a reminder that this is our last chance to obtain your free

tickets for the PRACTICAL WIRELESS AND TELEVISION Film
Show which has been arranged in collaboration with Mullard
Ltd. and will be held at Caxton Hall, Westminster, London,
on February 1st, starting at 7.30 p.m.
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Telenews
Television Receiving Licences

simulator ever built that gives the The results of the Holborn
THE following statement shows trainee pilot on the ground a mid- experiment will assist in planning
' the appropriate number of air view in colour of the runway similar installations for stations
Television Receiving Licences in and surrounding scene. Equipped on the new Victoria line.
force at the end of November, with a colour television camera
For this experiment a special
1962, in respect of television supplied by EMI Electronics " crow's nest " observation
room
receiving stations situated within Ltd., a large screen projector and has, been built on the rear wall of
the various Postal Regions of a
three-dimensional
coloured the circulating area at the foot of
England, Wales, Scotland 'find model of an airport and adjacent the main flight of escalators.
Northern Ireland.
countryside, the simulator covers From this room the main escalaRegion
Total
the critical stages of take -off and tors can be seen directly through
Landon ..
.
2,034,955 landing approach in a way which
Home Counties.
.. ..
1.729,093
Midland ..
..
.. ..
1,811,150
previously could not be synthe- the one-way glass window and
North Eastern
:: 1.934,510 sised when training flight crews the arches leading to the PiccaNorth Western
.. ..
1,616,825
dilly line escalators and to the
South Western
:: 1,057,416 were on the ground.
Wales and Border Counties
733,735
Central line platforms can be seen
on the left and right respectively.
Total England and Wales ..
.. 10,917,481 Television on the Underground
Scotland ..

..

N. Ireland
Grand Total

..

..

..

..

..

1.113.490
193,332

12.224,303

improvements at Rosemarkie

THE BBC recently placed a
" contract for the building of
an extension at the Rosemarkie

HOLBORN

Three monitor screens on

a

underground desk in front of the observer
on
London enable him'to see what is happenTransport's
Piccadilly
and ing on all the main platforms, in
Central lines,- has been equipped the ticket hall and in the circulatwish closed-circuit television to ing area. The monitor screens
help in controlling the movement can be switched individually to
of crowds through the station. any of eight strategically sited
About 18 million passengers a cameras. Three of the cameras
station,

television station. The extension
will house additional transmitting year start or end their journeys are fitted with pan and tilt equipequipment which, with improve- at Holborn and a further 14 ment which can be operated

ments to be made to the aerial, million interchange between the remotely from the viewing desk.
will
provide a considerable Piccadilly and Central lines or to
When action is needed the
increase in the effective power of and from the Aldwych branch. observer in the " crow's nest " has
the transmissions. This has been
made possible by the easing of

international restrictions agreed
at the 1961 European Broadcasting Conference in Stockholm.
These improvements, which
are expected to be completed

towards the end of 1963, will
provide better reception of the
Rosemarkie

transmissions and
will be important in the extension

of the BBC television service to

the western highlands and the
outlying islands of Scotland by

means of low -power relay stations

now under construction or being
planned. The programmes from
Rosemarkie will be picked up at
special receiving sites and carried
by radio links to the relay stations
for re -transmission.

Colour Visual Flight Simulator
Overseas Airways

BRITISH
the

Corporation recently ordered
first colour visual flight

The master control desk of the Dublin studio of Telefis Eireann, the
Irish Television Authority.
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a microphone by means of which

he can use the public address
loudspeakers anywhere in the
station. He also has a compact
telephone switchboard which

enables him to speak to the staff
throughout the station as well as

to other points on the railway
system.

Automatic Telecinema

THE largest group of electronics
companies in France, C.S.F.,
has

recently

opened

its

only

British subsidiary, C.S.F. United
Kingdom Ltd. At the official
opening, Cameca, a C.S.F. subsidiary, demonstrated their Telescopitone. This is an automatic
telecinema which can be loaded

with 36 films and worked by

push-button selection.
With this machine it is possible
for one person to run a television
station for a day.

Control Desk at Dublin Studio
NOW in use at the Dublin

studio of Telefis Eireann, the
Irish television authority, is a new
master control desk. This desk
consists of vision and sound
panels for examination of all
incoming and outgoing sources.

M. Duval of CAMECA, a C.S.F. subsidiary, describes a prototype of
the Telescopitone to a guest at the official opening of C.S.F. United
Kingdom Ltd.

Much of the broadcast tele- lens projecting the film image on New Station at Fort William
vision installation was supplied to the vidicon tube face.
THE new television and v.h.f.
by EMI Electronics Ltd. and the
sound broadcasting station of
The BD896 vidicon camera
equipment now in use includes channel
designed the BBC at Fort William, Inverhas
been
11 41in. image orthicon cameras, primarily for telecine work and ness-shire, started test transmisthree studio vidicon cameras and
studio vision
and sound mixing equipment.
all the associated

THE BBC has placed a contract

the design, supply and

erection of a 500ft aerial mast for
the new television and v.h.f.
sound broadcasting station which
is to be built at Woodstock Slop,

some seven miles north-east of
Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire.

This new station, which it

tube with a high (1,000V) wall
voltage.

New Television Station for
Pembrokeshire

for

the high quality of its output has
been assured by using a vidicon

is

For BBC requirements the
equipments are switchable to
either 405- or 625 -line operation,
but similar units are available for
525 -line standards also.
More Vidicon Cameras
A CONTRACT for the supply
of another four vidicon

television cameras and associated

sions on December 17th last year.
This new station will bring these
services within reach of some
4,000 additional people living in
and around Fort William.
The television programmes are

transmitted on channel 5 (vision
66.75Mc/s, sound 63.25Mc/s).

Both the television and v.h.f.

sound transmissions are horizontally polarised which means that
receiving aerials should
mounted horizontally.

be

Equipment for the new BBC

expected will be completed in
the autumn of this year, will
serve some 40,000 additional
people and provide improved
reception for a further 40,000

equipment to the BBC has been

ment consists of a BD896 Mk IV

Two of the telecines are
removable printed circuit boards,
and a simple change of plug con- specially designed to work not
nectors enables them to be used only on 405 and 625 lines but also

placed with EMI Electronics Ltd.

Channel

TINE 35mm flying spot telecines
Supply of this new order will
are to be supplied to the
make a total of 23 EMI vidicon
cameras supplied to the BBC for BBC by Rank Cintel, a division of
use in its London studios and the Rank Organisation. These
people in Pembrokeshire.
throughout the British Isles in equipments form part of the installations for the BBC's addiTelecine Equipment for BBC
regional studios.
The camera now ordered will tional Channel which will be
rl'IlE British Broadcasting
into operation early in
poration has placed a contract be used in the new presentation brought
1964. Two colour telecines are
with Marconi's for the supply of studio at the White City Tele- included
for use at a later stage
four simplex 35mm. vidicon tele- vision Centre for interview and when the BBC
introduces colour
short feature programmes.
cine systems.
These cameras make use of programmes.
In essentials the telecine equip-

'Cor-

vidicon camera mounted on the
front of a 35mm. projector
mechanism. Both are mounted

on a common table with a single

on 405-,
standards.

525-

or

625 -line

the
on
standard.

American

525 -line
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The

PRINCIPLES and PRACTICE
By G. J

of TELEVISION

King

THE PROBLEMS OF

LINE STANDARD SWITCHING
(Continued from page 161 of the January issue)

the normal sound rejector comes in at 38.15Mc/s
(the " standard " 405 -line sound i.f.) and the other
filters put low -amplitude ripples at either side of
the curve.

Two points to note are that the overall response
on each standard is shaped partly by the coupling
circuits at the output of the tuners and that more
than one switch section is likely to be used in
practice
filters.

to introduce the 405 -line

suppression

T was shown in last month's article how the
basic characteristics of the 405 -line and 625 -line

Moreover, the trough at 33.5Mcis on response B
does not completely suppress the 625 -line sound i.f.

optimum reception of each type of signal. This, of

sound and vision i.f.'s can be developed at the vision
detector. It is this signal which is used for the
6Mc/s intercarrier sound.

signals differ from each other. In effect, two entirely
different vision, sound and tuner 'sections are
required in dual standard receivers to provide

course, being in addition to the line timebase

switching to give a line frequency of 10,125c/s on
405 lines and 15,625c/s on 625 lines.

signal for, as already explained in this series, it is
necessary for the vision i.f. stages to carry this
signal so that the 6Mc/s beat signal between the

With an ordinary 405 -line sound rejector, the
response to the sound i.f. in the vision channel has

to be several hundred times down to avoid the
sound from breaking into the vision. If this
.

Vision I.F. Switching

requirement is not satisfied sound -on -vision interference occurs since the sound signal is amplitude

At the present time there are two distinct ways
by which the vision i.f. response is changed to
accommodate the two different signals. In all true

modulated.

of the 625 -line signals, but also incorporates switched

modulation. Nevertheless, the sound signal cannot

requirements of the 405 -line signals.

other equally as bad interferences could result. For

right up to

more than thirty times (30dB) down on the vision
i.f. If it is less than this interference would be.
troublesome and if greater the intercarrier sound.

switchable models a single i.f. strip is employed.
This is designed essentially for the wider passband

On 625 lines the sound signal is frequency
modulated so the fact that sound signal is present
in the vision channel does not matter too much, for

the picture tube can only respond to amplitude

filters which reduce the passband to match the

be allowed to rise to too great a level otherwise

In the majority of the convertible-to-switchable
models, two separate r.f./i.f. circuits are used, often

optimum results the sound i.f. has to be a little

the video amplifier including the
. detector. Coupling to the picture tube is then
accomplished by a cathode -follower stage. A few of

these models, however, adopt the single, switchable
LE strip of the former arrangement.

The two ideas are shown in block diagram at
(a) and (b) of Fig. 24. At (a) the standard switch
Si selects either the v.h.f. or u.h.f. tuner, while S2
switches in the bandwidth suppression filters on

405 lines and removes the restriction on 625 lines.
Response curve B gives an approximation of how
the vision i.f. strip behaves without the suppression
filters in circuit. The overall vision passbadd is in
the order of 5.5Mc/s, which is required to provide
a horizontal definition to match the improved
vertical definition given by the greater number of
lines.
When the filters are switched in on the "405 -line"

position, the overall vision i.f. response narrows to
that shown at A, which is almost representative of
the vision i.f. response of 405 -line -only models.
The overall vision passband then approaches 3Mc/s,

signal would be weak.

This, then, shows how critically the vision

i.f.

stages of dual standard receivers need to be aligned

to provide the best possible performance on both
standards.

Separate Channels

in

When two separate i.f. strips are used, as shown

Fig. 24(b), each strip can be adjusted
independently for optimum response of the two line

standards. One big advantage of this arrangement
is that switching at high frequencies can be avoided
by transferring the h.t. supply by the standard
switch, as the diagram shows. In this way the
channel not in use is effectively out of circuit and
only the channel in use is energised h.t.-wise.
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which all the 625 -line components are housed. This
is designed to match the set cabinet and connection
to the parent receiver is accomplished by plugs and

The 405 -line channel is aligned in accordance
with existing practice, while the alignment of the
625 -line channel is somewhat more specialised to

ensure that a symmetrical response, as at B in
Fig. 24(a), is obtained. Alignment is best under-

sockets.

Not all convertible models incorporate dual
channels right up to the video amplifier; some finish

taken with a wobbulator and oscilloscope, aided by
a: signal generator to provide. marker pips on the
response display.

at the output of the

strip, using a common

i.f.

switched detector and video amplifier stage. But all
convertibles and some switchables require the
installation of a u.h.f. tuner to make them suitable
for immediate 625 -line operation. With the true
switchable models it is a relatively simple operation

Converting

to add the u.h:f. tuner when required, while with

Some models which are designed for conversion
to switchable sets already embody the v.h.f. tuner,
the 405 -line vision i.f. strip, detector and video

convertible-to-switchable models the u.h.f. tuner is

added when the extra 625 -line components are

amplifier and also the 405/625 standard switch.
Conversion from the i.f. and signal aspects thus
resolves to the fitting of the u.h.f. tuner, the 625 line vision i.f. strip, detector and video amplifier
and coupling these to appropriate contacts on the

fitted.

Standard Switch

The standard " 405/625 " switch does more than

just change the r.f./i.f. channel or alter the bandwidth of the combined type of i.f. strip. It also

standard switch.
" Convertible -to -switch " models are designed
mechanically for the inclusion of the extra 625 -line
units. Plug-in or automatically aligning contacts are

changes the. line timebase frequency, switches the

vision detector for positive- or negative -going picture

signal, switches the video amplifier to cater for the
appropriate picture signal (that is, on models with
a combined vision detector and video amplifier),
changes the sound channel to or from 38.15Mc/s or
6Mc/s (the former the " stand625 Vision
625 Sound
and " 405 -line sound i.f. and the
latter the intercarrier 625 -line
l-.--- 6 Mcis--,1 Adjacent

also provided to simplify fitting. The unconverted
chassis often has a cut-out or similar arrangement
to cater for the plug-in components.
Another idea takes the form of a plinth unit in
405 Sound

405 Vision

.

I

H-3.5 Mc/s--4.-1

channel
sound

Filters

r--;

Filters

rejector

55 Mc/s-*j

----3Mc/s
3465

CI)

Mcis

--

39.5

33.5

3845

MO

41.5

0- MO Mc/s

mc/s

i.f.),- transfers the sound take -off
point from the common i.f. stage
to the output of the vision
detector or video amplifier
where the intercarrier sound

signal' is 'present on 625 lines
and changes the sound detector
for f.m. on 625 lines and a.m. on
405 lines.

Dry
Bandwidth
suppression

filters

tuner

-

405

4-1

In addition,
flywheel line
sync circuit may be switched in

625

the

on

" 625 -line"

position

(with direct triggered sync on

S2

the " 405 -line " position). This
is

625/405
vision ie.

strip

To vision

detector

to

provide

" clean

'

line

synchronising on the negative
modulation system, having in
mind that interference and inherent receiver " noise " is far
more troublesome with negative -

going picture modulation than
Fig. 24-Vision signa -channel switching in dual standard receivers. The
block diagram above shows the arrangement used in switchable models
and in some convertible-to-switchable models. On the majority of
convertible-to-switchable models the block diagram below applies. Here
two completely separate vision channels are used and chongeover is
accomplished by switching the h.t. supply.
To H.T.
A supply

To VHF

A aerials

405
Vision- IF

tuner

strip

405

Vision

detector

405

405

tuner

-

Cathode

follower
625

11.

.

625

Vision IF

strip

2

V6isio5 n

detector,

standards,

but

several

manufacturers choose to adopt
direct triggered line sync on 405

lines. Note that it is essentially
the line synchronising which
most

on

a

625 -line

interference; the effect actually
upon the picture is less disconcerting than on 405 lines, since
it resolves as grey or black dots,
spots or dashes.

The basic switched circuits
of a dual standard receiver are
shown in block

625

Video

amplifier-

feature flywheel line sync on

both

suffers

Video

To U.1. -1,E

modulation. Some models may

picture due to " noise " and

amplifier

Aaerial

with the 405 -line positive -going

To picture

tube

diagram in

Fig. 25. Although these are tied
to. a receiver, with a combined
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405

405 Line -hold

o

+lyte91-1'.7

625

SIO

405

Line

Line
oscillator

625°

output
stage

625 Line -hold
To V 1-1.P.

Bandwidth E....

aerials

Direct
triggered

suppressiongters

A

Flywheel
line sync,

line sync.

Polarity

reversal

°625
S2

S6

405)
405

To U.H.F.

aerials

625/405

Video

detector

strip

Bias
5change

405

amplifier

_625
S9

S

HVision

Vision I.E

625

625

....pi...4.1

Picture
tube

A.M.

detector

405

Sound IP strip

625°

3845 Mc/s 405
6 Mcis 625
Loudspeaker

25-This diagram shows all the switched circuit sections in a dual standard model. This would apply to true switch able models and to convertible-to-switchable models after conversion. The u.h.f. tuner may or may not be fitted when
the set is purchased.
Fig.

625/405 vision i.f.

strip, the switching other

than the h.t. changeover would be just the same
on a model employing separate strips or complete
vision channel-see Fig. 24(b). The switching also
applies

to

true

switchable

models

and

to

convertible-to-switchable models after conversion.
Switch functions S1 and S2 have already been

explained in relation to the block diagram in
Fig. 24(a). Section S6 alters the mode of connec-

tion of the vision detector for the positive- or

negative -going signals, while S7 adjusts the biasing
of the video amplifier correspondingly.
The sound i.f. channel is also usually a combined
affair, rather like the a.m./f.m. i.f. stages of an a.m./
f.m. broadcast receiver. The anode and grid circuits
are loaded with series -connected transformers, one
set responding to the 405 38.15Mc/s i.f. sigml and

the other set to the 6Mc/s intercarrier i.f. of the
625 -line system.

On 405 lines S3 conveys the 38.15Mc/s sound
U. from the common stage in the vision i.f. strip

to the sound i.f. strip, while on 625 lines the switch

changes over and picks up the 6Mc/s intercarrier
sound signal either from the output of the vision
detector or from the output of the video amplifier.
If, after the video amplifier, extra lift is given to the
signal, less gain is required in the sound i.f.
amplifier.

S4 selects either the a.m. or f.m. detector at the
input and S5 does likewise at the output, the latter
feeding the a.f. signal to the a.f. and output stages
and thence to the speaker. Most models employ a

conventional ratio detector for f.m. but a few

models use a so-called " locked oscillator " type of
f.m. detector. This employs a multi -grid valve in
which the frequency changes of the sound i.f. react
with a phase difference applied capacitively between
the grids and thus gives an audio output. The a.m.
detector is conventional in all models.
Several things happen in the line timebase.
Firstly, the line repetition frequency is altered by
S8, which also changes over the line hold control.

This is convenient, for the line on each standard
can be set independently, thereby avoiding line
resetting on standard change.
S9 is concerned with the sync and where flywheel

sync is adopted on 625 lines a discriminator or

phase detector is brought into operation in relation
to the line oscillator.
SIO changes the line output stage to give
maximum efficiency on either 10,125c/s (405 lines)
or 15,625c/s (625 lines). Changes here usually

involve the switching in of different tappings on
the line output transformer, alteration to the h.t.
supply to the line output valve and retuning the
line output transformer to the third harmonic.

Another idea makes use of a small ferrite rod across
the limbs of the line output transformer core. This
small core carries a winding which is either shortcircuitedor loaded by a resistor on standard change

and in that way the loss inductance of the transformer is suitably modified for optimum performance.

Next month we will deal with the various circuits
which are used in the new models.
(To be continued)
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Practical factors involved in u.h.f. aerial installations

Ghosts on the u.h.f. bands
.._,4S most readers are aware, two or more
signals must reach the receiver, from the same
transmitter but along different paths of different
lengths, if " ghosts " are to be produced. Such
ghosts appear as faint duplicates of the picture, displaced bodily from the main image, by an amount

By M. L. Michaelis
difference, and no ghosts will be produced. Thus

Table 1.
Contrary to common belief, such ghosts need not
necessarily appear to the right of the main image;

reflectors in the direct path of the signal from transmitter to receiver cannot produce ghosts; they can
only disturb the picture reception by cutting it out
altogether, if they lie high enough to cast a shadow
at the receiver location.

higher -frequency bands.

strongly directional properties making it insensitive

governed by the quantitative factors outlined in

they can also sometimes appear to the left, as
will be discussed later, but frequent only on the

Since ghosts invariably spoil the entertainment
value of the picture, it is important to be able to
reduce or remove them. This is virtually entirely a
design question for the aerials, including the feeders.

One of the purposes of this article is to show how
the feeders play a far greater role in determining
the presence or absence of ghosts than many people
suppose.

From this we see that a good aerial, having

to signals from the side (Case A) or from behind
(Case C) will do much to remove responses to
signals otherwise creating ghosts. Also the aerial
should be mounted as high as possible, to be able
" to see over the top of " any obstructions.

However, the influence of poor feeder -design and
installation on the directional characteristics of even

the best aerials is far less appreciated and many
ghosts are reintroduced by shortcomings in this
point.

Image Separation

For major ghosts to be possible, one usually

requires some reflecting object (large buildings,

Indoor Aerials
With the very high standards of sensitivity and

to the distance of the transmitter. The reflection

low -noise

hills, etc.) relatively close to the receiver compared

being considerably weaker than the incident signal
on to the reflecting object, comparable magnitudes
of direct signal and reflected signal at the receiver
result only if the reflecting object is relatively close.
It is the path difference between main and
reflected signals which causes a proportionate time
delay between

the two signals,

according to

Table 1. We can distinguish three principle con-

ditions, shown in Fig. 1, assuming the same relative
transmitter -receiver and reflector -receiver distances
in each case. In case (A), where these two distances

are at right angles, so that a and 61 are roughly
equal, the path -difference is very roughly b2, the
reflector -receiver distance.

In case (C), where

transmitter, receiver, reflector are in line, in that
order, the path -difference is seen to be twice b2, so

that the ghost will appear twice as far from the
main image as in case (A).
In case (B), where the transmitter, reflector and
receiver, in that order, are in line, there is no path -

performance

of

modern

television

receivers, the signal amplitude picked up by many
indoor aerials, even at very considerable distances
from the transmitter, is very often quite sufficient

picture, were there no other
This is evidenced by the fact that the sound

for a reasonable
objections.

channel usually comes in very well indeed with

such aerials, especially if it is frequency -modulated,
as in the CCIR-standard. However, it is seldom
that a usable picture is obtained, especially at the
higher -frequency bands now about to open up.
The author has been able to view 625 -line transmissions on channel 26 in Band IV for a con-

siderable time on the Continent, and Fig. 2 shows
conditions prevailing at his home for the Band IV,
channel 26, TV station Frankfurt 2.
The square divided into four represents the plan

view of the four rooms (fourth storey) of the

building in which reception experiments with indoor aerials of various types have been carried out.

Speed of radio waves: 300,000,000m/s (186,000 miles/sec).
Speed of scan spot on c.r.t.-

405 lines: 20in. line length on c.r.t. at approximately IOkc/s = 5,000m !s (3.1 miles 'sec).
625 lines: 20in. line length on c.r.t. at approximately ISkc/s = 7,500m/s (4.6 miles sec).
Speed of radio
Main signal/reflected signal path difference
Speed of scan spot
Main image 'ghost image separation on c.r.t.
lines.
at
625
=60,000m,'s at 405 lines or 40,000m/s
Table I-Factors relating to the production of ghosts.
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The building is of brick and concrete on a substantial crossed steel girder framework which
produces pronounced cavity resonance effects in
Band IV at a high harmonic of the fundamental
frequency of each room considered as a tuned

February, 1963

TVrrast
transmitter I^ -------

cavity.

This causes a build-up of large standing waves,
having very considerable amplitude at the maxima,
within the rooms; the accumulated energy comes in
largely through the walls communicating directly
to the outside.
Using a good indoor aerial with dipole, reflector

25 mileS
approx.

and three directors, in room 2 reception is very

reasonable, as the main signal has to pass only one
wall, but reflections at least two walls. The picture
is very usable, ghosts very weak or even invisible
on good days.
In room 1 the signal is spoilt by a strong ghost
to the right of the main image, due to the reflection
from the gasholder. In room 3 the strongest signal

is the reflection from the gasholder, and is the
".main image " of very good quality. The direct

Gas-

holder

signal is much weaker after passing through both

walls of room 1 into room 3, but nevertheless arrives

earlier, as it has the shorter path. Consequently it
produces a reasonably strong " ghost " to the left
of the " main " image.
In room 4, conditions are worst of all. The direct
signal and the moderate reflection from the office

block come in at about equal strength, and the other
reflection, from the gasholder, also comes in quite
strong. It is impossible to get any one image

dominant, and even timebase lock is extremely
difficult; the picture mostly rolls and/or tears up,
due to mixed (erratic) sync pulses from the three

ti
Plan of one storey
of 4 -roomed house
1

app FOX.

.H

11(2 miles

approx.

Fig. 2-A set of typical reception circumstances for
Band IV indoor aerials.

signals.
'

The aerial gave a performance no better than that

of a simple dipole. This is because, once the

energy is in the room in question, the tuned cavity
effects of the room destroy virtually all directional
advantages of the aerial. True, a particular orientation of the aerial gave best results, but this varies
greatly from point to point within the room. Even

rooms without metal girders in the construction

could show tuned -cavity effects at u.h.f.
Conditions are not generally likely to be much

better even quite close to the transmitter, as that

would merely multiply all signal levels to a higher
amplitude without removing the relative effects leading to the ghosting. It must be stressed that the
signal levels themselves were excellent even under
an

fitter
mast

Than

fitter
mast

Tranatnitter
mast

the typical conditions shown. The (f.m.) sound

reception of the TV -signal was really superb in all
four rooms, and the pictures were well -above the
tuner noise.
It is thus clear that a good high aerial on a roof
mast, with well designed feeders, very often does

not serve the prime purpose of increasing signal
strength to a usable level, as indoor aerials can give
ample signal strength-if that were all that were
needed.
The high aerial is more useful for obtaining very
highly directional effects at a location free of standing waves, i.e. where the received waves are
proceeding unhindered past the aerial. Under such
circumstances the aerial can be used to maximum
advantage, to select only the pure direct signal.

Effects of poor feeders
The coaxial line feeder, unbalanced to earth (i.e.,

outer screening earthed at the receiver chassis),
a
bi

reflecting
object

_b2
ef lecting

object

(A)

Receiver

6

Receiver

(B)

Receiver

lectIng

object()

Fig. I-The basic geometric relations of transmitter.
reflector and receiver for ghost production.

impedance around 800, is very popular, especially
on the lower bands in Britain. On the Continent,
however, balanced (unscreened) twin feeder, as used
now in Britain for Band II v.h.f.-f.m. radio, is more
popular, and has an impedance of around 32011.
Twin feeders have two major advantages over
coaxial lines; they permit easier and better matching
to conventional Yagi aerials, and there is less signal
attenuation per unit length, provided that the feeder
is clean and dry (which it is usually not, if installed
out of doors!).

The great disadvantage is the need to maintain
absolute symmetry to earth for both wires of the
feeder, for the whole distance from aerial to

receiver. This requires distance pieces to hold the
feeders some inches away from all roofs, gutters,
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walls, etc., and can often lead to rather unsightly
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site are on Band III (channel 8). and Band IV

installations trailing down the side of buildings.
Failure to observe such symmetry, results in (a)
reduction of the directional dB -ratio of the aerial array, increasing response for directions supposedly
insensitive in the ideal case, and (b) considerable
response of the feeder itself functioning as pick-up
aerial. Only if the feeder is itself truly balanced is
it unresponsive to any signals except those injected
from the aerial array at its end.
Remembering the remarks regarding tuned cavity
effects inside domestic rooms, it is clear that such a

(channel 26). Both transmissions are 625 -line,
CCIR-standard, with f.m. sound.

spurious signals in the room just before entering
the receiver, with amplitudes comparable to the

This arrangement gives very good performance
on both bands.
On most nights and picture scene types, ghosts
are now invisible; they are faint on poor reception

poorly balanced twin feeder can pick up large

main signal from the high aerial. The results would
be severe ghosting and a general performance

hardly different from that of a set -top aerial.
It is very difficult to install a twin -feeder for

Band IV signals in city areas where numerous
reflecting objects are around; if diplexing is
attempted on arrangements using twin feeder for
the main runs, conditions are even more critical.
however, in rural areas of reasonably flat topography, twin feeder installatiuns often give very
little trouble, and have the advantage of cheapness.

Symmetry Transformers
After conducting the indoor aerial experiments
for Band IV, and failing to get usable results
thereby 'in room 4, the author also tried a twin feeder system from a roof aerial, without any better

results. The reasons for this will be dear from

the previous paragraph.
Careful installation of the feeder failed to reduce
ghosts to a tolerable level. Accordingly, a coaxial

feeder was resorted to. The main signals at the
Band

Band to

(625 line)
receiver

(405 line)
receiver

Input

Input

I

I

I

II

A five -element single -tier Yagi of conventional
type for Band' III and a twenty -element single -tier
Yagi for Band IV are used on the mast on the roof;
both are for 32011 balanced twin feeder. The

arrangement of Fig. 3 (in reverse) is used right at
the mast -head for diplexing these aerials on to a
single coaxial line of 80.Q impedance, and the same

arrangement is used again at the receiver end, to
separate the signals for the dipole sockets of the
receiver taking 32011 twin -feeder again.

nights.

Careful prodding and bending of the turns of
the coils were required to achieve optimum performance, and the valve of the 4pF capacitor may
need to be modified slightly in other installations,
and/or a capacitor of around 10pF inserted in the
feed to the Band III symmetry/transformer coil.
Any reader adopting these measures for his own
aerial installation must conduct his own final trim-

ming -experiments, which are always largely
empirical. It is possible to diplex or triplex Bands

I (BBC -TV) or Band II (v.h.f.-f.m. radio) into the
same feeder and out again, by logical extension of
the principles of Fig. 3.
The coupling capacitor valve and coil size will
need to be increased proportionately. About 10
turns (5 plus 5, wound bifilar) and some 10 to 20pF

coupling capacity would be suitable for initial
experiments for Band II, for example. The coil
should be wound to about 7 to 10mm external

diameter. The same coil with a small slug inserted
can be tried for Band I (BBC TV).
When using such an arrangement, the location

should be such as to use an absolute minimum
length of twin feeder at the receiver end. It is
preferable to build the transformer unit in a nonmetallic (plastic) container on the end of the
coaxial line, immediately behind the aerial sockets
of the receiver, with at the most a couple of inches
of twin feeders.

Fig. 4 sketches the line of experiments for the

case of 'receivers with coaxial -line aerial sockets.

T1, T3 and Cl will be as in Fig. 3, and the pairs
T1, T2 and T3, T4 respectively will generally be

Ti is 8 turns
(4 +4 bifilar wound)

approx. 21swg.
enamelled copper
closewound on piece

of sleeving to give
overall external
diameter of 5mm
no core .

Balanced

flat

twin feeder
(unscreened

approx. 3200)

T2 is 4 turns

identical. The pairs C2, C3 and C4, C5 will
respectively be of equal capacities, and around twice

the capacity of Cl-optimum values should be tried
by experiment.
Experiment should also determine whether or not
the leads (shown dotted) joining the centre -taps of
respective pairs of transformers improve the performance. Fig. 4b explains what is meant by
" bifilar winding r all transformers should be

(2+2' bifilar wound)

as Ti

wound in this fashion. Experiment should also
determine the optimum side of T2 or T4 to which
the output coaxial -line inner conductors are to be

joined.
Also, in Fig. 3, the effect of reversing each pair of
plugs in the receiver aerial terminals should be tried.

800 coaxial cable

:

to aerials

Fig.

diplexing and symmetrising
arrangements for coaxial feeder.

3-Prototype

Such .measures should, theoretically, make no difference if the transformer balance and matching is
perfect, but in practice appreciable differences will
exist, giving better performance in one orientation.
It must also be pointed out that, in receivers with
the continental type of twin -feeder aerial sockets,
requiring Fi.;. 3- diplexer and symmetriser for a
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coaxial main -feeder, the conditions of Fig. 4 nevertheless actually exist, because the tuner input -grid
circuit is necessarily assymmetric to chassis, i.e. of
the " coaxial input ' type, primarily.

February, 1963

:Coax to

Coax to
receiver

receiver
Band m

Band ISE

Thus, if one looks behind the aerial terminals

inside these receivers for twin -feeder, one generally

T2

14

finds C2, C3; C4, C5 of Fig. 4a located there, and
the input tuned -circuits of the tuners designed in

the fashion of T2 and T4 of Fig. 4a. The tuner
input -stage grid is fed from the positions of the
output -coaxial inners in Fig. 4a, and the bifilar

C3

C4

centre -taps go to chassis of the receiver.
Take care that the use of the dotted connections
between the transformer centre -taps in Fig. 4a does

not create a d.c. connection between chassis and
aerial which would allow mains voltages from an
a.c.-d.c. receiver to proceed up the aerial. A capa-

citor of about 100pF should then be used instead of

a direct connection, if this connection is at all

necessary.

The theoretical explanation of the function of

(a)

coax
from
aerials

(b)

these symmetry transformers (often called
" bazookas ' when carried out with coaxial lines
instead of actual coils at the very high frequencies)
is reasonably obvious. Being of ratio 1:2 step-up in
auto -transformer arrangement, the impedance ratio

Fig. 4(a)-Coaxial to coaxial diplexing arrangements

required. Also, the ends of the windings are clearly
symmetrical to earth (centre -tap), as required for
twin feeder.

high signal -to -reflection ratios, by means of efficient

is clearly 1:4 step-up, i.e. from 80f2 to 32011 as

Instability Effects

All feeders, whether twin -balanced or coaxial,

should be cut to the proper length required-not
too short and certainly not excessively long. Any
excess length left trailing about on the floor behind

the receiver often lead to instability, as well as
reintroduction of ghosting due to resulting aerial

in their simplest form; (b)-explanation of "bifilar
winding" of ,symmetrising transformers.

The aerial problems amount far more to getting

directivity and adoption of the other measures discussed in this article.

The problems arising at u.h.f. are so manifold
that one is continually being surprised! At the
short wavelengths involved, many objects reflect
strongly which at the lower bands play little or no

role. Thus the author observes regularly on Band IV
that on changeable, windy and stormy days, recep-

tion fluctuates greatly, even in areas of very high
basic signal -strength.

The causes seem to be fluctuating reflections

efficiency deterioration. Signal strength is usually
less affected.

from waving trees, and also from passing groups of
clouds. A high aerial will combat the former effect,

capacity " in the higher -frequency bands. These
instability effects-which in the severest cases and
with poorly -screened tuners can send the Whole
tuner into oscillation-vanish completely when a
neat feeder of correct length is installed.

One sees such aerials here and there on the
Continent on the houses of serious viewers.

The instability can take the form of " body

One would imagine coaxial cable feeders to be less

prone to this sort of trouble, as " the external conductor is earthed, after all ". But this assumption is
a fallacy, and the strength of such instability even
with coaxial line can be surprising.
Thus using an excess length of some two yards
of coaxial cable before passing through Fig. 3 into
the receiver caused such severe instability when this
cable was draped spirally behind the receiver

operating on Band IV that the picture could be
brought into and out of lock by a person moving

but to remove the cloud -effect on stormy days it
may be necessary to use multi -tier Yagi arrays to
reduce the vertical angle of response of the aerial.
Another interesting Band IV effect recently noticed

is the gradual and unambiguous vanishing of a
former prominent response direction of an indoor
Yagi as the trees outside the window progressively
lost their foliage last autumn.
Unmatched Cables

If feeders are not properly matched as regards

their impedance, this does not produce ghosts

instability.

directly, contrary to common belief. The multiple
signals produced by repeated traversals of an unmatched feeder are generally too close to each other
in time to generate noticeable ghosts, unless the

Conclusion

apparent loss of horizontal focus, due to very nearly
coincident multiple images. If real ghosts or large

about two yards away! Draping the excess length
in a non -spiral fashion caused a reduction of the

feeder is exceedingly long.

The primary effect

It is hoped that this article has contributed to the
explanation of some important TV aerial problems
in general, and for the u.h.f. bands now opening up
in particular. With the use of transmitters of around
500kW or more e.r.p, signal strength itself is not
difficult to raise to the necessary levels in normal
service areas.

is

far more that of an

separation are also produced thereby, then these
are secondary effects of unbalance causing aerial -

directivity to deteriorate, on account
mismatch.

of

the

A receiver giving consistently poor focus even
though the raster -lines appear sharp and the bandwidth is correct should lead one to suspect
mismatch in the aerial and feeder system.

ni,
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(grid leak) or coil winding and then put a resistor
in the cathode circuit of the valve-e.g., between

The

cathode and chassis. The anode and screen currents
thus flow through the cathode resistor in such a way

that the voltage dropped across the resistor is
positive at the cathode side with respect to the

ABC

chassis side.

of TV Circuits

parallel.

Now, in Fig. 32 RI and the contrast control R2
are connected in series with the cathode. Let us
suppose that the contrast control is turned right
down so that it represents zero resistance. The
voltage dropped across RI thus provides a nominal

AN ANALYSIS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
TELEVISION CIRCUITS
By

T. L. May

(Continued from page 172 of the 7anuary issue)

CONTRAST control systems have undergone
several interesting changes during the last decade.

If we look back to a circuit of a

1951 -vintage

receiver, for example, we will probably find that the

contrast control arrangement is rather like that
shown in Fig. 32. The controlled valve will be

grid bias, since this condition the control grid is
connected to chassis through LI and R3 and R4 in

As the contrast control is turned in the opposite
direction a greater resistance is introduced into the
cathode circuit. This causes the voltage at the control grid, relative to the cathode, to rise negatively,
with a consequent fall in gm and stage gain.
It may have been noticed that the suppressor grid
of the valve is also returned to chassis, which means
that this electrode is also biased negatively. Note
also that when the contrast control introduces
resistance to the cathode circuit the potential divider
R3 and R4 comes into effect in terms of the control
grid. Actually, what happens is that the potential
divider arranges for the change of grid bias to be
less than the change of suppressor bias as the contrast control is adjusted.

The reason for this is that by altering the gm
simply by varying the grid bias badly alters the
input capacitance of the valve. This affects the
alignment of the tuned circuits connected to the

either the second in the t.r.f. chain or the first vision
i.f. amplifier (or common i.f. amplifier) in the case
of a superhet circuit.

control grid-and hence the definition

What does the Contrast Control have to do?

control grid bias, the input capacitance of the valve

It is the job of the contrast control to set the
drive of the picture signal between the grid and
cathode of the picture tube so that a picture of the
most desirable-and accurate-contrast (black and

white) ratio is achieved. The term " drive " means
the change of signal voltage between the cathode
and grid of the picture tube. Thus, the greater the
change of signal voltage here, the greater will be the
contrast ratio of the picture.
Clearly, then, the contrast control to the vision
signal is very similar to the volume control to the
sound signal. There is a difference in operation
between the two controls, for the volume control
adjusts the level of the sound signal applied to the
output stage by acting as an attenuator, while the
contrast control adjusts the gain of the vision
channel and in that way causes a change of signal
drive at the control grid of the video amplifier valve
and hence a similar change of drive at the picture

of the

picture-as the contrast control is adjusted, but by
arranging the circuit as shown in Fig. 34, so that
there is a greater change of suppressor grid than
is maintained substantially constant over the full

range of contrast control adjustment.
Another way that this can be achieved is by connecting a low value resistor between the cathode of

subsequent

stage

tube.

Now, the gain of a television amplifying stage
depends to a large extent upon .the mutual conductance or slope (gm) of the valve-the larger the
gm, the greater the stage gain. One of the easiest

ways of adjusting the gm of a valve is by altering its

grid bias, and this is exactly what the contrast

control is arranged to do in Fig. 32.
The bias applied to the control grid of a valve is
always relative to the cathode, which means that if
the cathode is made positive relative to the control
grid, the grid is, in fact, negative with respect to the
cathode. One way of making the cathode positive

with respect to the control grid is to return the
control grid to chassis either through a resistor

R4

100k

Contrast control

Fig. 32-An early type of contrast controlsystem in

which the overall gain of the vision channel it
adjusted by altering the bias of a valve.

,
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rig. 33-A contrast
control system which
works both manually
and automatically.

HT+

From anode of
video amplifier

From tuner

output

HT+A

Sync

separator
valve

R3
8..2k

V2

200pF
Cl

To aerial
circuits

500k
ontrast

01pF

RI

R8

47k

Sensitivity
pre-set
2M
27M

39M
R5

R4

680k

1M

27Q.

AGC line

the controlled valve and the normal biasing resistor.
The resistor should not be bypassed by a capacitor,

and the resulting negative feedback so applied to
the stage stabilises the input capacitance. A typical
value for such a resistor is 27f2.

negative -going picture signal drives the valve, into

anode current cut-off and picture signal does not
appear at the anode. However, as' the sync pulses
are positive -going, these cause a response at the
anode (and screen) and from these electrodes the
sync pulses are conveyed to the timebase oscillators

Automatic Contrast Control

On most modern receivers the contrast adjusts

itself automatically to suit the strength of the
aerial signal applied to the set. This saves re-

adjustment each time the- programme is changed,
as the aerial signal is rarely at the same level on all
channels. Moreover, the gain of an average receiver
is usually -greater on the low Band I channels compared with the high Band III channels.
This feature is often integrated with the manual
contrast control, and comes under such names as
" automatic picture control " and " automatic gain
control " (a.g.c.), as well as " automatic contrast
control ".

The circuit in Fig. 33 shows how a.g.c, is
It will be seen that two valves are controlled-the

applied to the vision channel of a modern receiver.

triode r.f. amplifier in the tuner and the first vision
i.f. amplifier valve, VI and V2 respectively.
There is no cathode bias applied to the r.f. triode
since the cathode is returned difect to chassis, but
there is a little grid current bias developed across
the grid resistor.R1. Likewise, V2 has virtually no
cathode bias, since in the cathode there is only a

27f2 resistor which is used to avoid changes of
input capacitance-as already explained-and the
voltage dropped across this is insufficient to bias
the valve correctly. However, a small standing bias

is again given by grid current in the grid resistor
R2. Thus, the gain of VI and V2 is at a maximum
due to the nominal standing bias so derived, and
as this represents maximum contrast the manual and
automatic contrast control arrangements must
increase the bias to provide a decrease of gain and
contrast.
Negative Voltage from Sync Separator

V3 in Fig. 33 is the sync separator valve. In

accordance with conventional practice, this receives
a negative -going picture signal from the anode of

the video amplifier valve, via R3 and Cl. The

-minus picture signal.

The positive -going sync pulses, at the control grid

also push the grid into grid current (rather like a

diode effect). This causes Cl to charge, negative at
grid, and the charge leaks away through the grid
leak R5. The time -constant Cl R5 is arranged for
optimum sync separation:
We are not, particularly interested in the normal
operation of the sync separator stage at this time,

but we are very much interested in the negative

voltage which occurs at the control grid (e.g., across
R5). This rises negatively with increase in the level

of video signal applied to the grid. Thus, as long
as there is a signal the grid is negative.
It is this negative voltage which is now nearly
always used to bias the controlled valves automatically.

In the circuit under discussion, the

negative voltage is fed from the grid through R4
and R7 to the r.f. valve thiough R1 and to the i.f.

valve through R2, R6 and Ll. The gain of the

vision channel is now tied to the signal conditions,

for when the signal is weak there is only a small
negative voltage and the controlled stages are work-

ing almost flat-out, and when the signal is strong

the negative voltage increases, the stage gain

decreases and the contrast is adjusted automatically
to suit the applied signal.
There are, however, one or two other features of
the circuit which should be underitood. The most

important is the manual control of contrast, and
this is best considered by assuming that the set is
receiving a good solid signal which is making the
" a.g.c. line nicely negative. The circuit shows
that the contrast control is connected between h.t.
positive and chassis, and that the slider of the control is connected through a 39Mf1 resistor (R8) to
the, a.g.c. line.

Now, when the slider of the control is at the

chassis side of the track (point A), R8 is effectively
between chassis and the a.g.c. line, and owing to its
very high value is has barely any effect at all on the
negative bias, which means that the contrast is at
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Fig. 34-The basic circuit of a
sequential a.g.c. system, where

1Signal
In

VI

diodes are used to switch the

2
`4

control bias in correct proportion
to the two stages.
Signal
In

AGC to

AGC to

tuner

Common
IF amp

VI

207

First

vision
IF amp

On a weak signal, DI is biased
for forward conduction and the
a.g.c. feed to the tuner r.f. stage is
held at chassis potential (e.g., zero
bias). The forward conduction
conditions of Dl are derived from
the potential at the junction of D5,
D6, being reflected through D2, R2

and Rl. Under this

condition,

then, the set gives the best noise
performance.

Now, as the a.g.c. bias increases

AGC delay

due to a stronger signal the a.g.c.
bias applied to VI rises in proportion until D2 becomes biased for

preset

R3

forward conduction.

C2

Dl

R2

AGC line

minimum (e.g., minimum vision gain). However,
when the slider is rotated towards point B a positive
potential is reflected on to the a.g.c. line. This

negative voltage from the sync
separator and thus effectively reduces the negative
voltage applied to the controlled valves. The vision
gain thus rises, dependent upon the setting of the
contrast control.

counters the

To avoid the a.g.c. line going positive, which
could happen in the event of signal failure and
when changing channel, diode Dl is connected
between chassis and the a.g.c. line in such a way

When

this

happens the a.g.c. bias applied to
VI no longer rises since D2 acts
as a shunt on the a.g.c. bias feed
to VI.
During the rise in signal as considered above, Dl is pulled
progressively away from the forward conduction stage and the
tuner

receives a progressively
increasing negative bias.
The
circuit set-up is such that oil;

weak signals the i.f. valve only receives a small
a.g.c. bias, but as the signal strength increases
the bias applied to the i.f. valves slows down while

the bias applied to the r.f. valve increases. This
3.91c

video
load

that when the line is negative it is biased for reverse
conduction and when positive for forward conduction. This, then, makes it totally impossible for the
a.g.c. line to go positive with respect to chassis.

Another feature of the circuit is the sensitivity
preset. This is connected to the a.g.c. line in much
the same way as the contrast control, but since it
is connected to VI side of R7 it mainly affects the
r.f. valve. This means that when the set is receiving
weak signal the sensitivity preset can be
advantageously adjusted to reduce the negative bias
applied to the r.f. valve without upsetting the a.g.c.
bias applied to the i.f. valve.
a

,

In that way, therefore, the signal/noise per-

formance of the set ,can be kept at a maximumhaving in mind that the noise produced by an r.f.
amplifier stage tends to rise as the negative grid bias

is increased. On a strong signal, of course, this is
of little consequence because the signal will outweigh the noise, but on a weak signal even the small

bias developed by the sync separator, if applied to
the r.f. amplifier in full force, could put excessive
grain on the picture.
Sequential A.G.C.

The circuit in Fig. 34 solves this problem automatically.

Here the

a.g.c. line

from the sync

separator stage and the contrast control is connected

to the controlled valves by way of a network of
diodes. Diodes D4, D5 arid D6 hold the cathodes
of VI and V2 at a constant voltage, irrespective of
changes in cathode current which will occur due to
changing signal conditions.

Fig. 35-A manual contrast control system connected
between the video amplifier stage and the picture tube.

ensures that the receiver always operates with the
minimum of noise and intermodulation. The point
at which the r.f. valve starts receiving a.g.c. bias and

the bias applied to the i.f. valve stabilises can be
set by- the " a.g.c. delay " pre-set control.

D3 is the clamp diode-the same as DI in
Fig. 33-which ensures that the a.g.c. line never
goes positive during channel changing' and when
the set is operated without an input signal.
(Continued on page 219)
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VICING
EVISION
IVERS
By L. Lawry -Johns
bias is applied via R52 and R51 to the V8 control
grid.

No. 86: PETO SCOTT 1726 and 1729

Thus V8 is to an extent automatically biased
according to the load conditions imposed on it or
reflected back to it from V10. It will immediately
be seen that the desired effect can only be realised

5

when V10 is capable of handling a load current.

HESE receivers are 17in. models using an

AW43-80 tube with a standard turret tuner for

Band I and Band III reception. The circuit is very
Straightforward and conventional except perhaps
for the alternative line sync provision for use in
fringe areas. Whilst this does reduce line tear, at
the same time it does weaken the line hold and the
setting becomes more critical.
The provision of a line drive and e.h.t. regulator
is a little unusual and it is essential to adjust these
together correctly. The line drive is R107 and the
e.h.t. regulator R54. Both are slider elements under
the chassis and are shown in Fig. 2. They should

If this (EY86) valve is not in good order large
variation of focus and picture size will occur at
varying brilliance levels, and as the brilliance is
well advanced the picture will lose focus, enlarge
and disappear completely.

Usual Faults

As outlined above, a failing EY86 produces
symptoms which are quite easily recognised, but if
level

low

the

width

is

with

the cathode circuit (normally returned direct to

circuit has been more thoroughly checked.

chassis) by breaking the chassis connection of pin 8

and inserting the meter. R54 should be set

fall below 175V. If the voltage is below this check

to

minimum resistance (slider to chassis end).

Adjust R107 for maximum width and then set

R54 so that the meter reads 115mA. Before adjusting these controls ensure that the ECC82 (V7) and
the PL36 (V8) are both in good order.

the

brilliance

only require adjustment when V8 (PL36) or the line
output transformer is replaced.
Under normal conditions V8 should pass 115mA.
To check this a milliameter should be inserted into

inadequate, failing to fill the screen at each side, it
may well be that the EY86 is being under -supplied

and the valve should not be replaced until the
First check the h.t. voltage, which should not
the PY32 by replacement. A PY33 is a more
recent replacement of improved construction and

drops less voltage across it. With this valve fitted
the h.t. voltage may be higher than that specified.
If the h.t. is over 175V check both the PL36 and
the ECC82. An unsuspected low emission ECC82
will often cause a new PL36 to overheat and fail
prematurely, sometimes with a cracked glass
envelope.

Regulation Circuit

A brief explanation of the circuit will perhaps
make the function of R54 clearer. The basic
function of a regulator circuit of this type is to
provide a steady e.h.t. voltage over varying load

conditions so that the focus does not change when
there is a change of brilliance. This is accomplished
by a feedback circuit and rectifier to provide a varying bias for V8 (PL36) control grid.
A part of the output of V8 is fed back via C50R57-C87 to the rectifier which is one of the V12
diodes. The rectified voltage is developed across
R78 and R62, which are fixed resistors, and across
R54 which is variable to pre-set the conducting or
operating level of the diode. The resulting negative

No Picture

If the line whistle can be heard clearly and
evidence of high voltage is present at the EY86 top

cap first check whether the heater of the EY86 is
glowing or not. If not and there is no e.h.t. at
the side of the tube it is fair to assume that .the
EY86 has an o/c heater and a new valve should be
fitted..

If, however, the line whistle sounds

a

little

ragged and no high voltage indication can be found
at the EY86 top cap, switch the set off, remove the

top cap and, when the valves have completely
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cooled, switch on again. If the top cap can be
removed without switching the set off and without
coming into contact with the cap it is quite in order
to try this.
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First confirm that the PL36 and PY81 valves are

The point is that, although the top cap may
appear dead when on the EY86, as soon as it is

lighting up (the EY86 won't be). Quite often it
will be found that one of these, usually the PL36,
fails to light. This is due to loss of vacuum and
the glass envelope may well be found completely
loose so that the base has to be gripped in order
to remove it without the risk of a cut hand.
It may be found that both valves are lighting but
one may be red hot. In the case of the PY81 this
can be due to C49 developing a short. C49 is a

An internal short in the tube would produce

a similar high voltage rating, although a rating of
over 6kV is usually sufficient. This condition
usually results in the width control VR4 being
damaged and a replacement 101(Q wire wound is

removed it may suddenly come to life with the one
apparent object of arcing to the nearest body,
including a human one, if available! Now if this
does occur (i.e., dead when on, live when off) it is
again reasonable to suspect that the EY86 is
internally shorted and a replacement is needed.

100pF 12kV capacitor and a replacement must have

similar symptoms but generally the EY86 will be
be found at fault. If more convenient, removal of

the anode clip from the side of the tube wor=ld

therefore required.

If the PL36 is red hot attention should

again identify the fault.

R31

Contrast
R33

Brilliance

Frame hot
V4
EF80

V5

Aerial

6E0./7

C9

E0 0 E E0

F85

EiLe.1.9

L12

L13,L14

Fig. I-A general above -chassis view of
the receiver, showing the positions of
the larger components.

Line hold

V3

L16

Height[ L36.1_36
Frame lin[

0

0

L7

EF80

C14

e

Fine

tuner

r2)PCF80

PCC84

FILM

PCF80
C"

be

s" ®7

Channel

selector

DL22

n V15

0V12 E8F89

PCL82

1123,L24

.[96

V7

ECC82

0V13 PCL83
Volume
and

On/Off
switch

Line sync,
adjust L
V10

Fuse[

The PY32
A low -emission PY32 will result in

a

PY81
OV9

small

picture and a check of h.t. will confirm this, but

these valves often go soft with a characteristic blue
glow and the reported symptoms may then be " the

picture takes about a half-hour or more to come

on but the sound comes through fairly quickly ".
This is because the PY32 is soft (impaired
vacuum) and the getter fights a losing battle, the

period of delay becoming longer each time the
receiver is used (from cold) until, if left, the h.t.
remains low and does not rise or the PY32 lights
up with a lovely purple glow and the fuse fails.
We have yet to see whether the PY33 will suffer
a similar fate after a period of use.
These remarks concerning the PY32 have been

included under the no picture fault condition and
to continue with this condition and assuming the
sound is in order let us assume that the line time base whistle cannot be heard.

L19A

EY86

directed to the ECC82, which if defective fails to
supply a driving bias to the PL36, resulting in this
valve passing excess current. Leakage through C46

will produce a similar symptom, as will a shorted
C47.

If the line whistle is barely audible and neither

valve

appears

overheated

attention should

be

directed to C51, which may either be o/c or

Also check the capacitors C79 and C88
associated with the line scan coils and C80. If the
ECC82 is driving the PL36 and all valves, including
shorted.

the EY86, are in order and capacitors have been
checked, the line output transformer may fairly
be suspected provided that the line coils have also
been checked through.
No Line Hold

If the control is at one end of its travel check
the ECC82 and the 1Mli resistor R49 in series

the frame hold at the end of its travel. In both
cases the valves may not be at fault. Bottom
compression is often due to C86 (100/4F, 25V)

Check the hold control

with the hold control.
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itself if necessary.

If the control is not at one end and the picture

becoming open circuited or sometimes R106
(390t2) changing value. If this resistor falls to a

can be made to hover at or about its correct locking
position check C42, C43 and C89.
Lack of sync and a distorted picture should also
direct attention to C39 (32uF), also check C74. If
the picture is not distorted and the condition is

low value the bottom of the picture may fold up,
showing a bright band at the bottom.
Top compression or white lines at the top of the
picture can indicate a faulty PCL82, a defective
capacitor C84 or C85, a faulty linearity control or
associated resistor. Frame hold at the end of its
travel should direct attention to R95 (56010.2) and

clearly one of loss of line and frame sync check
V6, PCF80.

VR5.

Frame Timebase

The thermistor in series with the frame
deflection coils rarely gives trouble. It is a VA1033
and has a d.c. resistance of about 41.2 when cold.

The frame oscillator -output valve is V15, PCL82.

Loss of emission in this valve will cause bottom
compression and also at times loss of hold with

(Continued on page 213)
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R40
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transformer
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Fig. 2-An underchassis view of the receiver.
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RADIO

INCREASE

TELEVISION

YOUR

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING

KNOWLEDGE

MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION
OF BRITISH CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGES=

CHOOSE THE RIGHT COURSE FROM:
RADIO AND TELEVISION ENGINEERING,
INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION, RADIO AND
TELEVISION SERVICING, RADIO SERVICE
AND SALES VHF/FM ENGINEERING, ELECTRONICS, COMPUTERS AND PROGRAM=

THEREIS AN ICS;SOURSE FOR YOU
Whether you need a basic grounding, tuition to complete your technical qualifications, or further special-

ised knowledge,ICS can help 'you with a course

MING, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS,

individually adapted to your requirements.
There is a place for you among the fully -trained men.

SERVOMECHANISMS, TELEMETRY, COLOUR
TV, INSTRUMENTATION. AND PRINCIPLES
OF AUTOMATION.

They are the highly paid men-the, men of the
future. If you want to get to the top, or to succeed
in your own business, put your technical training in
otir experienced hands.
ICS Courses are written in clear, simple and direct

ALSO EXAMINATION COURSES FOR:
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.; City and Guilds Telecom.
Technicians, C. & G. Radio and T.V. Servicing
(R.T.E.B.), and P.M.G.'s Certificates. C. & G.
Radio Amateurs' Certificates.

language, fully illustrated and specially edited to
facilitate individual home study. You will learn in
the comfort of your own home-at your own speed.
The unique ICS teaching method embodies the
teacher in the text; it combines expert practical

LEARN AS. YOU BUILD
Practical Radio Courses: Gain a sound knowledge of
Radio as you build YOUR OWN 5 -valve superhet
radio receiver, Signal Generator and High -quality
Multitester. At the end of the course you have
three pieces of permanent and practical equipment

experience with clearly explained theoretical training.

Let ICS help you to develop your ambitions

and a fund of personal knowledge and skill. ICS
Practical Radio Course opens a new world to the

and ensure a successful future. Invest in your own
capabilities NOW.

keen Radio amateur.

FILL IN AND POST THIS COUPON
TODAY
You will receive the FREE ICS Prospectus listing the
examinations and ICS technical course in radio, television

and electronics, PLUS details of over 150 specialised
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

RADIO AND TELEVISION

r

subjects.

ENGINEERING

BECTIUCAL ENGINEERING

PLEASE SEND FREE BOOK ON .........

............

NAME
ADDRESS

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept. 165, I NTERTE XT H OUSE, PARKGATE RD, London SW I

I
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
TH., VALVE SPECIALISTS
EXPRESS SERVICEII

38 CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W. I

O.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER

BY LETTER, PHONE, OR WIRE, DESPATCHED

0,42
0102

024
345

17/8 601;7
17/8 0.4 K5

5/. 6A L5
6/- 0AM6

34.71.1T 121- 6AQ5
313
12/6 OATS
31,6
10/6 641,6
3146

17/6 6BA6

311511T 10/8 68E6
34,4

11am

3/- 08116*

5/- 6E36.

4/- 611*

7/8 1213E6. 9/-

8/6 61911

7/6 61,70T
6/- 6L17

17/8
7/6 121(5
9/- 19AQ2 10/13

10/. 6118. 18t- 1981 10/6/- 6LD20.15/7 20131. 14/11

61- 61.28* 25/11 2082. 25/11
6/- 201,1. 25/11
8/- 6Q71;

6/- 6070T 11/- 20Pl 25/11

5/- 618.17A MIS 6R7G 10/7/6
3850T 10/6 619127 9/- 61150
IRS
6/- 6B118 18/2 6V60
4/6
381
9/- 6RW6. 10/6 6V6GTG 8/6
1T4
11/5

814
345
187

5/6 605

6/- 606
10/6 619'

4/6 EX1,5 18/10
2/- El -'3!4
67/6 EA
16/- EA BC80 9/- E F'40 15/- E:831. 71/901,1
901U
37/8 EA 842" 9/- EF41. 8/- EY51* 8/8
10/- EY83 16/2
2/8 8E42
37/8 E1334
901V
7/- EY84 18/2
150132 18/6 EBIL
8/6 EF50(
6/- ER91
807
4/- E1,50(2) 5/- E186. 7/8
7/8 E Bc33 5/- EF73 10/6 EZ40 0/6
5763
5/- ERC41 8/- EFS°. 5/- EZ41. 7/7475
A231
ICH- ER/'81' 13/- E1,85. 6/- E700. 6/AZ41. 13/7 EHP80 8/- E PM' 9/- EZ8l 6/9/9/- EBP83 18/7 EP89. 9/- 0230
1336
10/0/6 G7,32
131'100 8/- EBP89
9/6
4/6 11331 14/12/6 EF92
C133 18/9 8(170
H8309 29/1
CY31
11/- ECM 27/6 EF97.
DAC32 10/6 EC92 13/- E198. 13/- HVR2 10/.
DAI91 5/- ECC34 23/11 E8183* 13/2 KT33C 8/-

19/5 NATO. 7/8
22/8 12BA6. 8/-

8/. 61(25

20P3. 22/8
201'4. 25/11
20P,,' 22/8

25240. 11/8
4/8 278U 25/11
6/- 6X4
5/- 6X5GT 5/- 28117
7/- DA F96

7/8 D1)41.
8/6 6/3012'10/- 3011*
8/- DP33
6/8 787
8/8 3085*
15/8 715
8/- 90 VIA. 9/6 11Piiii

8/- 308112 12/8
7/8
13/- 3011.
38/10 301.15* 911051ST 9/6 61'1'
8/6 30P4* 15/784
7/8 301,12
7/6
7/. 7Y1
6/- 66'611
1I 4
7/8 6F13
10/- 98W6 14/11 30P1.1 9/8
51141.Y 17/8 6123* 10/8 1941. 12/8 30P113 10/8
301'11421/4
11'411
4/6 6F24. 9/6 1002. 25/11
51'40 10/- 6833
7/6 10PI 10/- :351.6GT 9/6
7/6
S1S
5/- 10101115/7 32W4
5/6 61'
5/- 10P1.) 15/- :15241ST 6/57.3
19/5 616
87,41.1
4/6
t0PI4* 18/9 35Z5GT 9/91- 6.17E
6.47
10/6 6J7GT 10/8 12Ac6 14/11 5015
10/6A8
2/- 12AD618/10 50L6GT10/9/- 61(71.1
8A07
4/- WRIT (1/- 12AE6 18/7 85A2 16/SAGS
5/6 6K8GT 10/6 12A11.7 8/- 99AG 87/8
:4Q4

12/8 6017

5/- 6c1,16
7/6 61:W4

10/6 7(11
7/6 7117

24/- 787
10/- 7V7

Terms of bminessi-Cash with order or C.O.D.
only.
free.

Orders value £3 or more sent post/packing
Orders below 53 please add lid. per valve.

C.0.1). onicrs:-Minimum fee, including post and
Iton.,Fri. 8.30-2.30.

personal .hoppers.

Oats. 8.00-1

p.m.

DF91

D1,96
141097

7/6 EUC33 8/6 EP184 9/6
13/7 ECC40 17/6 EF804 22/3
8/6
10/8 BCC81* 5/- EK.32

5/15/- ECC82. 5/- EL)2
3/- ECC63' 7/- EL33 12/6
7/6 ECC81. 9/- 8.134 15/.
9/- ECC63

ALL UNINSURED PARCELS AT

TRANSIT.

CUSTOMERS' RISK.

9090

5/- 12411s.12/8 90AV

7/8 118 ',Ii

31915

5/- 68W7*
3/- 614

PRImrose

Nearest tube
Chalk Farm

SAME AFTERNOON.

FOR ONLY 64. EXTRA PER ORDER WE WILL
INSURE YOUR GOODS AGAINST DAMAGE IN

7/9 E L38 25/11

p0084* 7/8 31123

PCF82 10/6
PCF64 16/2
1.CF86* 9/6
PC1482. 9/P01.83* 9/6
PC 164* 7/6
PCL85. 10/PcL86 16/2
pC168 21/4

PEN46 4/6

0133

DIM

11168

01,72
01,92
D1.04

1)196
DM70
DY86
ROOF.
E 1 ,t11.'

6/7/. 163
8/6 E32F804 20/- E184.
1.63
10/6 RH LC1612/6
9/6 E11121 22/8
17/8 ECF133 6/6 8186 16/10 Mut2/14 8/5/- 837* 25/11
15/- ECH42 9/6 E L91.
15/- ECH81 7/6 EL95* 10/6 N78. 29/1
8/- ECUS) 13/7 E 1820 18/2 N 108* 29/1
7/6 EC R84 18/2 EL821 25/11 N308* 29/1

7/6 E0180. 9/- E L822 19/6 N339. 15/-

7/6 EC1.82* 9/6
13/- ECL83 18/9
30/- F.c186 16/2
4/30/- E830
34/8 EP37A 8/ -

EM34
EM71
EM60
25181

EM84

PY81

7/6

7/-

P1(82

P183

7/6

18/19/5
18/2
19/5
8/6
8/6

P1(88

pZ30
RIO
R19
O41

UM. 10/6

8/- (1F85'

1.12.2

1194

I/25
U26.

U31
1333.
1135*
1.137.

U45

18/9 1176
KT36 32/4 1.1.36* 15/- U191
KT4I 29/1 81.38 25/11 1,201
KT44 12/6 P181. 10/6 (1251.
KT61 12/6 PL82
7/8 1.1381.
KT63
9/- 11282.
71- PL83
KT66 15/- P184. 12/4 1J301°
KT89 48/6 PM84 16/10 0329
10/6 (1404
KTW6I 8/8 PX4

151:32

111696

48/6

U19

PL33

8/- 81488 23/4 EL41* 9/12/- ECM. 1.3/6 81.42. 10/- KTWfi2 7/8 8132* 17/6
6/. 14CP82 10/8 8181 18/2 KTW63 6/6 P133. 17/6
1/K91
7/6
91492 10/6 Ecr86 19/5 EL83 19/5 K1263 7/8 P180
D1463

27/8 ITCH916 9/8 0475
0481

9/- 1'1:182 9/8
9/8 T41
PC088 18/- TYS6F 13/- 1:01.8318/9
PCC89. 8/6 1712/14 8/6 1:841 9/10/- 17.842 12/8
PC880* 7/8 U 10
poC85

29/1 Up86*
17/6 UF89.

4/8/-

0A91
0A90

8/6
9/8

0.4.310

9/- 04211 18/8
18/6 OCI6W 35/8/- OCI9 26/-

9/- 13141° 10/6
11/6 U1,44 25/11
29/1 U1,46 14/6
L84* 8/6
29/1
32/4 UM4
17/9
15/6 UM34 16/10
13/-

3/3/-

0486

0026
0128

Oen

0035
0036

111160 14/11 0041

26/25/-

24/6
27/6
18/-

eve

16/2 U YIN 18/2 0144
18/2 13121 18/2 ocas
14/- 17141
19/5 12185

22/- VP130

9/-

913

9/ -

OM 22/6

8/6

6/.

01166

7/- 0070
7/- 0071
7/- 0072

22/8 V R 105
14/- VR1.50
0/8 W107. 88/8 04173
11/401 29/1 W729
19/5 0(74
12/8 0075
CAROM 9/- X66
UAP42 9/6 X78* 29/1 0c76
45/3 0177
(1B41 12/. X79.
UBC41. 8/8 X109 29/1 0178
1111(78111/- 103
7/6 04.81
UBF80. 9/- 266
9/6 0082

00;3

UBP89. 9/8

2.15/-

6/8
8/6

8/-

16/-

8/8/7/-

12/-

8/8/-

10/-

6/-

0(:84
8/6
11IX;84.14/3 Transistors
00170 9/8
UCC85 7/6 rind diodes
UCF809.3/- 0 A70
3/- 0C171. 10/6
8/- OCP71 17/6
UCH42 9/8 0A73

8/6 8P61
16/2
16/9
All goods new, boxed, and subject to maker.' full
13/guarantee. We handle flrat grade goods only, and
13/do not sell seconds. rejects, nor Items stripped from
new or used equipment. All orders despatched same
day. Complete catalogue 01 modern and obsolete
cathode
valves and components with terms of business, 6/1.

9/6 P81
22/8 PCS6

9/- PC88
9/8 PC95
10/8 P197

Indicates valves
for extra life and reliability.

COMPLETE TELEVISIONS

B. & M. TUBES LTD.

17 INCH

14 INCH

111.10.0
£7.10.0
* 12 months' free replacement on

6a DENISON ROAD, LEEDS 3.
Tel. LEEDS 24576

Tubes, Valves, Components.

* Ex Rental and repossessed televisions.

* All channels available.
* Demonstrations daily.
* Legs -39/6 per set.

* Part

allowance on
exchange
Radios, TV's, etc.
Personal collection advised, or Insured Carr., I 4in., 201-; I7in., 301-.

SUPER SCREEN TV TUBES

12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

REGUNNED TUBES
21

in. 9916
IS, 14,

TUBES -ALL TYPES
12" - 14"
I 5" - 17"

£4. 5.0
£4.15.0

£6.15.0
90° and 110° also supplied
Carriage& Insurance 10'- extra
ALLOWANCE ON OLD TUBE
21"

I 7in. 901 -

12 in. 70/-

VALVES 9d. Each

40 - £1

Thousands of valves available.
1, Year's Guarantee.
P. & P. on 1-4
... 6d.
Add 10/-, refundable on receipt of P. & P. on 12
...
116

your OLD Tube. Ins., Carr., 7/6.
110° Tubes in Stock.

EX RENTAL TUBES
35/- 36/24, I4KP4, 141
15/. 121,31/74and
others.

Carr.

TELEPHONE HANDSETS

Stamp for List

Extension Speakers
19/9
In cabinet, complete with flex.
P. & P. 3/9.
Also Slim -Line De Luxe, 2919
P. & P. 313

1516 pair. G.P.O. standard pattern. House to workshop, garage, SPEAKERS
inter. -office, etc. Works off any
Post & Packing 416. 1'9 EACH
battery.

DUKE & CO (LONDON) Ltd 6in. Ein. 7in. x
Money
4in.
621 3 ROMFORD RD.
cuaranback
MANOR PARK, E.12

teed. Enquire for other sizes.
ILFord 6001 3
Liverpool St. -Manor Pk. 10, mins. Ex. mfd. salvage. P.P. 213.
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Fig. 3-The video, sync and line timebase stages of the circuit.

(Continued from page 210)
At operating current its d.c. resistance is extremely
low.

1 and 12 is much less than 6.3V, say 3-4V, sharply

tap the neck of the tube. If the voltage reading
varies up to 6.3V, even though it returns to the
original reading, the heater is partially shorted.
Sometimes it is possible to clear the short for a
prolonged period by the method of tapping the tube

White Horizontal Line

A white line across the centre of the screen, the
remainder being blank, denotes complete collapse

This should first direct
attention to V15, but if this PCL82 valve is in

order check the h.t. voltage to pin 6. If the voltage
is absent it is virtually certain that the output
transformer L37 is open circuited. If the voltage
is present check at pin 9, which is the triode anode.
This voltage should be about 165V.
If the voltage is absent altogether check the other
end of the winding at the junction of C83, VR5 and
R98. If the required voltage is present the winding
(of the oscillator transformer) is open circuited. If
the voltage is absent, however, check C83, which
could well be shorted.
No Picture, E.H.T. Present

On occasions it may be found that if no raster
can be resolved at all at any brilliance setting the
e.h.t. may be in good order as evidenced by the

normal line whistle, EY86 lighting up and a healthy
spark at the tube anode. It is then that the
operating conditions of the tube must be checked.
First see that the ion trap magnet is in the
correct position on the rear of the tube neck. Then

note the effect of briefly shorting pin 2 to pin 11.
If there is a flash on the screen the bias conditions
should be checked. The cathode, pin 11, voltage
should be about 120V. That at the grid pin 2
should vary smoothly from 0-150V approximately.
If these voltages are about right check at pin 10
(first anode) which, if the timebase (e.h.t., etc.) is
in order, must read about 390V. The only exception to this is when R93 (4.7k11) changes value due
to a faulty focus control or shorted C80.

If all is in order here, check the position of the
ion trap magnet more closely and ensure that the
tube heater is dropping its correct voltage (6.3V
a.c. normally). If the voltage across the heater pins

neck.
Sometimes it will

be found that the pin 11
voltage is considerably higher than 125V, perhaps
nearer 300V. It can then be assumed that there is
a first -anode to cathode leak. This may not be as
serious as it sounds as the short can often be
completely cleared by the simple process of shorting
pin 11 to chassis.
A mild flash inside the tube will indicate that the

short has cleared. If there is no clearance flash
inside the tube and the timebase whistle changes
do not keep the cathode shorted to chassis as
damage may be inflicted to the timebase or at least
to R93. If the short cannot be cleared remove the

pin 10 lead and see whether the resulting dull
If not the tube must be

picture is acceptable.
replaced.

It may be found that the pin 2 (grid) voltage is

very low or absent. This results when C77 shorts
to chassis or, when there is no voltage on the other

side of R89, when the brilliance control is open
circuited at the h.t. end.

(To be continued)
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in mind the guiding principles of
the

British

Board

of

Film

HE BBC is getting naughty Censors, which are stated in its
at forty. Caught up with the flood brochure to be :of the " new wave ", it broadcasts
"Broadly speaking, the
on television and sound, material
Board's aim is to exclude from

which would have shocked its

original organisational architect,.
Lord Reith. In more and more
programmes, standards in
behaviour, courtesy, and even

decency are thrown aside in a
most unbecoming effort to be
" with it " or " in the groove ".
Do-gooders, often earnest young
clergymen, talk to teenagers on
intimate subjects which are com-

public exhibition anything likely

practice. Otherwise, there would

be no speed limits, the air would
be full of oscillations of jamming

radio stations and the odour of

unwashed humanity. We used to
look up to Auntie BBC. Poor old
dear, who respects her now? She
was an unspecified standard at
the British Standards Institution
who has got off the groove.

to impair the moral standards
of the public, by extenuating
vice or crime or by depreciating social standards, and anything likely to give offence to 1.T. News
any reasonably -minded memW. H. 0. Sweeney, the Chief
bers of the audience ".
Engineer of Independent TeleThe only trouble is that the vision News, gave the members
British Board of Film Censors of the British Kinematograph

seems to ignore its own principles,
pletely unsuitable for general thus becoming a mere hander -out
broadcasting. Sneering satire of of " X " certificates! The result
the most objectionable kind is of the lifting of the ban on " Lady
given free rein. Psychologists are Chatterley's Lover " has had an

allowed to run riot. Dignity has
been replaced with sick humour.

A MONTHLY

COMMENTARY

unfortunate effect on practically
all media for the communication

Society a fascinating glimpse into

the complex operation

of tele-

vision newscasting. The paper he
read before a crowded meeting of

the Society in a private theatre,
was

copiously

illustrated

with

excellent slides, and was rounded
The former high standards of of ideas.
off with a sound relay from Telepresentation may at times have
All writers and artists are vision House of the intercom
seemed a little stuffy, but Auntie anarchists at heart, and take instructions, cues and corrections
BBC had a certain charm which advantage of unlimited licence, that went on behind the scenes
seems to have slipped more than

short of libel. Civilisation is like during the presentation of the
engineering, dependent upon nine o'clock news. I have often
forties, with Mr. Carleton Greene good
rules, regulations and codes of seen rehearsals for the 5.55 news
as her consort. The middle-aged
lady is having bouts of irresponsibility which are as unattractive as
the babblings of an inebriated old
witch. You often don't appreciate
gold standards which are soundly
based until you have a taste of
the pinchbeck coin. I take back
everything I have ever said which
might have been critical of Lord
Reithl
a

little as she passes into her

"Do-Gooders"

The ITA programme comless in matters of taste, even if

panies are not altogether blame-

they don't plumb the depth now

reached on occasions by the BBC.

The ABC-TV feature " Sunday
Break ",

for

instance,

is

an

example of do-gooder broadcasting . which, in the opinion of
many, does mare harm than good.

People in charge of programmes
which reach millions should bear

The transmitter and aerial of this television station, near Cannes, France,
was supplied by C.S.F.
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By K. Royal

UNERS designed for the new u.h.f. channels
differ considerably from those which we have been
used to on the v.h.f. channels on Bands I and III.

The difference in design is brought about by the
extremely high frequencies associated with the
channels of Bands IV and V, for while Band III

.goes a little above 200Mc/s Band V goes up to the
900Mc/s region.

If we examine a Band III coil of a turret v.h.f.

tuner, for example, it will be seen that a, channel 12

or 13 coil pair has just two or so turns of wire.
Clearly, then, only a fraction of a turn would be

required for Band V, and even then the inductances
of the connecting wires and the internal capacitances of the circuit would make it virtually impossible to tune to u.h.f. channels.
There would also be many problems associated

with contact resistance between the studs on the
coil biscuits and the connecting springs. In short,
the conventional turret tuner as we know it today
would be totally unsuitable for tuning the u.h.f.
channels. The same also applies to incremental
tuners, so it is pointless for the experimenter to
attempt to modify such tuners for the new u.h.f.
channels.

excellent noise figures. That used as the r.f. amplifier is a

type PC88 and the other, which

is
is a

employed in a self -oscillating mixer circuit,
type PC86. These valves are well worth remembering as we shall be hearing quite a lot about them in
the future.
What are Resonant Lines?

A resonant line, sometimes called a " lecher

wire " or " trough line ", has much in common

with a tuned half -wave dipole. Indeed, like a dipole,

it is just a length of metal rod or strip. The length
determines the frequency at which it works-just

max.

------------- ---------Current

service. They are both triodes of the frame grid
construction, giving high values of mutual conand

occurs only when the circuit is resonated by the
signal-which is really the same thing as with a

Resonant line

Voltage

Tax.

Fig. I-Tuning is accomplished by means of a resonant line, and the effective half wavelength is varied
by means of a tuning capacitor. The diagram shows
the voltage and current distribution in such a line at
resonance.

One end of the line is connected to the valve or
other circuit, while the opposite end is connected
to a small variable capacitor. An earthed -grid r.f.
amplifier using this idea is shown in Fig., 2_ It is
interesting to compare this with a similar amplifier
circuit using ordinary coils for tuning, such as that
in Fig. 3.
h.t+

resonant line.

All this is very well at one particular frequency,
Signal in

length of the line. At ultra high frequencies this is
barely a practical proposition, particularly when
four tuned circuits need to be ganged. Length is
highly critical, and even a slight alteration in length
due to temperature change of the oscillator resonant

line could be

sufficient

lines

Similar

Fortunately, the " effective " length of a resonant
line can be altered by means of a variable capacitor.

u.h.f. tuner shown on the cover is an
Ekco model, and that illustrated in the
heading of this article is made by Cyldon.
The

Resonant

to swing the oscillator

partially off the tuned u.h.f. channel.

Capacitor Tuning

assembly.

used which have been specially developed for u.h.f.

half of the signal wavelength. With a parallel tuned
circuit, it will be remembered, maximum impedance

changes in length of the resonant lines associated
with the aerial and r.f. stages could impair both
sensitivity and definition of the picture. Due to this
some u.h.f. tuners have resonant lines composed of
a plated alloy which is endowed with a very low
coefficient of expansion. Thus, the difficulties
associated with adjustable lines are now apparent.

are continuously tuned over the available u.h.f.
channels by means of a ganged variable capacitor

also have a similar type of unit. Two valves are

when the length of the line corresponds to one

tuned half -wave dipole.

same as the current and voltage distribution in a

switched coils, " resonant lines " are used, and these

Mullard Limited has recently developed a u.h.f.
tuner of this kind for set manufacturers, and Cyldon

at the resonant frequency due to the high voltage
and low current factor. If this is applied to a high
impedance circuit, such as a valve grid or anode
circuit, maximum signal transfer will occur only

but one may well ask how variable tuning of a
resonant line is achieved. One way, of course, is
immediately apparent - simply by altering the

Here, then, we have a means of tuning a signal

There has been an entirely new approach to the
design of u.h.f. tuners, for instead of employing

without the conventional coil -capacitor combination,
for at the end of the line we have a high impedance

the same as a dipole.
Now, when the " electrical " length of the line is
adjusted to correspond to the half wavelength of a
signal, the signal current in the line is at maximum
in the middle and at a minimum at each end, while
the signal voltage is at minimum in the middle and
at a maximum at each end, as shown in Fig. 1. For
those who have had anything to do with the theory
of aerials, it will be recalled that this is exactly the

New Approach

ductance, low inter -electrode capacitances

February, 1963

Aerial
tuning
Ganged
L412
Fig. 2-An earthed -grid r.f. amplifier using resonant
lines instead of the more conventional tuned circuits.

Now we have the principle of resonant lines clear

in our minds, it will be understood that they can

be used to replace ordinary tuned circuits in almost
any section of a receiver or r.f. amplifier and
oscillator. Actually, of course, they are only of

practical use in ultra high frequency circuits where
the lines can be made of usable length.

CONTINUED OVER

the anode circuit, this being tuned by C22 section

A half wavelength at, say, 800Mc/s is only about
7in., while at 200Mc/s it is about 28in. Coupling
between resonant lines is possible inductively, as

of the gang. C3 is simply a coupling capacitor,
while L4 is an r.f. choke to feed h.t. to the anode

of the valve without damping the signal.
The signal across L6 is extracted from a suitable
tap and fed to a bandpass resonant line section, L7,
via L30, with the bandpass section being tuned by
C23 of the gang.

between LI and L2 in Fig. 2, and the degree of
coupling can be altered by arranging slots in a

screening between the two circuits. Alternatively,
the signal output from a resonant line can be taken
from a tap at a suitable impedance point on the line,

as is done on L3 in Fig. 2. At the centre of the

line the impedance is low and rises to a maximum
at either end.
A Practical Tuner
The circuit diagram of one version of the Mullard

tuner is given in Fig. 4. Here we have the PC88
acting as an earthed -grid r.f. amplifier, with the
signal applied to the cathode via three tuned
circuits, LI, L2 and L3. LI is little more than just

Fig. 3-The equivalent of
Fig. 2, but here dust -iron

a critical section of the screening, determined by the
placing of the 3pF and 1.5pF trimmers. The signal
from the aerial is coupled to the centre point of LI
and from here it is coupled to the resonant line L2
through the capacitors mentioned above.

coils are used instead of

cathode circuit of the valve and, although the damp-

This, then, pretty well takes care of the r.f. stage,
it being remembered that the three variable tuned
circuits are necessary to ensure adequate pre -mixer

resonant lines.

The signal is further coupled to L3 which is in
the cathode circuit of the valve. This rather
elaborate arrangement is necessary to avoid L2,
which is tuned by Cl section of the gang, from
being too heavily daniped by the aerial and the

ing is relatively high there is, nevertheless, a useful contribution to the overall pre -mixer selectivity
of the tuner. Earlier u.h.f. tuners had no variable
tuning here and as a consequence suffered from

selectivity.

The PC86 operates as the self -oscillating mixer,
this also being arranged in the earthed -grid mode.
The resonant line L9 forms the oscillator tuning,

The grid of the PC88 is earthed from the signal
point of view direct to a screen and the amplified
signal is developed across the resonant line L6 in
E

with C24 as the gang section. The oscillator can

Vb=-170V

000

G

C14

C21

C

1500

3pF

C32

75C

820pF

C7

PF

00co.
L10
7724

L14
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Ih=

C26

300mA

820pF

L15

C29

F2

120pF L18

,se

L19

C20
27pF

14

C19

filler

four

item,

minutes long, which mainly comprises film clips from the past

of the
silent cinema.
Sequences from old Hepwix
comedies, newsreels and very

dramatic dramas are shown with
modern rock-and-roll
accompaniment.

musical

This, I think, is a mistake. A

820pF

synchronised

PC86

piano

accompanithe

ment from Arthur Dulay,

R5

brilliant pianist of the British

2200

L17
T28
E320pF

820pF

"Take Four"

age

Vb
170V

820pF

move their mouths-just like venbefore I.T.N. is once more burst- shot, and excellent examples were triloquists ". How right she was!
ing at the seams in its present

the feeling that it won't be long ditions under which this series is

fascinating

*--111-0-0AA15MM

aerial

bility of the new 10 to 1 zoom

they nearly fell off their seats with and suitably adjusted voice were
laughing after taking precau- reproduced on a loudspeaker
is probably a main requirement, tionary looks at each other to see under the cage. " Funny! ", said
otherwise I would have thought that Jonathan Routh wasn't one woman, " I didn't see the
that a section of the fine new ITA hiding amongst the audience. parrot's beak move, did you? "
building in Brompton Road David Samuelson, the camera- " No ", replied the other knowwould have been ideal. I have man, explained the difficult con- ledgeably, " some of them hardly

A -R have been putting on a

6pF

C6 3pF

L3

shown on the screen of the flexi-

the thought that it might have reacting in a way quite unusual body, including the parrot and
been better to move to more for a learned society. At times Jonathan Routh, whose squawks

output

L11

C11

Westward, who are able to
show snippets from very ancient
locally shot films correctly. They
do this with a certain amount of
is

lens for obtaining head close-ups
to cut in the long shots. He can
the flicker which characterised accomplish the lightning change
puzzle of newscasting, film, com- the early cinema, but this short- in less than three frames! This
mentary, music and what -have - coming is in the process of being enables the film editor to cut out
the zoom and present a continuity
you goes on the air with the eliminated.
which appears to have been
astounding precision we all know.
photographed with two separate
During the actual transmission
cameras, one for long shots and
items are added and deleted with "Candid Camera"
Arthur
close-ups.
one for
lightning rapidity as the cool and
Refreshed after being rested Bradburn, sound man, related the
calm director issues instructions
to all via the intercom. The for some months, ABC -TV's subterfuges and technical aids
sounds of intercom at the B.K.S. " Candid Camera " team have that had to be used to pick up the
meeting were reproduced on been at work again, headed by voices of the victims. Victims?
loudspeakers by the side of large producer Ronnie Taylor and that That is the wrong word. Nothing
monitors reproducing the " on eminent practical joker Jonathan is used without the full consent of
air " transmission. The effect Routh. Ronnie Taylor recently the participants, who almost
was fascinating, for some reason addressed the Production Divi- invariably enjoy the joke. In the
or other even more dramatic than sion of the British Kinematograph latest batch of " Candid Camera "
being in the Central Control Society on the techniques used in snaps I liked best the classic shot
Room at Television House. The " Candid Camera ", which, from of two women holding a serious
technical facilities at Independent the technical point of view, have conversation with a parrot in a
Television News are a fine been much improved lately. cage who was " in charge of the
example of economical layout Hidden cameras, remote controls, pet shop " during the absence of
under cramped conditions and radio microphones, jokes which " the guv'nor ". The transaction
the recent improvements and succeed (and those which fail) was successfully carried out and
enlargements are a great help. were all dealt with in a manner they bought their packet of bird
My only reservation is based on which had the crowded audience seed to the satisfaction of every-

premises, covering, as it now
does, a very wide scope for
Commonwealth
and
foreign
exchange television news items.

C2 820pF"---4'

L2

Television House, when chaos
appears to reign supreme. News
and film material continues to
flow in during these last frenzied
minutes. But at 5.55, the jig -saw
at

commodious premises and started
afresh. Proximity to Fleet Street

The Mixer Stage

poor selectivity, which resulted in insufficient
second -channel (image) rejection.
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Fig. 4-The circuit of the new Mullard u.h.f. tuner, type A76360/02. Type AT6361/02 incorporates a circuit for
the automatic control of the oscillator frequency, otherwise it is the same as that shown.

Film Institute, would be much
more effective and appropriate,
especially if the films were run
at their correct speed -16 frames
per second for old silent films, as
compared with 25 frames per
second for modern television film
speeds.

The only ITV station

with this provision at the moment
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be reduced to a Colpitts circuit of fairly conven-

tional make-up, and the signal across L7 is coupled
to the cathode of the stage via a loop L8.
The oscillator and u.h.f. signals in the mixer
thus heterodyne in the usual manner and i.f.

signals are developed in the anode circuit. These
are filtered out by L11, L12, which is the i.f. coil,
and L19, along with the associated capacitors. The
arrangement is rather like a low-pass filter which
lets through the i.f. signals but blocks the oscillator
signal.

The frequency of the local oscillator in relation
to the incoming signals is such to produce sound
and vision i.f.'s of 33.5Mc/s and 39.5Mc/s, this
now being accepted as " standard " for British 625 -

line receivers. The sound i.f. is really the true i.f.,

for in the sound channel proper a 6Mc/s i.f. is
adopted, this being the difference between the
sound and vision i.f. carriers. This, of course, is

dual standard receivers.

As a means of maintaining optimum tracking
over the entire tuning range, small trimmers are
connected at each end of the resonant lines, such as

C10 and C11 in Fig. 4. The trimmer near the

tuning gang section of the line acts rather like a

padder in an ordinary radio receiver, and is

adjusted for optimum sensitivity at the low -frequency end of the band, while the trimmer at the
opposite end of the line is for optimising the sensitivity at the high frequency end of the band.
The tuner has an overall gain between 20 and

25dB for an i.f. bandwidth of 7Mc/s, while the
noise figure is around 12.5dB at the low -frequency

end of the band, rising to 14.8dB at the high frequency end.

Another model tuner by Mullard incorporates

drive cord and tuning scale calibrated in channel
numbers is used in conjunction with the tuner on

an automatic frequency -correction circuit. This
takes the form of a reversed -biased silicon diode
connected across the oscillator circuit. Since the
capacitance of this diode can be caused to change
by altering the bias voltage, a means of frequency
correction is possible by deriving the bias from a
discriminator circuit in the receiver proper. Thus,
any tendency for the local oscillator to drift results
in a correction voltage from the discriminator, which
in turn alters the oscillator frequency in such a way
as to restore the tuning.

THE ABC OF TV CIRCUITS

The potential -divider consisting of R2 and R3
ensures that the d.c. voltage conditions at the tube

when intercarrier sound is adopted, as it is on the
majority of models.

The Mullard u.h.f. tuner has a continuously
variable range from 470 to 862Mc/s in Bands IV
and V, which is accomplished by the four -gang

variable capacitor. A geared -down drive (1 -to -5.4)
is coupled to the spindle of the gang, and a simple

A.G.C. Filtering

cathode are held substantially constant over the
range of contrast control adjustment. This, of
course, is to avoid having to reset the brightness
control each time an adjustment is made to the

All a.g.c. lines need to be adequately filtered to
prevent the picture signal and sync pulses from
affecting the controlled valves. The chief filtering

operated from the sync separator stage, as distinct

(Continued from page 207)

elements in Fig. 33 are the 0.5µF capacitor C2, R7,
R2, C4 and C3.
Failure of one of the resistors would cut off the
a.g.c. bias and possibly cause the control grid of the

contrast control.
Receivers with this type of circuit also incorporate
an automatic contrast control circuit, possibly

from the so-called " gated " systems used mor
frequently when vision a.g.c. was first introduc.
into British receivers.

controlled valve to give the symptoms of open circuit. Thus, the vision gain would be very high-

(To be continued)

possibly outside the influence of the contrast control

-and a very bad hum bar would appear across the
picture. A short in one of the capacitors would give

the same symptom without the hum bar, and the
contrast control would not work at all. An open -

Practical men know that they save time,
and trouble, and money by tackling a job

vertical, dark shading effect on the left-hand side
of the picture.
Filter elements in Fig. 34 are C2, Cl, C3, C4,
RI, R2 and R3.

For every practical man who's seeking a
home, or planning a holiday, or looking for a
business to buy, here's the modern practical,

circuit in one of the capacitors would cause a

in a practical way.

way of going about it. It's a great new
weekly called

A system of contrast control which is becoming
popular in the dual standard sets is shown in
Fig. 35. Here the contrast control is connected in
parallel with the load of the video amplifier valve.
In effect, then, the video signal appears across the
resistive element of the control and the slider taps
the required level to the cathode of the picture tube.
Frequency correction is given to the signal by Cl
connected across a tapped section of the contrast
control, while d.c. attenuation is introduced into
the coupling to the tube cathode by RI and C2 (see

The ABC of
under
September 1962 issue).

Property Advertiser &

Holiday Guide and every week it offers

Video Contrast Control

TV Circuits ",

in

the

you hundreds of opportunities for homes,
holidays and businesses from all over the
country.
What's more, a new easy -reference
system makes sure you find what you
want quickly.

Property Advertiser & Holiday Guide
the really practical paper with the
national coverage. It's from Newnes-the
is

publishers of the famous "Practical" series.
Price 4d. every Friday, everywhere !
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SERVICING DATA AND
MODIFICATIONS

By D. Elliot

(Continued from page 155 of the January issue)

OW that the majority of the country is
adequately covered for almost service -area television,
the old-style receiver employing flywheel line
synchronising is often more trouble than the
complicated and temperamental sync system
worth.

is

Flywheel line sync was first introduced about a
decade ago when many receivers out of necessity

tends to average the sync pulses over a number of
lines and use the resulting voltage to hold the line
oscillator at the correct frequency.
Unfortunately, the early flywheel circuits were
prone to a number of faults, they were difficult to
set-up correctly and they used to respond to certain
adverse characteristics of the received signal to
which the conventional type of line timebase was
immune.
Eventually, manufacturers realised these field

had to operate on next to no aerial signal. The

troubles and produced two types of set-one with
conventional sync for service areas and the other

" noise " producing this symptom also found its
way into the line oscillator along with the sync
pulses. Thus, in addition to bad grain, the vertical

extra complexity-are equally as reliable as their

picture was, therefore, extremely " grainy " and the

parts of a picture used to have ragged edges owing
to the noise triggering the line timebase in a somewhat random manner.
The flywheel feature of the sync circuit
introduces a kind of momentum into the line
oscillator, thereby endowing it with the property to

run at almost the correct synchronised speed for a
short while even in the absence of sync pulses. The
effect also irons out any irregularities due to noise
on the tips of the line sync pulses, for the circuit

R53

with flywheel sync for fringe areas and locations of
high interference level. It must be recorded, however, that certain circuits embodying the flywheel
feature and later flywheel systems-apart from their
direct -sync counterparts.

also

wheel line sync either as a regular feature on both
standards or switched in on 625 lines only. Indeed,
flywheel sync is highly desirable on the negative going vision modulation of the 625 -line system to

cope with the noise on the positive -going sync
pulses and the more fringe -area -nature of the u.h.f.
signals.

H:T:+

R85
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0.1 F

220k

This, of course,

applies so far as the very latest circuits are concerned, for many dual standard models have fly-
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Fig. 5I-The flywheel line
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circuits of the Cossor models 937, 938F and 939F.
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is eliminated. In fact, this now becomes the line
multivibrator (still V13) and the 12AU7 (V20) is no
longer required.
V13 needs to be completely rewired, as also does

As there are many old-style receivers with fly-

wheel sync still in operation and many more still on

the second-hand and surplus markets, details of
how the flywheel sync may be replaced by conventional direct sync will undoubtedly be of

the line sync feed circuit from the anode of the

are subject to residual phase modulation on the

sync separator to the line multivibrator. Also note
that the cathode resistor of V14 is decreased from
331i to ion.

twisting of the picture verticals, an effect which,

vertical hold, height, horizontal hold and contrast

interest.
It will be recalled that old flywheel sync systems

transmitted signal.

This

causes

Cossor

bending and

937,

characteristics of the transmission.
Another typical defect is that

R82
100k

the line oscillator will suddenly
unlock on the burst of interference or on a channel change,

393F

and

have

the tuner turned through a right-angle and mounted
on the opposite end of the chassis, the sub -base -

advertisements,

depending upon the type of receiver and the

HT+

C95
0pF

R80

R53
220k

220k

thereby requiring very careful re-

AGC panel

C60
10pF

setting of the line lock control.

Drift in associated valves and
components can instigate the
trouble after the set has been
working satisfactorily for an hour
or so.

939

controls mounted on a panel on the side of the
cabinet, while models 939 and 939F also have

while absent during certain programmes, may occur

during the advertisements or outside broadcastsor the trouble may clear on

models

R114

220k

C6211001pF

R78
22k

Video
In

Cossor Models

Cossor models employing fly-

wheel sync are 937, 938F and
939F. The appropriate circuit
section is shown in Fig. 51, and
here the pentode section of the
6AB8 (V13) is a phase detector,

while the
12AU7 (V20) is
employed as the line timebase

multivibrator.

Sync pulses are fed from the
sync separator to the grid of the
triode section of V13 through
C60, R78 and R81. This triode
both amplifies and reverses the
polarity of the line sync pulses.

2

9

341(Y\-1
4
5
V10 6AB8
Sync.sep.
(pentode)

then applied to the control grid
of

the

pentode

section

88
1k

multivibrator

MEM

R79

C96
150pF

39k
R86

C97
39pF

R83

250k

1k

Line hold

The

resulting
positive -going
pulses at the triode anode are

R

5
1-24:' 4
V13 6AB8

Fig. 52-This circuit shows how the flywheel circuits of Fig.

of

V13 through C61 and C98. The screen grid
of the same valve also receives line pulses as

developed across the cathode resistor (R90) of the
line output valve V14. Now, the mean voltage at
the pentode anode is governed by the relative phase
of the sync pulses applied to the control grid and

the line pulses applied to the screen grid. When
these two signals are in step (or phase) the voltage

reflected from V13 pentode anode to the grid of
the first triode in the line multivibrator (V20) is

51

can b

replaced by direct sync.

board being omitted.
In the modified circuit V13 operates as a simple
cathode -coupled line multivibrator, with the pentode section of the valve being strapped as a triode.

The line frequency is controlled by varying the

time -constant of the pentode section by means of

the line hold control (R86), while the stage is
locked direct to the sync pulses by the coupling

from the anode of the sync separator to the grid of
the first multivibrator triode.

such that the line frequency is correct for optimum
lock. However, should the line frequency tend to

drift, the resulting phase difference between the

sync pulses and the line pulses alters the voltage at
V13 pentode anode and at the grid of V20 in such
a way that the line frequency is corrected and line
lock is automatically restored.

Ferguson Models

Ferguson models employing flywheel line sync

in one series are 991T, 990T, 993T, 995T and

The circuit at Fig. 52 shows how the line timebase

997T. Many of these receivers are still in use and
available on the surplus and second-hand markets,
but the method of conversion to direct sync is not
very well known.
The circuit of the flywheel system is given in

direct sync . It will be seen that the phase detector

The line oscillator (V16) adopts cathode feedback

Direct -sync Modification

section can be altered in the Cossor models to

Fig. 53 which, as will be seen, is rather complicated.
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R92

.100k
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67

P82
150k

150pr

s R89

: 150k

To frame

R38

4.7k

(ECL80 V18)
C71

0.01uF

R75

R74

§R73

C64

C62

50pr

27k

5.6k

C53

video

75pr

In

6

C59

50pr

001pr
V17 EB91

Discriminator stage

V16

5

C60

EF80

1

TC

V17A

(>001
N.

9

P80

P76
12k

'IC:)0k

L

R79 1N1

32

2

2

111.

as.

34

1,3

4

15k

V19

<671

5

ECL80
Sync sep
(pentode)

12k

L.

4 5
V15 EF80
Reactance
stage

0.01
pF

4
5
Line osc

__.1

,

681' f.

C63

001pF

100

k

2.2
m

output

V178

-.: 626

3

C56
32FF

C54
z==1
NMI
32uF

057
C:001pr

P78 -

--1100k

Line :dck

C58

::265

002pF

470k

C55

4
5
V8 P1_81
Lin e

677

1,pF

PF

470k

"."

Fig. 53-The line flywheel circuits of the Ferguson 990T, 99IT, 995T and 997T receivers.

with electron coupling to the anode circuit. The

sinusoidal oscillatory voltage is given a square -wave

character by a suitable choice of the screen and

anode resistors, the signal then being suitable for
direct application to the control grid of the line
output valve V8.
HI+

R89
150k

To

Frame
(ECL80)

R83

R92
100k

R85

R84

220k>

68k

C27

F'.°

V18

Video

mos
41.010,41

6

...,
.411

2

2

0111

4
5
V19 ECL80
Sync. sep.
R90

R26 and partly from the phase

discriminator stage V17. The
discriminator stage is in receipt
11. 1m MI MI

10 IN

(pentode)

4.

4
5
V13 PL61

R32

Line

180k

output

\62

15k

R31 250k
Line hold

F)0

150k

of two signals-the sync pulses
via C67 and C64 and the line
signal via the coupling between
L32/33 and L34. Now, when the
phase

2

5

multivibrator

value

Control bias for V15 is derived
partly from the line lock control

111

V16 ECL80
Line

whose

quency is altered correspondingly.

9

31(77.1

reactance

depends upon the voltage at the
control grid. Thus, by altering
V15 grid bias the oscillator fre-

150pF

9

reactance valve V15. This looks
to the oscillator circuit as a capacitive

WO

anse
WO MI

4.7k

C59

6

7

R34lR34

220k

C58
150pF

15pr

C71

001.pF

1286

47k

The frequency of the line
oscillator is controlled by the

20-250
pF

of

these

two

signals

matches, the current in the two
diode sections of V17 is equal
and the voltage across the loads
R80 and R81 is also equal. The
voltage across the two loads is
added in opposition, which means
that when the line oscillator is in

step with the sync pulses, zero
voltage is applied to the control
grid of the reactance valve V15
through R77.
However, should the oscillator

tend to drift away from the sync
Fig. 54-This circuit shows how the flywheel sync of the Ferguson series may
be replaced by direct sync.

pulses,

then the condition of
(Continued on page 228)
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IDENTIFYING AND TRACING

INTERNAL
INTERFERENCE

Fig. I-Pattern interference of this kind is caused by
an interfering r.f. signal beating with the vision
carrier or i.f.

5ELEVISION interference on both sound and

vision can be caused by some form of electrical

machinery or electrical equipment, external to the
receiver, producing interference signals which are
acceptable by the receiver. This type of interference
is usually termed " external interference " since
the interfering signals are propagated either by

normal radiation or through the mains supply
system and picked up along with the wanted

signals by the television receiver.
Another type of interference occurs due to a fault
or some shortcoming in the receiver proper, and is
usually called " internal interference ". Internal
interference of this kind can affect both sound and
vision and is sometimes present only on sound or
vision. This article is concerned only with internal

interference, but before it can be cured it must be

localised and before this can be done one must
be sure that, in fact, the interference is internal.

As with external interference, internal inter-

ference can produce crackles on sound and white
spots and bright dashes on the picture. It can also
produce whistles on sound and drifting, shaded
patterns on the picture. The former is called
impulsive interference " and the latter " radio frequency (r.f.) interference ".
Interference Check

If the sound is disturbed by random, staccato
or plops continuously and the vision is

clicks

affected by random bright spots in no particular
pattern formation, the set should be left in the
existing conditions or adjustment and the aerial
should be removed from the aerial socket. This

operation will, of course, cause both the sound and
picture to go off, but if the sound and vision inter:'
ference effects remain, then one can be fairly sure
that the trouble lies in the set itself.
If the strength of the interference effect decreases
considerably when the aerial is removed, it could
still be external interference since the aerial socket
and associated first -stage wiring may be picking up
sufficient interfering signal to cause the effects in

smaller degree, but insufficient wanted signal to

give picture and sound.

The next move is to short-circuit the aerial
socket with the aerial removed. If the residual
interference is now totally suppressed the set may
well be free from blame. But even now we cannot

be absolutely sure of this, as certain faults in the set
produce interference which is radiated and which
gets back into the set by pick-up on the first stage
circuits. It is most important to have this in mind
when investigating for interference in general.
Even if by adopting the foregoing procedure one

still cannot be sure whether the interference is
external or internal, the most conclusive test is to
try another television receiver positioned as per
the affected receiver and using the same aerial and
power supply point. If there is no interference on
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this test set, then, of course, the original set
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is

Fig. 2-A 3.5Alc's

definitely faulty.
It usually follows that external interference
affects more than just one set in the neighbourhood,
so it would be well worth while to call on the nextdoor viewer to see whether or not he is experiencing

similar interference effects, having in mind that
the strength of the interfering signal (if external)
may be weaker or stronger next door, depending
upon the type of receiver, the aerial system and
the location of the interfering source in relation
to the aerial.
Another point worthy of note is that internal
interference produced by a television receiver may
affect not only that receiver but also other
receivers operating nearby. So if the tests point to
snch a possibility the suspected receiver should be
switched off and then a second test of interference
made.

tuned

rejector circuit is sometimes connected in the
video
amplifier valve
cathode circuit to suppress the dot effect which
may otherwise result from
the beat between the
sound and vision carriers.

Video
and
sYnc.

out

3.5 Mc/s

rejector

signal in the vision i.f.
channel.
Radio - frequency
interference sometimes

arises in the set itself

due to some sort of

defect, but it is chiefly
caused by an external

Pattern and Whistle Interference

The interference which causes patterns on a
picture is of the same kind as that which produces
whistles on sound. It is, in fact, an r.f. signal
carrier signal. The interfering r.f. and the wanted
carrier beat together and produce a third signal
which causes the trouble. This has a frequency
which is the difference between the carrier and
the r.f. signals, and arises after the detector and
is thus present in the a.f. or video stages
along
with the sound or picture signals.
Let us suppose that the interfering r.f. is, say,
5kc/s away from the sound carrier or sound i.f.
signal. This 5kc/s signal appears after the
detector and is amplified by the a.f. stages and
gives rise to a 5,000c/s whistle in the loudspeakersuperimposed on the normal sound. If the interfering r.f. is 5kc/s away from the vision carrier or
i.f. signal, the resulting 5kc/s signal at the output
of the vision detector will " look " to the video
amplifier and picture tube rather like component
parts of an ordinary picture signal, and will thus

get through to the tube along with the wanted

picture signal. This results in the familiar pattern
effects on the picture, as shown in Fig. 1.
If the frequency difference in the sound channel
is outside the audio spectrum (in excess of, say,
15kc/s), then, of course, it will not be heard and it
may have no effect at all on the sound reproduction.
This is not so in the video channel, however, for
this resrk_nds almost up to 3Mc/s, and so as long
as the difference frequency falls within this pass band some form of patterning will occur.

signal. It rarely confines itself to just one location and is fairly widespread in its manifestation. Thus, one can often
tell whether it is external or internal by checking
with neighbouring viewers. It should be
remembered, though, that if external it may not be
near the vision carrier frequency, for it could be
accepted by any spurious response of the receiver,

such as at i.f., image frequency (e.g., second channel)

or via some other more subtle response which
may or may not exist on receivers of different make
and model. The qualification for pattern inter-

ference, then, is that ultimately by some means or
other the interfering signal must cause a beat with
the wanted carrier to produce a signal whose
frequency is acceptable by the stages following the
detector.
It is not possible to check for pattern interference by removing the aerial, for then the carrier
is eliminated and the interference has nothing to
beat with. If the trouble is in the set, more often

than not the pattern formation alters by moving
the position of the aerial downlead at the back of
the set and by adjusting the contrast control. In
some cases of a set fault, the pattern effect (or

whistle) may occur only when the contrast control
is advanced beyond a certain point.
Causes of Internal Interference

Internal interference of the impulsive kind arises

chiefly from trouble in the e.h.t. circuits of the

At low difference frequencies the shaded patterns
on the picture are fairly wide and heavy and occur
horizontally or diagonally across the tube, but as
the difference frequency increases towards
the
limit of the video passband the pattern lines become
narrower and more towards the vertical. At the
extreme of the video passband, the patterning melts
away and the horizontal scanning lines break up
into small dashes or dots-a disturbance which

does not help the horizontal definition
picture.
On the receivers with an extended

of the

video

response, the 3.5Mc/s beat between the sound and
vision carriers tends to cause dot interference on

the picture, but is usually avoided by a tuned

3.5Mc/s rejector circuit connected in the cathode
of the video amplifier valve (Fig. 2). This deadens
the response of the video amplifier at 3.5Mc/s in

tic same way as sound rejectors attenuate the sound

Fig. 3-Interference on a raster due to a discharge of
pulse voltage in the line output stage.
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"SABRINA"

RADIO BARGAINS
SIGNAL GENERATOR
27.5.0 or 80/ deposit and 6
monthly payments of 21/6. P. Si P.
5/6 extra. Coverage 100 Ke/s.
100 Me/s on fundamentals and
100 Me/s to 200 Me/s on har-

monies. Metal case 10 x 61 x bt in

grey hammer finish. Incorporating three miniature valves and
Metal Rectifier. A.C. Mains
200/250. Internal modulation of
400 c.p.s. to a depth of 30%; modulated or unmodulated R.F., output continuously variable. 800
millivolts. O.W. and mod. switch
variable. A.P. output. Incorporating magic -eye as output
indicator. Accuracy plus or minus 2%.
OSCILLOSCOPE FOR D.C. and A.C. APPLICATIONS
A high gain, extremely stable differential

"

-V-amplifier (30 mV/C.M.). Provide ample
sensitivity with A.C. or D.C. inputs. Bane-

'

-daily suitable for measurements of transistor operating conditions where maintenance of D.C. level is of paramount
Importance. Push-pull X amp fifer; Fly _back suppression; Internal Time -base
can Waveform available for external use;
-pulse output available for checking TV
line 0/P Transformers, etc. Provision for
Viternal-I/P and C.R.T. Brightness

STILL WELL IN
FRONT
Bring your TV set up 100% again by fitting
our:

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES (including electrostatics)
12" now ...
fS. 0.0 For
14" to 17" now
E5.10.0 Single
21" now ...
f8. 0.0 Tubes
ALL C.W.O.-TRADE SUPPLIED

Special Bonus Scheme for Service

Engineers-Reducing to:
12"-87 T6 ;
I4"/ I 7"-97%;
21"-147f6

Modulation. A.C. mains 200/250v.218.18.0.
P. & P. 8/- or 24.13.0 deposit. plus P. & P.

FREE Pass. transit & Ins. anywhere in British

monthly
includingValves
Itand12:ll:jag1°f261V.fr
and- Tube.

ALIGNMENT ANALYSER

February, 1963

Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).
TYPE

-A.C. mains 200/250 v. Provides:
"Wobbulator" (Swept
_Frequency) Operation, for FM/

MCL2

M/ alignment linear frequency

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.

-80 Mc/s. Capacitance Measurement. Two ranges provided.
0-60DP and 0-12pF. Special Faci-

BANBURY, OXON

-sweep up to 12 Mc/s. From 400 kc/s

Electron Works, North Bar

lity enables true resonant frequency of any tuned oct. L F.
transformer, etc.. to be rapidly

determined. Cash price 28.19.8,
:plus 5/6 P. & P. H.P. terms 25/ deposit. plus 5/6 P. & P. and six
Monthly payments of 21/8.

CHANNEL TUNER

Will tune to all Band 1 and
Band III stations. BRAND
NEW by famous manufacturer. Complete with P.C.C.
04 and P.C.F. 80 valves (in
series). I.F. 18-19 or 38-38.
Also can be modified as an

Telephone 2390

ALL TELEVISION/RADIO COMPONENTS

SUPPLIED CHEAPLY & QUICKLY
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. All popular types available
fully guaranteed. A selection from our stock:
EKCO I4in., I7in. models (722I to T383) ... 57/FERRANTI I4in., I7in. models (T1001 to
Postage &

-aerial converter (instrucComplete
'. ikons supplied).
With knobs. 32 /6 plus 4/6
P. & P.

EKCO TC220, 268, 312, 313, 315, 335

FERRANTI T1006, 1012, 1023, etc....

JLEATER TRANSFORMER
o suit the above, 200-250 v., 8/-, plus 2/- P. & P.

LINE E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS
With built -In line and width
control, 14kV. Scan coil, 901n.
deflection on ferrite yokes.
Frame O.P. transformer pi.
18 kV smoothing condenser.

Can be used for 141n., 171n. or
211n. tubes. Complete with circuit diagram.
29/6 176111=.
p.

Focus Magnet suitable for the
above (state tube). 10/- plus
3/- F. & P.

PYE V4, 7, 14, VTI7, CTM17, RTL 17, etc.
HMV 1840 to 1847, etc.
...

10/-

Plus 3/- P. & P.

571591.

...

59,53,-

Packing
316

C.O.D.

601-

2/ -

MURPHY 240/250, etc., 300/400 range
... 55,PHILIPS 1768, 2168, 1796, 2196, 17TG, etc.... 901 -

Extra

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR ALL SETS

SCAN COILS-Frame and line oscillator transformers, sound

output transformers, width/linearity coils, control knobs, Electrolycics, mains transformers, etc.
C.R.T.'s-By long est. National Company. Guaranteed 15 months
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE I4in.
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE I7in.
MAZDA ISin.
MULLARD, MAZDA 2lin.

4 IS
5

0

5 18

...,

7_10

0
0
0
0

Plug Carriage 1216

CHANNEL TUNER
I.F. 16-19 M_cfs continuously tunable
trom 174-216 Ws. Valves required, PCF
80 and PCC 84 (in series). Covers B.B.C.
and I.T.A. ranges, also Police. Fire and
Taxis, etc.
Brand new by famous manufacturer

...

VALVES-All types available GUARANTEED 12 months.
TAPE RECORDER SPARES available for all British and.some
foreign makes.

SPECIAL OFFER-Rexine covered tape recorder cabinet 13} x
12 x 8in., IS'-.

Your enquiries welcome, prices quoted by return.

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD.
21C HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3
All enquiries S.A.E. (.00d, Not De..patehed Outside.

MANOR SUPPLIES
64 Golders Manor Drive, London, N.W.11
Tel. STO 5667

SPE 4032 (Evening)
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receiver. Poor insulation between the windings of
the line output transformer is a classic cause of the
trouble. Although the winding insulation may be
adequate from the h.t. line voltage point of view
and during the line scanning period, flashover or
corona results from the poor insulation during the
line flyback period, when the pulse voltage across
the windings is at a maximum.
Corona or flashover is sometimes visible by
observing the line output section while the set is
operating in a darkened room. Mostly, though, its

with the line output stage generally, so one should
not immediately change the line output transformer
before considering the other suspects.

chronised raster, as shown in . Fig. 3. Here the

may be insufficiently vigorous to prevent signal
amplification, but will be 'sufficient to create a

presence is revealed only on a picture or syn-

effect takes the form of a vertical column.or irregular, white dashes or flashes on the right-hand side
of . the screen. The disturbance may, in some cases,

occur on the left of the screen, but in either case
when the interference is caused by the discharge

Causes of Internal Pattern Interference

For this symptom to be caused by a fault in the
set, the fault in some way must produce an interfering r.f. signal near to the vision carrier or vision
i.f. Instability resulting from the breakdown of a

bypass capacitor somewhere in the yision i.f. stages
is such a fault, for instability means that an amplifying stage turns into an oscillator. The oscillation
spurious r.f.'(or i.f.) signal fairly close to the nominal

frequency of the amplifier. Thus, the i.f. amplifier,
for example, . may have a nominal or centre
frequency of 34Mc/s and an oscillatory frequency
of, say34:5Mc/s due to the instability;
Here, then, we have our two signals; the i.f. at

34Mc/s ,and the interference at 345M0s. From

these we get a 13.5Mc/s beat, which would produce
a pattern very much' like that in Fig. 1. The
spurious signal produced by the instability is
unlikely to remain' frequency stable, so the pattern

will tend to drift, wriggle and alter in, formation
as the contrast control is adjusted or the position
of the aerial download is altered at the back of the
set.

' Apart from open -circuit bypass and decoupling
capacitors, instability is also caused . by defective
valves in the signal stages, incorrect .alignment and
misplaced wiring. The use of an extra high -gain
aerial pre -amplifier may trigger an otherwise stable
receiver into 'vigorous oscillation, particularly if the
coaxial downlead is not too good or if there is -a

bad mismatch between the aerial and the preFig. 4-An entirely different form of interference
effect occurs (compare with Fig. 3) when the discharge is after the e.h.t. rectifier valve.

of pulse voltage before the e.h.t. rectifier valve
or at the valve anode it is always displayed as a
vertical column of flashes. This is because the
discharge takes place at approximately the same
instance on each line flyback, and the interference
effect spills on to the edge of the picture or raster.
Discharge of the actual e.h.t. voltage (which is
the rectified pulse voltage) gives an entirely, different effect, as shown in Fig. 4. Here the interference dashes occur in a random manner over
the entire area of the screen. This trouble would
be caused essentially by a visible discharge somewhere between the cathode of the e.h.t. rectifier
and the final anode connector of the picture tube.
A poor e.h.t. connection to the tube final anode
is often responsible, as also are a breakdown of
insulation in an e.h.t. filter capacitor (if used) or

of the e.h.t. connecting lead and insulation collapse

on the winding on the line output transformer

which supplies the heater of the e.h.t. rectifier.
On sound, the pulse voltage discharge usually
causes a hiss, while the discharge of rectified e.h.t.
voltage results in sharp, staccato clicks. The latter
symptom is likely to be aggravated when the picture brightness is decreased, for the smaller load
then presented to the e.h.t. circuits causes a slight
rise in e.h.t. voltage, and a more vigorous dis-

amplifier or between the output of the pre -amplifier
and the aerial socket' of the set.
The feedback which is responsible .for the instability and oscillation becomes greater as the over-

all gain of the receiver is increased by turning up

the contrast control, for example. Thus, it may

happen ,that the set will be perfectly stable at low
and nominal settings of the contrast control, but
beyond a certain point go completely wild.

'Modern sets which feature vision a.g.c. auto-.
matically operate at maximum contrast on weak
signals and at a much smaller level of contrast on
stronger signals. If the set is instability-m.0de; it
is likely to be perfectly stable on the strorri local

channel but very touchy on a weaker *distant

channel, meaning that the weaker channel is likely
to be affected by patterning.'
Sound Affected

As well as the -vision, the sound may be affected
by whistles due to conditions similar to those described above. In some cases, both sound and vision
May be affected simultaneously, and here the
trouble may be in the stages which are common

to both the sound and vision signals-like the

tuner and common i.f. amplifier stage.
If the tuner is at fault the whistles and patterns
are invariably altered in character by adjustment
to the fine tuning control, but not always, and this

is not a conclusive -test that the tuner is at fault.
Remember also that the instability may be caused
by deterioration of several bypass or decoupling

charge.

capacitors

take place in any inductor or component associated

completely.

Note that pulse discharge effects (Fig. 3) may

so that replacement

of

just

one

may modify the effect but not cure the' trouble
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents

SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex -Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also

unable to publish letters from readers seeking a
source of supply of such apparatus.

the efficiency diode is now inoperative will account

for the poor linearity, and the resulting low e.h.t.
will account for the brilliance control being " well
advanced ".

I would be very interested to hear from Mr.

Greenfield if this information is of any use to
him.-R. S. DIXON (Swansea).

AMATEUR TELEVISION

CONGRATULATIONS

(Letter to the Editor, December) should not
have heard of amateur television prior to your

" Test Case ". I think that this will prove to
be of great help to many amateurs in diagnosing

SIR,-I am surprised that Mr. D. M. Evans SIR,-Congratulations on the new feature in P.T.,
recent article on closed-circuit television. There

have been several hundred " TV hams " in this
country now for a number of years. Most of us are
members of the British Amateur Television Club,
which not only produces and co-ordinates data for
amateur use but also obtains certain essential
components at reduced prices.
Mr. Evans and anyone else who is interested can

obtain further details from the secretary of the
Club, Mr. D. S. Reid, 21 Silverdale, Sydenham,
London S E 26.-D. L. Jonas (Totnes, Devon).
CURIOUS FAULTS

SIR, --Its your December issue, a reader from
Bromley, Mr. Greenfield, requested help in
connection with a fault on his 'Ferguson 968T

receiver, which you described as " curious ".
I have come across this fault quite often in my

work as a TV engineer. I think Mr. Greenfield
will find that either the 0.5µF capacitor he used is
short-circuited, or there is another 0.5AF component in parallel with it, that has become shortcircuited. These capacitors are between the h.t

line and the boost h.t. line, and are, in fact,

responsible for the boost h.t.
When the top cap (cathode) of the efficiency diode

is removed, the line timebase is fed from the h.t.
line via this short-circuit capacitor. The fact that

SERVICING DATA & MODIFICATIONS
(Continued from page 222)

discriminator balance is destroyed and a positive or
negative voltage occurs across the combined loads.
This is fed to the grid of V15 and the corresponding
change of virtual capacitance of that valve pulls the
line oscillator back into step and restores line lock.
A flywheel action is given essentially by the time constant R77 and C58 in the control voltage feed
circuit.
Conversion to Direct sync

The circuit in Fig. 54 shows the best method of

applying direct sync to the range of Ferguson

models under discussion. Stages V15, V16 and V17

are eliminated and V16 valveholder is rewired to

take an ECL80, as per V16 in Fig. 5. The sync
separator stage remains the same but the line sync
pulses
_.the anode-are-fed-through a single

faults.

There seems to be a serious lack of this sort of

information in other television books and I, for one,
would like to see more than one Test Case in each
issue.-R. SOLESBURY (Sheffield).
INEXPENSIVE CAMERA

SIR.,-We read with interest Mr. H. Peters'

article in your December issue, on Closed -

Circuit Television, which was directed at the lower
priced type of C.C.T.V. camera.

At the end of Mr. Peters' article he states that

E.M.I. makes only high grade specialist units. Mr.

Peters should be aware of the fact that such a
statement is very far from the truth as E.M.I. makes

two types of TV camera, the Type 6, selling at
approximately £500, and the Type 8 which was
announced to the Press last May and sells for £160,

inclusive of lens and vidicon tube. The Type 8
camera operates at 405, 525 or 625 lines, has a
random sync system and has both r.f. and video

outputs, and what is more important, at the " flick
of a switch " operates off either battery or mains
supplies. It is one of the only C.C.T.V. cameras
which consists entirely of transistors and its power
consumption is only 15W.-MR. D. G. ASHTON
DAVIES (Manager, Instrument Division, E.M.I.
Electronics Ltd.).

15pF capacitor (C27) to the -control grid of the
first section of V16.

Apart from the line oscillator section, a slight
alteration is also required to the control grid and
screen grid circuits of the line output valve V8.
The 4.7k resistor (R38 of Fig. 53) is now connected

direct to the h.t. rail-as R34, a single grid resistor
R30 is employed instead of the line lock control
and two series -connected resistor of Fig. 53; also a
line drive trimmer is connected to the control grid

as shown so as to allow the line drive to be
optimised.

Normally, this trimmer should be adjusted for
an e.h.t. voltage of 14kV, but if an e.h.t. voltmeter
is not available adjustment should be made for the
best e.h.t. regulation consistent with optimum line
linearity and absence of line foldover towards the
left-hand side of the picture or raster. Care should
be taken to avoid disturbing the frame sync pulse
feed circuits from the sync separator stage when
undertaking this conversion.
(To be continued)
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/NOWi

VOI cam mAsrez

Etarkomes!

BRITAIN'S MOST COMPREHENSIVE
PRACTICAL COURSE
LEARN BY BUILDING
NOW for your
IN RADIO ELECTRONICS
CAREER
HOBBY
TELEVISION !

OWN BUSINESS

THESE SPEC/41 TRAIN/Ale

Complete kits of equipment

/r/TS - YOURS TO /(EEP

YOU RECEIVE
as illustrated.

Complete set of experimental
manuals.

Complete set of "picture way" theory books.

Modern test -yourself
examination sheets.

Study programme.
Unlimited consultation with
Tutors.

FREE
POST

BROCHURE

NOW

RADIOSTRUCTOR
TO RADIOSTRUCTOR (DEPT. MI02)
READING, BERKS.
Name

-BLOCK

Complete set of
Picture Way books and

Address

Experimental Manuals

CAPS
PLEASE

(We do not employ representatives)

2/63
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Phone:

D. & B. TELEVISION

CHE 3955

Better, Brighter
Picture Tubes

Dept. B.I0

(Wimbledon) LIMITED

131 & 131A Kingston Rd., South Wimbledon, London, S.W.',
"Compare our prices with any others"
F, more Transistors and Components smour advertisement in "Practical WireWs"

BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT

We are open from
the FINEST SERVICE in the COUNTRY.
10 a.m. until 7 p.m. -1 p.m. Wednesday. For any information or problems you
have. Can or Phone, we are always pleased to help.
For

excepting glass

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS AND SCAN COIL
SPECLALISTS

ALBA. All models available.
11301,

T304.

T394,

42/6.11644.

T724 FM 70/6. T655. T909 57/-.

Bl'SII. TV36, TVG36, TV43,
TV66, 92/6. All
models available.
87/-. TV63,

(.'OSSOR. 900. 931, 933. 934. 935,

MURPHY. 219, 216, 290. 250,
68/6. 270, 290, 310, 320. 410 to
540. 72/-.
All models available.
PETO SCOTT.
available.

Ali

DECCA. DM4/C, DM14, DM17,
72/6. DM45, 135/-. All models

PAM. All models available.

TC267, 57/6. All models available.
FERGUSON. 992. 994, 996,
64/6.204, 206, 64/6. 308. 308. 62/-.

FERR ANTI. T.4. T3. 171'3.
17K3. 45/-. 1001, 1002, 57/6. All
models available.

I21n....
15-17in.

[5. 5.0
,..

L7.15.0

All makes
Cossor, Brimar,

Emiscope,

T397.

TUBES
14in.
O. 0.0
2Iin.
L4.10.0

...
...

L4. 0.0
L6.10.0

All Tubes Fully GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
Dispatch same day. Cash with Order. Carriage

PIE. CTM9, V4, VT4, V7, VT7.
52/6. CW17. CTM17 57/6.
TPSI73, 87/9.

2Iin.

Mullard, Mazda,
Emitron, etc.

PILOT. All models available.

SOBELL. TS17.

14in.

L5.15.0

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA

PHILCO. All models available.

EKCO. T221. T283. T231. T289.

L4.10.0

15-17in.

New Silver Screen and Aluminising.

models

938. 939, 50/6. All models available.

available.
EMERSON. All models, 57/9.

I2in....

and Insurance I0,'-.

62/6.

S.T.S. Ltd.

ULTRA. All models available.

35 POUND STREET, CARSHALTON,

VIDOR. All models available.

SURREY

THIS LIST IS ONLY AN EXAMPLE. It you do not see what you require, ptease

send S.A.E. for quotation. We stock all type. of Scan Colin Frame and Line
inquiries
Transformers. 11 it's Television

Telephone: WALLINGTON 9665

welcomed.

££££££E££££££££££££££££££

TV TUBES
ALL TUBES ARE REGUNNED WITH FULL 12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE.
58.15.0
Ilin. MAZDA TYPE
12in. DULLARD TYPE ...11.15.0
54. 5.0
14in. MAZDA TYPE
14in. DULLARD TYPE.. .14. 6.0
14.15.0
18fn. G.E.C. TYPE
14. 0.0
15in. MAZDA TYPE
14.10.0
17in.
MULLARD
TYPE
16in. DULLARD TYPE...14.15.0
14.15.0
14.10.0
17in. G.E.C. TYPE
17is. MAZDA TYPE
14.15.0
17in. BRIMAR TYPE
90° AND 110° TUBES ON EXCHANGE BASIS ONLY
ADD 5/- FOR ELECTROSTATIC TUBES. ADD 101- FOR 90° AND 110° TUBES.
CARR. AND INS. 12/6. C.W.O. OR C.O.D.

£
£
£

£
£
£

ALL VALVES ARE BRAND NEW SOLD SUBJECT TO PULL
GUARANTEE -CURRENT VALVE LIST
19/6 7115
8/9 U301
7/6 Pec89
14/8 ECH81
CYR
95/. ale
8/3 U801
8/3 PCPS°
5/8 ECLSO
DF9l
8/- 7H7
9/. P1F02
9/6 CAF.12
8/. EC1282
DP9.I
8/- 10112
4/- PCF'86
10/6 1.194241
!PAESI
5/6 EF36
8/3 UCFs0
10/8 101,1
8/. EF39
4/- PCL82
DAF26
8/. 101'13
5/3 PCL83
10/9 01.41
0077
4/8 EFS()
8/. 10F14
9/UL40
7/6
PCL84
7/EF85
Dh91
14/3 UUS
17/5 12AC7
7/. EFS()
9/- PC1.235
DE92
Diod
8/. 8899
8/3 P1.39
12/.. UY41
6/9 12AT7
3/9 PL38
18/6 384
7/- 12A17
7/. EF91
D1.92
7/. 12.571iT
RIM 3V4
4/- P1.81
1294.
7/8 6E92
120761
7/6 3/240
4/3 P1,62
8/U1.96
8/. 201)1
9/- P1,83
8/- 51'3
7/3 F: L23
EABC80
7/8 PLA4
9/8 201,2
8/. 5346
EAF42
9/- EL84
12/- hate
9/. 201.1
WS PY31
88) EM34
ESN

EL327/.

EBC83

Ea141
MIES°

Eli F86

91(,1

ECes2

EtC.3

Et Y.04
El '4105
Et,71,60

EeT62

ECHO)

6/9 PY32
8/6 PY60
8/6 PY81
6/8 PY82
6/3 PY83

4/8 EMso
9/- EY51
8/. EY86
8/- EZ40
61- 1141
7/6 E.2s0

5/.

7/6 Eiel
7/6 0Z32
7/6 0334

6/9/6
12/6

6/-

0/- KT:43C

9/.
9/.

PCGS4
PL5285

..,

10/6 5E1
11/- 6E13
7/3 61'15
8/. 6L1

8/- 61.19
10/. 6X4

8/.

211P'

201.4
l Ell SOPS
10/. 20P5

9/8 308'11

8/6
7/2

0/-

6/8
8/6
12/3
19/6
12/6
19/6
22119/6
10)19/6
9/8

11318/6
1124

1.725

1$26
1137

8/8 U50
8/3 U191

We

9/.

62(5
SV6

7I- 68N7
12/8 6070
S/- 6827
12/. 797

ti

31412

9/- 30180T
6/6 357,4
17/11

8117

8/6

7/6

Ileut we only examples el inn valves: if you do not see what you require send
stamped addressed envelope for special ow:nation..

C.W.O. or C.O.D. 3/- extra. Postage
on Valyes, Od. each. C.R.T.. 12/6 Inc. Insurance. SATISFACTION ASSURED.
TERMS: S.A.E. all inquiries.
RETURN

rota

SERVICE. SUBJECT TO STOCE.

£
£
£

There's bags of it in Radio and T.V.

our laboratory or by correspondence
£
£

£
£
£

Mr. J. SYKES
M.i.t.E.,

M.I.N.)

Principal

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL

£
£

£

£
£
£

£

Red Lion Court, Stalbridge, Dorset

9/3

22/-

£
£
£

and if you don't we will teach you, in

15/.

5/3
5/6

MONEY
MONEY
MONEY! *
if you know your stuff!

8/.
5/6
8/9
12/0
6/8

Estd. 1940

£

£
Britain's premier Radio School specialising in £
£
City and Guilds examinations.
* With apologies to Sinclair Lewis:

£
£

L£££t£££££££££E£££££££L£L
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COSSOR 938F

a

I would like to complete the set of coil biscuits
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in the turret tuner of this set. It has three coil

Amir

sets in at the moment, and the only identification
on them are small coloured dots (red, orange, and
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE. The
coupon from p. 236 must be attached to all Queries, and if a
postal reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
must be enclosed.

I have assumed that these dots follow the
standard colour code and stand for channels 2, 3

and 9, but although I have managed to tune in
a station on channel 3, there is quite a lot of
sound.-A. C. Whitehill

vision signal on the
(Weston -super -Mare).

The coils follow the standard colour code as you
have already discovered, but occasionally a set of
blue coded coils are found, These are channel 8,
not channel 6, and are coded thus to prevent colt fusion between grey and white.
The buzz on channel 3 is probably the adjacent
vision carrier from channel 4.
EKCO T216

I would like to convert this set to receive
channel 11. Could you let me know of a suitable
converter?

PYE VT7

About six months ago I fitted a booster tube

heater transformer, thus giving the set a new lease
of life. I joined the previous heater leads together

and wired the transformer straight to the tube
heater tags. Is this correct? The trouble now is
that fuse No. 1 keeps blowing, sometimes as often
as three times a week The fuses are 250mA and

Could you also tell me of any other sets using

similar circuit to this one-A. C. Mould
(Southampton).
A suitable converter is the. Cyldon UI6H, but
a

it is rather a tight squeeze to fit inside the cabinet.

The T216 is similar in many respects to the

15in. T164, and other models in this series.

the current at this point is 130mA.-F. W. Johnson
(Newcastle -on -Tyne).

You have fitted the boost transformer correctly.

The commonest causes of fuseblowing are a
faulty PL81 or PY81 in the e.h.t. unit, or breakdown of the contact cooled metal rectifier beneath
the chassis.
FERGUSON 991 T

I have a Brayhead turret tuner, model 165,

which I wish to install in this receiver. Unfortunately I have no instructions for fitting, and therefore I would very much appreciate your assistance
in this matter.-C. H. Matthew (Portsmouth).
The best idea would be to wire the converter
into the circuit. The procedure is as follows.
Remove the EF80 r.f. amplifier valve from the set

MURPHY V410

The fault in this receiver takes the form of a
vertical line about kin. wide, just to the right of
the centre of the screen. The line seems to be
composed of rapidly moving dots, and is unlike
the steady white line which is usually associated
with incorrect line drive. Critical adjustment of
the tuner oscillator and contrast control will
eliminate the line, but I still have no idea of the
cause and I should like to know your explanation.
-G. H. R. Doubtfire (Stanmore, Middlesex).
These symptoms can be due to parasitic oscillation of the line output valve, which may be curet!
by valve replacement or ferrite, beads on the anode
lead. Check also for instability of the last vision

i.f. stage caused by a faulty 0.001µF screen grid

and across pin 4 and 5 (heaters) of the valve-

decoupling capacitor. This should be replaced by
a Hunts type W99.

and maintaining heater chain continuity in the set.
Completely remove the oscillator section of the

ENGLISH ELECTRIC 1650

holder, connect the grey and brown wires of the
tuner, thereby introducing the tuner valve heaters

ECC81 frequency changer valve in the set (one
triode section). The other triode section is the
mixer and this should be retained. Remove the
capacitor connected across the cathode resistor of
this section and inject the tuner signal (inner con-

ductor of the screened cable) to the cathode via an
0.001/AF capacitor. The screened outer conductor
should be connected to chassis along with the black
wire from the tuner.

It now remains to connect h.t. to the red wire

of the tuner and this can be accomplished by connecting this wire to the receiver's h.t. line.

From this old receiver I have taken the e.h.t.

unit and I would like to know if the coil unit could
be used to provide e.h.t. for an oscilloscope, etc,

and what voltage could be expected.-E. Wells
(York).

The e.h.t. unit from this receiver could be used

to provide a source of e.h.t. voltage for an

oscilloscope or other purpose, but it requires to
be driven from a sawtooth waveform such as
derived from the line amplifier section of the
receiver. The e.h.t. voltage is from 8 to 10kV.
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ULTRA V1770

The trouble is a 3in. blank strip along the bottom
of the screen, accompanied by compression at the
bottom of the picture. There is a 'fin. blank strip
along the top of the screen. The width is normal,

and so is the sound. The voltage to the 30PL13
is within tolerance, so is the bias voltage. The
valve itself was tested as normal.-A. Tilney (Co.
Durham).
Check the 100µF electrolytic capacitor connected

to the cathode (pin 2) of the 30PL13 frame time base valve. If in order, check the Varite in series
with the frame scanning coils. This may be shorted
out for a test.

A black border has been " growing " at the
bottom of the picture until it is now about lin.

deep. The picture is normal at switch on but
within an hour the full depth of the black band
will be reached. It will stay at this stage for
the rest of the evening. The set is well ventilated
at the back and stands away from the wall.-F. J.

Wells (Banstead, Surrey).
Suspect the PCL82 frame timebase valve for low

emission. This is located on the left-hand side of
the chassis when viewing from rear of cabinet.
Also check the VA1033 thermistor connected in
series with the frame coils. Check by shorting. If
height is restored, replace the thermistor.

FERRANTI 20T6

The picture recently decreased to a height of
about If in., the width being unaffected. On Test

Card C this seemed to be due to line foldover.
The fault cleared after about an hour and the
set ran for two days before the trouble came on
again. Then the fault appeared for some hours,
after which it cleared. I have checked the capa-

MASTERADIO T918

The trouble is flashing lines across the screen,

accompanied by crackling noises. This seems to

be caused by shorting at the point where the
earthing disc fits on to the tube. I have tried
securing the disc to the tube by black plastic

citors C92 and C84C but they seem to be normal.

insulating tape but this has not cured the trouble.
Also, in some parts of the tube the coating appears
to be wearing off.-J. H. Thompson (Leeds, York-

Perth).

shire.)

This trouble is often caused by partial failure of
the frame blocking oscillator transformer. If the

use of coiled expansion springs stretched across the

I have also tested by substitution the ECL80,
again without success.-R. M. Anderson (Crieff,

scan can be restored or altered in amplitude by
applying pressure to the windings of this transformer, replacement will solve the problem. On
the other hand, such action may not alter the scan
even though the transformer is, in fact, faulty.

a new U26 e.h.t. rectifier, the

picture will not fill the screen by about sin. each
side. The sleeve for width control will not close

or widen the picture but will shift the picture

sideways from the centre. The picture is otherwise
perfect.-A. Philpott (Heathfield, Sussex).
Replace the FC31 h.t. rectifier.
PHILIPS 1446U

The picture comes on for about 25 seconds and

then collapses from the side in with a vertical flash.

If the cabinet is tapped, the picture can be made
to return for a short time. If left alone, the picture
restores itself for 25 seconds. I have changed the
following valves: PL81, PY81, EY51, ECL80's.D. Fargie (Lanark.)

This seems rather like instability in one of the
stages common to both sound and vision signals.
Check the first three valves by substitution. If
these are in order, check the decoupling capacitors

connected to the screen, anode and cathode feed
circuits to the valves.
SOBELL T24

Every few seconds the frame hold has to be
adjusted to stop the picture going round. The
ECC82 and PL81 valves have been changed.S. J. H. Barton (Derby).
Check by substitution the ECC82 frame sync
clipper and frame multivibrator valve. This is
located in the bottom left-hand corner of the time base panel when viewing from the rear of the
cabinet.

flare and connected to chassis can help when the
coating is starting to flake.
K.B. OV30

I obtained this set second-hand and immediately

K.B. QV30/1

Since fitting

The external conductive coating of the tube
should be adequately bonded to chassis and the

changed the voltage tapping from 220-230V to
suit the local 240V mains. 'The picture is quite
good but sound and contrast are low. The sensi-

tivity control is at maximum. Although the PCF80

was found only 50% " good " on test and was
replaced, the new valve did not improve matters
much. I have also changed the PCC84.-J. Roberts
(Newcastle -on -Tyne).

The set itself may be in good order and the

poor sound and low contrast may be caused by a
weak aerial signal. Check that the aerial system is
optimised and if all seems well here, have the set

checked for alignment and overall vision and sound
sensitivity.
STELLA STS72 I U

The set was switched on and the picture started
rolling, then disappeared. The sound also went

All the valves have been tested, as well as
the aerial, and all were satisfactory.
off.

When the set is switched on now there is a
loud coarse noise which vanishes when the set
warms up, leaving a good raster and brightness.
-S. Cox (Hull).
This symptom could be caused by a s/c in the
picture tube, but is usually indicative of trouble
in the line amplifier-especially in the booster
diode section. If you are sure that the line
amplifier and booster valves are in order, check
for dry joints in proximity of the line amplifier
Also check the components on the screen
grid of the PL81 valve.
(Continued on page 235)
section
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VACUUM
ELECTRONIC
LIMITED

TELEVISION BOOKS
ON FREE TRIAL !

KEEPS YOU IN
THE PICTURE

THEN ONLY

PER WEEK
FOR THOSE YOU KEEP!

WITH THE
FINEST REBUILT CATHODE RAY TUBES
No. 200.

12 MONTHS
GUARANTEE

TELEVISION SERVICING COURSE.

Let this new course

help you in TV servicing. A real bargain! Complete, only 32/6 full price for all lessons. You get lessons on picture faults, circuits, adjustmenta.,.

short-cuts, alignment fact., trouble shooting, use of test equipment,

picture analysis. SPECIAL only 32/6.
RADIO AND ELECTRONICS COURSE. If some of your baste
theory of electronics ie a little shaky then we recommend that you take
this course. A good understanding of the fundamentals of electronic.
is essential for intelligent TV repair and this course will provide all the
Information you will need. Just Imagine! You get 35 large, fact.packed
lemons for little more than 1/. per lesson! The lemons are crystal clear,
practical, easy to master awl use. Early lemons make fundamentals
clear even to the beginner, while other lemons will give you the practical,
"know-how" of an expert! The price? Only 36/-, plus postage. Graduates
of No. 39 oouree can qualify for a certificate, details sent with sash mares
ordered.
No. 39.

12"-14" £4.15-0

15 -17 15. 5 .0
21 rr 17-15.0
CASH WITH ORDER OR
PRO FORMA, ADD 12'6 FOR
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE.

151 ALLOWED

YOU TAKE NO CHANCES WHEN YOU BUY FROM
SIM-TECH! You can get books on no interest, free trial davit,.
payment plan at prices no higher than you would pay your.

ON RECEIPT

OF OLD

local bookstore!

TUBE

We are positively the only company offering

these terms anywhere in Great Britain. So why take chances,
always buy your books from Sim -Tech where you Pa be
sure of a fair deal!

DELIVERY FREE IN LONDON AREA

No.

WRITE PHONE OP CALL

VACUUM ELECTRONIC LTD.
35 SACKVILLE STREET
LONDON. WI
REGENT 6404
(5 lines.)

Guaranteed 12 mths.--Carr. Free by Passgr.
train COMPLETELY REBUILT & RESCREENED

-

- £5. S.0
IS" - 17', - - 15.10.0
21"
- 18. 0.0
OM

BRAND NEW 12" MW3I-74
"CLARION" TRANSISTOR
BATTERY

TAPE

Capstan drive.
3/ 1.p..

RECORDER

Constant speed

Durable plastic case.

Complete with mike and tape.
Free Mos. leaflet. List price 25 gns.

Our
Price

I rdPGNS.
Carr. 7/6

CONVERTERS-New. Lees valves.
Mainly :Ch. I. 9, Comm 927,
Ekco TU142, 169, 211, O.E.C.
111'1251, 4536. Philips 1446, 1746,
174713, Ultra 515 series. All 36/-.

'yldon DK 1016.

Post etc. ea above 3/6.

Quickly and easily pin -points the exact trouble In ANY television

set: Also includes 290 disgams and photos; explanations of circuits and
designs. Thousands of Proetteol Trievittois readers own and use this

book every dim! Why not send for your trial copy today? Then if you
deride to keep It, pay only 5/ per week until completed. This book mast
be able to earn you more than its cost within two weeks or row money
will be refunded!
No. IN, TELEVISION IIIIKV1C1110 HANDBOOK, by Gordon J. King.

TUBES

14

S.
PIN -POINT TV TROUBLES IN 10 MINUTES. Pries 31/6.
Without a doubt one of the most useful books ever published about
television. Do you have a copy? If not you are really missing something.
This is the only book of its kind ever published. It*. not an ordinary
text book. It'e useful to both amateurs as well as experts! No matter
how clever you are at fixing televisions, it would be imporible for you
to have all the knowledge stored in this book. Over 240 craw indexed
pages: 50 time -saving check charts. It's your most useful on-the-job
"tool."

£4.4.0

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Bush, TV I1A,
)2A, B
45/ Comm. 930, 931, 933/4, 946

Here le a useful book by one of Britain's top technical writers. Tell,
von how to deduce from a given fault the most likely cause of thotrouble,
and how to do an effective repair. This book together with Pin -Point
TV Troubles will give you real money -making TV repair knowledge.
You can have this book on free trial, time payment plan privilege for the
regular bookshop price .130/,

No. 6. TELEVISION SERVICING CYCLOPAEDIA. Harold P. Mealy, 47/11,

Here is a moat reliable reference source of Information on television.

One of the most interesting books we have ever seen. You will enjoy
reading this publication. It's not stuffy or hard to use. It's not a glorified
dictionary as the title may imply, but a thoroughly readable book of 908
pages representing the beet value In television information. The chapters
are in alphabetical order and cover such subjects as Alignment, Amplifier., ,Tunere, Ampliteni Sweep, and Video, Antennae, Biasing, Brightness
controls and so on. We feel that you will want to add this book to your
library once you have men It, so why not send in the coupon now? Yon

can always mud it back if you don't agree with us.
No. 1.

COYNE'S. ELEMENTARY PRACTICAL RADIO -TELEVISION')
SET consisting of three volume. A reference set you will use for years ,
to come. Has :Aunty vinyl hard coven. for long life. Written in an easy
to follow manner, yet explaining everything completely. Teach,, television

and radio together, easing time. Each book available separately at 26/.
each or 63.12.6 if you buy the set at one time. You could search all the
bookstores in England but you won't find a better value than this! Pay
only 3, per week on this LO:ts lase net without lot crest charges.

BIG BOOK CATALOGUE SENT FREE !

.. 62/6

FREE TRIAL COUPON

Ekoo, T8148; T14113-14; T161 47/0
T221, 231, T8C311, etc.
Ferguson, 841/'2/3;941-946 ..
990-8T: 103.145, 203, etc. ..
Ferranti. 14T3, 4; 17E3, SITS, 4

69/6
59/6
66/6
46/141'2, T1203, 1215. 1225, 1325 65/G.E.O.-B.M.V. map)
56/ -to 60/ Murphy, V240/260. V270
.. 94/ Philips, 1114, 1115, 1437, 1446,
1726. 1746. 1747
73/Pya, LV30. LOT, C817, VTI7 .. 89/9

CTM4, V4, VT4, V7, VT7 .. 66/ Add post 3/6.
Radar Kilovolts,
113.17.6

Tests actual BHT.

P.P. 9/6.

WESTWAY RADIO
A.A.E. with enquiries please.

5 Westward Way, Preston Road, Harrow, Middx.
Tel. WOR 2683

To SIM-TECH BOOK 00.. Dept. P.TVPS, Gater's Milt West End' I
Southampton. Hants.
Please send me the books number
/

(

I

I

)

(

for seven days' free trial. One at a time. If I KB not sathdled with I
any book I may return it post paid without further obligation on my
part. Otherwise I will pay cash or 6/- weekly after seven days
until paid.
Tick here if enclosing full price (we pay postage. Same 7 -day money I
back guarantee). Postage charges: Orders up to 63 allow 1/0. 62
or over allow 3/-. Overseas customers please sea toll amount.
Name
Address

« I
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Starting
your own

'MIST -CLASS RADIO
AND T/V COURSES...
-undertaken at home in your spare
timi-YOU can secure a recognised
qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and T.V. Let us show you how.

FREE GUIDE
New Free Guide contains 120
of information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio
The

pages

industry. N.I.E. provides first rate
postal courses for Radio Amateurs'
Exam., R.T.E.B. Servicing Cert.,
C. & C. Telecoms., Grad. Brit. I.R.E.
Guide also gives details of range of
diploma courses in Radio/T.V. Ser-

other
branches of engineering, together
Electronics

vicing,

and

NEED

141n., all channels. 63.10.0. Philips 1446U
and Stella ST6414U. 1410., 82.10.0. Coils 2
and 10 only. Carr. on each 10/-. B.R.S. Well
packed, but sent at owner's risk.

RADIO AND

TV Converters. Less valves and knobs,
coils fitted 2 and 10. Ekco, Ultra, Pye,
Murphy. Marconi and Philips. etc. 2/6.

TELEVISION

2/3. Cyldon converters complete 18/-.
Post 2/3. All types coils fitted 2 and 10.
Removed
P.M. Speakers, all 3 ohms.
from TV sets, perfect condition. Rola
6 x 41n.. 5/-; Goodmans 7 x 410., 6/-; Philips

Post

ETA/IRS'
ANOROOK

51n. round, 5/-; 6/in. Speakers.. 31-; 8 for
15/-. Post extra on any speaker 2/, up to
six can be sent for

XCARIIS
BY

TV valves not listed.
A

book

to
invest
in

Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well

prove to be the turning point in your

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
(Dept. 462), 148 HOLBORN

LONDON, E.C.I
S.

Africa:

P.O.

Box

8417,

Jo'burg.

Australia: P.O. Box 4570, Melbourne.

NEW
VALVES!
Guaranteed Set Tested
24 -HOUR SERVICE
4115, 185, 1T4, 3S4, 3V4. DAF91, DF91, DIC91,

D1,92. DL94, SET of 4. 18/-.
DA195, DF96. DK96, DL96. SET of 4, 25/6.
8/3
5/11 PCL82
7/- DL92
1D5
6/9 PCL83 10/5/6 DL94
155
7/ 8/9 PCL84
DL96
418
165
3/- PENDD4020
EB91
3/3
1T4
17/6
5/11 EBC41 7/6
354
9/8
6/9 EBF8O 7/9 PL36
3V4
8/6
4/6 EBL21 12/- PL81
8040
6/6
AY3GT 5/3 ECC40 13/- PL82
6/6
PL83
4/6
8/6 ECC81
524G
8/4/6 PL84
ECC82
2/9
6AM6
8/8
PY31
ECC83
613
1/9
610G
1114/9 ECC84 7/6 PY32
6K80
7/PY80
ECC85
7/6
5/6
6Q7(1
6/6
4/- ECM 6/9 PY81
6/6X5GT 6/6 ECF82 8/3 PY82
7/3
12K7GT 4/3 ECH42 7/9 PY83
11/6/9 U25
12K8GT 9!- ECL80
8/9
11/- U26
12Q7GT 4/6 EF40
7/6 UABC80 6/12SN7GT 7/3 EF41
8/4/3 UAF92
EF80
351.6GT 8/7/5/9 UBC41
EF85
5/35Z4GT
8/8/6 UBF80
8/9 EF86
AZ31
7/6/9 UCC85
9/6 EF89
CL33
2/9 UCH21 11/6
8/9 E1"91
DA032
7/8
91- UCH42
4/8 EL41
DAF91
8/9
6/3 UCH81
DAF96 8/9 ELM
7/3 UCL82 9/3
EY51
8/9
DF33
6/9 UCL83 1313/3 EY86
6/9
6/- 0F41
6/9 EZ40
DF96
8/9
5/9 UF89
8/- EU()
D1177
8/6/- 17161
DK32
10/6 EZ81
6/6
5/6 UL84
MU14
DK91
518
6/9 UY21 10/8
7/6 PCC84
DK92
5/6
9/- UY41
7/3 PCC89
DK96
6/3
7/6 PCF80 7/6 UY85
DL33
2/9
9/6 PCF.82 7/6 Z77
DL35

Postage 6d. per valve extra. Any Parcel

Insured Against Damage in Transit 6d. extra
Any C.O.D. Parcel 3/- extra.
Office address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD

(Note new atItire..-fortimrli of Leeds)
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD,
STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON, N.I6

3/6.

Valves removed from TV Sets. All post
free. All tested on a Mullard valve tester
and are 100% as new. They carry a three
months' guarantee. We also have a large
stock of old type radio valves and other

SUCCESS OR NO FEE

150,000 SUCCESSES

Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866

Complete TV Sets Untested. 141n. G.E.C.
BT1746, all channels, 82.10.0. Bush TV43

Guarantee of

career.

LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.

YOU

both particulars of our remarkable

FOUNDED 1885 -OVER

OLD TOWN HALL,
KNOWLER HILL,

business?

GET A CERTIFICATE !
After brief, intensely interesting study

PADGETTS RADIO STORE

RADIO AND TV

HANDBOOK by F. X. Carus
Prospects for the Radio Store;

Setting up in Business; Sole Trader, Company or Partnership? Staff Selection,
Selling and
Staff Training; Window Display; Adver-

Engagement and Management;

tising and Publicity; The Service Section;
Simple Accountancy; Financial Control;
Stock -Turn; Buying and Stock -Control;
Stock -in -Trade;

Tools

of

4/2/6
4/6
9d.
9d.
1/2/5/2/9
2/6
2/6
2/5/1/-

EY51

E8E80
EB91

EF91
6F1
6F13
6LD20
6SN7
6Y6

RETAILERS'
Covers

4/5/-

ECL80
ECC82
EL38

Management;

The Law.
35s. from all booksellers or, in case

of difficulty, 37s. by post from GEORGE
NEWNES LTD., Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

NEWNES

6G6

6687
1002
10F1

10P13
10P14
20D1
20P1
20L1
185BT

5/5/3/5/5/8/6

0282

5/8/6
5/5/-

U281

0801

11329

KT36

PL81
PL82
PY81
PY82
PY80

.5/-

5/.
5//1/5/.
5/-

PZ30
PCF80
PCC84
PL83
P1.33

B36
,N37
1.63

6J5

27BU

4/4/8

4/6
51-

4/4/5/3/3/-

51-

4/EF80 only
1/6 or 10/per doz.
Grade 2. 6d.
U12

or 4/ -per doz.

Perfect Reclaimed Tubes

6 months'

guarantee, 121n. 17/-, 141n. 30/, Care. and
Ins. 7/6.

TV Tuhes Rebuilt and refaced. 12 months'
guarantee. Old glass not required, 12, 14.
15. 16. 171n.. any make at the special trade
price of 23.15.0.

Carr. and Ins. 7/6.

Complete TV Chassis for Spares. Less

valves. 1210., four tor 10/-. carr. B.R.S. 7/6.
141n. chassis, tour for 15/-, cerr. 8/6: 121n.
and 141n. chassis, your choice with scan
coils, less valves, untested, 10/- each,
carr. 7/-.

For Callers Only. TV chassis, mixed lot,
1/- each, Saturdays up to 5.30.

RESICAP. BRIDGE pLIT2/6
Checks all types of resistors, condensers
Built in I hour.

6 RANGES
Direct reading

READY CALIBRATED

Stamp for details of this and other kits.

RADIO MAIL (Dept. VH)

Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street, Nottingham

BBC - ITV - F.M. AERIALS

"NU -GUN"
REBUILT TV TUBES
COMPLETE NEW GUNS
-12 MONTHS'
GUARANTEE

u.u.c. (BAND

1). Telescopic loft. 19/6. External,
S/D. 26/3.

I.T.V. (BAND 3). 3 Element loft array. 24/, 5
Wall
32/6.
Element.
mounting. 3 Element, 33/9.
5 Element, 41/3.
COMBINED B.B.C. A
I.T.V. Loft 1+3 Element.
41/3. 1+5 Element. 48/9.
Wall mounting, 1+3 Element. 56/3. 1+5 Element,
63/9. Chimney and mast
mounting units also available.
P.M. (BAND 2). Loft "H", 28/-. 3 Element loft, 52/6. S/D loft. 12/6. External
SID, 26/3. State channel when ordering.
C.W.O. or C.O.D. P.P. 2/6. Coaxial cable.
8d. yd. Coaxial plugs. 1/3. Send 6d.
stamps for Illustrated lists.

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.T.)
38, Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey.

E3.10.0
£3.15.0
£4.0.0

I2in.
I4in.
IS-17in.

i5.10.0

2Iin.

Carriage and Insurance extra.

N.G.T. ELECTRONICS LTD.,

3 THE MEWS
Duckett Road, Harringay,
London, N.4
Telephone: MOUntview 2903
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(Continued from page 232)
EKCO T344

When this receiver is switched on from cold,
the sound comes on as normal and remains until
the e.h.t. comes up, when both the sound and
vision disappear.

To get the picture and sound I have to switch

off and then on again which brings everything back
to normal. I have replaced the two tuner valves
without improvement. The e.h.t. is normal

throughout, and after this double switching, the
picture and sound remain normal all evening.
-A. Livingstone (Renton, Dunbartonshire).
The fault may be in the a.g.c. system. Suspect
especially the 6/30L2 a.g.c. valve, and also the

0.25,uF capacitor decoupling the a.g.c. line (0.04/4F
in some sets).

Try fitting a 33kn grid stopper resistor on the

control grid of the video amplifier valve.

STELLA ST1029U

The fault which has developed in this receiver
takes the form of vertical rulings down the lefthand side of the screen. This fault is more notice-

able on the BBC channel.-S. 0. Brown (South

Shields, Co. Durham).
This fault is probably caused by incorrect operation of the boost circuit in the line timebase.
Firstly, therefore, check the emission of the booster

diode and line output valve, and replace this
low.

if

PETO-SCOTT 14I2T

The raster is cramped into the centre of the

screen, leaving about 3in. clear at the top and
bottom. The lines are very close together at the
bottom, almost forming one broad band. The

height and frame linearity controls are set at
maximum.
I have changed the ECL80 and checked the

output transformer and oscillator transformer. The

DEFIANT 7A21

Normally the picture

235

perfect except for a
faint, white, vertical line in the centre of the
screen. However, the centre part of the picture
is

occasionally jumps, leaving this part of the screen
with a double image. The remainder of the picture
is quite normal.

This fault can be removed by changing the

channel selector switch to another channel' and

then back again. --C. Murray (Edinburgh).
We would advise you to change the 30FL1 sync
separator/line oscillator. This valve is on the
right-hand side lust above the screened section.
Check, if necessary, the PL81 line output valve
in the screened section.
SOBELL S.C.24

On first switching on the picture is only about
3in. deep and lies across the centre of the screen.
This very slowly expands to fill the screen with

a good picture, except for 3 or 4in. of screen at
the bottom, which remains blank. The bottom
part of the picture itself appears to be slightly
cramped.-C. King (Rotherham).
Replace the right-hand side PL84 frame output
valve if this is faulty. If this valve is not at fault

or if the bottom compression persists after replacement, check the cathode components C104
(250uF), R79 (560f2), R80 (39012) and C98
(0.01/tF).

voltages to the pins of the ECL80 are approximately correct.-H. Fawcett (Leeds).
You w:11 probably find the trouble is in the
boosted h.t. supply to the height control. The
supply comes from the boost line (350V approximately) through a 100kil resistor to a thermistor

VA1008, decoupled to chassis by a 32/AF capacitor,
the thermistor then connecting to the height
control. An 820k12 resistor connects this control

to the oscillator transformer (thence to pin
the ECL80).

1

Check this circuitry thoroughly.

of

EKCOVISION

I recently bought an Ekcovision receiver having

four pre-set m.w. radio stations incorporated in
the design. It has a 12in. c.r.t. marked CRM

121A and I have noted the following valves: U24,
6P28, PY31, PZ80, SP61 and 6K25. Could you
please identify this set for me?
When I first had the set it presented a blank
screen when switched on, with the U24 glowing
purple. I changed this valve and now receive a
reasonably good picture. However it is not yet
perfect.

The U24 heaters do not glow although heater
current is available and there is a good spark at
the top cap. The brilliance control appears to be
defective as past a certain point in its travel.
the picture disappears, and also this control gives
little gain.

Almost full contrast is needed to give a reason-

able picture.-D. W. Lamplugh (Hatfield, Hertfordshire).

BUSH T36

This set is fitted with the manufacturer's convertor for receiving channel 9. I shall be moving
to Whitstable in Kent soon where, I believe, the
ITA programmes are on channel 10. Can you tell

me how to adjust the coils to receive channel 10
signals, if this is possible?-L. C. Lodge (London,
S.W.12).

You may well find that channel 10 is within the
range of the tuner knob. If it is not, remove
the bakelite cover and on the right you will see
the plastic core which is actuated by a spindle. This
can be adjusted to bring in channel 10 and, if

necessary, the rear cores may be finely set for
optimum reception.
If the picture is grainy, change the PCC84 valve.

We would say that your set is the TRC138, or

similar chassis. The U24 heater voltage is taken

from an overwind on the mains transformer and
this may be faulty or the valveholder pins broken.
Alternatively you may have fitted a defective U24.

Low gain is usually the fault of the small i.f.
decoupling capacitors which can be checked by
bridging, or else due to dirty valve pin connections.
PYE VT7

The fault on this receiver is a blank portion at
the top of the screen where no picture is visible
and is about 2in. wide. The picture itself is
cramped at the top and stretched at the bottom.
The vertical amplitude control is turned fully
clockwise for the best possible picture.
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booster diode
I have changed the line output,
but the situation

QUERIES COUPON

and frame oscillator valves
remains unchanged.-P. WooHard (Glapthorne,

This coupon is available until FEBRUARY 22nd, 1963, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the
notice on page 231.

Northamptonshire).

and the
Suspect the PL82 framebetween
output valve
pin 9 and pin

32,uF decoupling capacitor
3 of this valve. Also check the 100/AF decoupler
from pin 3 to chassis, and the 0.5,uF capacitor from
pin 6 of the ECC82 to the height control.

TEST CASE

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, FEBRUARY,

-3

test case of teleEach month we are going to provide an
vision servicing to exercise your ingenuity. These are nottrickquestions,
but are based on actual practical faults.

suddenly develops
" A normally working receiver
sound -on -vision on both
ro severe symptoms of

channels and over the entire range of the fine
tuning control.
What are the most likely causes of this trouble

and what tests should be made to establish the

cause?
TELEVISION for the
See next month's PRACTICAL

provide a
-as derived from the sync separator-to
while the signal does
manual range of contrast,
automatic range of contrast.

likewise to provide an
Failure of the manual contrast control so that the
vision channel gain is at maximum-resulting in
picture
overdrive on both channels and a negative that
the
on the stronger BBC channel-would meanis either
voltage
sync separator -derived negative
counteracted by a
being short-circuited or fully
positive potential reachHT+ ing the a.g.c. line at all
Sync.
separator
valve

solution.

settings of the contrast
control.

The first test should
be to establish that the
voltage at the slider of

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE -2
(Page 188, last month)

RI

the

with respect
arranged so that the voltage-negative
produced by the normal
to chassis-which is
valve
is employed
operation of the sync separator
and the
to control the gain of the tuner r.f. amplifier
vision i.f. amplifier stages.
The negative voltage at the sync separator control
grid is fed to the signal grid of the controlled valves
through suitable filters, and as the negative voltage
rises and falls as the applied aerial signal does

gain automatically
likewise, the vision channel
is weak and decreases

increases when thestrong-which,
signal
of course, is the
when the signal is

normal a.g.c. action.
Manual contrast on such receivers is accomplished
by the contrast control working as a potentiometer
a counteracting positive
and thereby applying line
to the a.g.c. line, as
h.t.
voltage from the
the set

that
shown in Fig. 1. Let it be supposed
is receiving an aerial signal and that the a.g.c. line
is negative in proportion to the signal strength.
of the contrast control
Thus, at maximum setting
the a.g.c. line is
the positive voltage appliedoftothe
sync separator relatively large and so much
thereby
derived negative voltage is counteracted,
applied to the conreducing the negative voltagethe
gain of the vision
trolled valves and increasing
Conversely, at minimum setting of the contrast
receive almost the full
control, the controlled valves
voltage and so the
sync separator -derived negative
is reduced. In other
gain of the vision channel varies
the negative bias
words, the contrast control

contrast

control

varies from zero to

Receivers with mean -level vision a.g.c. are usually

channel.

1963.

a

maximum positive value

Contrast
control

(relative to chassis) as

the control is turned

clockwise from its fully
anti -clockwise

C2

To

control grid
circuits of
cont rolled
valves

C1

position.

If this happens, then
the contrast control
circuit itself is in order
-otherwise the contrast
control or R2 would be
open -circuit.
Fig. I - See text.

on
The next test should be for a voltage reading
A high the a.g.c. line proper, relative to chassis.
least) voltmeter is
resistance (20,000f2/V, at
shunting the high
required for this test to avoid
resistance a.g.c. feed and filter components with a
which would greatly
low meter resistance-a practice
affect the voltage reading and possibly prevent any
deflection at all.
should be recorded,

Normally, a negative voltage
negative value as the conand this should reduce intowards
maximum setting.
trast control is turned all settings
of the contrast
If there is zero voltage at
filter
capacitor-such as
control a short-circuit in alikely cause,
while a fixed

Cl and C2-would be a
a control grid
positive value wouldcontrolled
mean either
valves or a shortshort in one of the
coupling the tuner
circuit or leak in the capacitor
to the common i.f. amplifier stage.

London, W.C.2, and printed
Tower House, Southampton Street,
& GOTCH
NEWNES. LIMITED,Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: GORDON
Published on'the 22nd of eachLIMITED,
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AFRICAN
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tion rate including postage for one year;
Canadian Magazine Post.
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DIRECT REPLACEMENT
TELEVISION TUBES

LAWSON

12 MONTHS' FULL REPLACEMENT

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER

GUARANTEE

ACTIVATED SCREEN AND
100- "MICRO FINE. ALUMINISED

DESIGNED FOR
PERFORMANCE

75

The Modern Lawson television tubes are specially designed to give

LICHT
OUT PUT

all types of television set very much improved performance,.

SO

Their new silver activated screens are much brighter with better
contrast, exclusive "microfine" controlled thickness aluminising

gives 50% more light output (superb daylight viewing). New
small anode aperture electron guns by Mullard, Mazda, G.E.C.,
Brimar, E.E., Cossor, etc., ensure needle sharp definition and
focus, and silicon vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathodes
give very long life. Each tube is 100% BRAND NEW (glass

25

SIMILAR TUBE REBUILT
OR RECUNNED BUT NOT
RESCREENED

excepted), and Lawson are the only tubes guaranteed to be exact
replacement for the original tube, ensuring complete accuracy
and efficiency.

FROM STOCKS OF OVER 5,000 TUBES OF OVER
200 TYPES WE CAN SUPPLY THE EXACT TUBE
YOU REQUIRE BY RETURN.

BRILLIANCE CONTROL

EXPRESS PASSENGER SERVICEOrders received by 3 p.m. are despatched same day.
Special direct services to Scotland and Ireland.

LAWSON
2

PEACHFIELD CLOSE,

WORCESTERSHIRE.

JUST PUBLISHED

PRINCIPLES OF
COLOUR TELEVISION
40 illustrations in full colour, which
will be of the greatest assistance. to
all types of reader, from the student

and electronics enthusiast co the
advanced engineer.

IV-

G. N. Patchett

Postage 6d.

MUSICAL

SETS
1A7GT
1D5

1H5GT
1N5GT
1R5
184
1S5

STRUMENT HANDBOOK by
25I-. Postage 1,6.

RADIO CONTROL FOR

5U4G

5V40

MODELS, by F. C. Judd. ISL. Postage 5Y3GT
5Z40

11E -

7/6

9/9/6/8/-

5/3
3/9/8

5
22/6

9/7/6/7/4/6
8/61-

9/8AL5
3/9
BASIC TV COURSE. by G. Kravitz. 8AM8
3/6
32f-. Postage 11-.
6AQ5
8/3
6/CABINET HANDBOOK, by G. A. 6AT6
613A6
5/9
Briggs. 7/6. Postage 8d.
613E6
5/9
TV FAULT-FINDING. A Data Pub. 6BG60 14/8
68H8
6/3
V-. Postage 6d.
5/9
RADIO VALVE DATA, 7th Ed. 6936
6BW6
81IL.

Compiled by "WW". 61-.
10d.

Postage

COMPLETE CATALOGUE

8CD6G 27/3
6F1
8F13
6F14

8K70

6100,F

6580

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS
of British and American Technical Books

19-21 PRAED STREET

LONDON, W.2

Phone: PADdington 4185

Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.

10f -

£5. 5.0

Gladly refunded
if you wish to return

your old tube

(excepting 12")

SAME DAY SERVICE
VALVES NEW
! TESTED!
GUARANTEED !

IN- IT4
1U5
N. H. Crowhurst. 201, Postage IT, 2P
3A5
RADIO AND TELEVISION TEST 3Q4
INSTRUMENTS by G. J. King. 3S4
3V4
ELECTRONIC

C.O.D. or C.W.O.

£4.10.0

15 - 17"
£5.15.0
19", 21", 23", also available
CARR. and INS.
7/6

Tel. 2100
MALVERN,

--

12"
14"

Full fitting instructions with every tube.

10/9/6
9/6

1)11

5/-

5/6K8GT
9/.
6K25
12/6
SLAG
6/8
6LI8

10/-

135, 1T4, 3S4DIC96. 3V4.L96
DAF9.1.

DAF98, D F96,
6LD20
8P25

81.28

6Q7G
6Q7GT

8/-

-8/-

11./6

64-

8/-

6SL7GT 5/9
6SN7GT 4/9
6U4GT

6V60
6V6GT
6X9

9/9
4/6

6X5GT
6/30L2
786

4/6
6/9
9/9/-

7C5C6

7/6/9

7
7137

7

7B7

7S7

7Y9
10C1
10C2
12AT8

12A17
12AU7
12AX7

8/-

7/6

9/-

6/12/-

18/6
/4/9
4/9
4/9

12K7GT 4/9

12580T 9/6
12Q7GT 4/9
1467
15/8

1913060 14/6
20F2
17/20L1
17/8
20P3
18/9
20P4
20/201.5
15/9
25L6GT 7/2.57.4G

27SU

7/6
17/6

.D

30L15
30P4

12/6

35A5

15/9

11/-

30PL13 19/3
35L6GT 8/3
3523
15/35Z4GT 5/8
50L6
8/9
185BT 21/6
AZ1
12/6
AZ31
9/6
1336

CBL1

7/6
12/-

CCH35 13/6
CL33

12/3
CYI
12/8
CY31
8/6
DAC32
9/DAF91 5/3
DAF96
7/6
DCC90
9/DF33
9/D F91
D F96

DH76
D H77
DH81

D532
DK91
DK92
DK96

DL33
DL3S
DL94 2

DL9
DL96

DM70

3/6
7/6

4/9

6/-

9/11/6/7/6
7/6
8/-

9/8
6/-

7/6

8/6

EABC80 4/9
EAF42

8/8

DK9.. 1, D.L92,.. D..L94

EB91
EBC33
EBC41

3/9

5/8/EBF80
8/.
EBF89 8/9
EBL21 13/8
EBL31 17/ECC40 13/6
ECC81
4/9
4/9
ECC82
ECC83
7/7/9
ECC84
ECM 7/9
ECF80
7/ECF82
8/6
ECH35
7/3
ECH42
8/9
ECH8I
7/9
ECL80
7/6
ECL82
9/EF9
15/EF37A
6/9
EF39
4/6
EF40
11/8
EF41
7/9
EF42
7/8
EF80
4/9
EF85
5/9
EF86
8/9
EF89
7/EF91
3/6
5L33
9/6
EL41
9/8
EL42
9/EL84
8/8
EM34
7/3
EM80
EM81
EA184

8/8/6
9/8

1725

U26
U50

7/-

E240

6/9
7/6/3
6/6
8/6
9/6

EZ41

EZSO

GZ32
KT61
MU14
MX40

PCC84
PCC89

1752

U78
UI91
17281

U282
U291
U301
U801

STA. 4587

l9/3
5/6
4/6
4/6

1416
1111P-1

16/6
17/21/DAEWOO 6/8

6/6
13/6
7/11/7/6
9/3
7/9
8/9/6

UAF42

8/3.

UBF80

$
8/7/9

UBC41

PCF80
PCF82
PCF86
PCL82
9/PCL83 10/8
PCL84
7/P 85 10/6
PEN A4 11JPEN36C 8/PL36
11/6
PL81
9/6
PL82
7/PL83
7/6
PL84
8/8
PL820 12/6
PX4
10/PX25
9/.
PY32
11/8
PY80
7/6
PY81
7/PY82
6/6
PY83
7/9
PZ30
12/8
TH21C 15/-

READERS
24 COLBERG PLACE, STANIFORD HILL
LONDON, N.16

7/6

EY51
EY86

N18
N37

Set of44 for 21691 6-

UBFEt9

a/-

UHL21 14/6
UCC84 13/3
UCC85
7/8
UCF80 14/6
UCH21 18/6
UCH42
8/UCH81
8/9
UCL82
/9
UCL83 139/3
UF41

89

UL41

7j6
7/-

43/ii

1.11,84

URIC
UTJ7

UY21
UY41
UY85

VP4B
VP41

81-

9/11/6/6
6/6

W713

W77

277

6d.

3/6

per val e

11A11.10extra.

vPost

Any Parcel Mimed
Agains
Damage
Transit 6d. extra.in
Any C.O.D. Parcel 3/extra.
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TELEVISION TECHNICIANS
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

4/- per line or part
thereof, average the words to line.
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
Advertisement must he prepaid
to Advertisement
1111(1 addressed
Manager "Practical Television",

RATES:

Tosser House,
London, W.C.2.

Southampton

St.,

TELEVISION TUBE MOP
have

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes

SCAN (OILS ETC

in stock now
SETS & COMPONENTS

LABORATORY TESTED
ALBA: 1301, 1304, 1394, 1484, 1494, etc.

.

04/-

Fantastic Bargain!
Miniature Condensers, ;in.
Tested 750V.
Capacity .0001 to .04uF 7/8 per 100.
post free. Ideal for Transistot sets.
MILWARD, 17 Peel C:ose, Drayton
Basset. Staffordshire.

61/6

NEW VALVES !

48/6BUM:

TVI1A. IIB, 12A, 1211, TV1.112

.
12B, TEG12A, 12B
TVG:16, TV32, TV33, T V(134, TVG34A.,

44/-

..

88/6

136, TV36, TV036, TV361.4 TV(136C,
'l'V43
T1'53, TV56, TV57, TVG8, TV132, TV63,

TV66, TV67, etc.

1180 with EV51

930 and T931,
mem
and F, 939 and A and F

.

...

DEFIANT: 1111453, TH1753
DYNATRON:
T893, TC8102, 18105,
RECO:
T1113124, TC138, 18188, T8193
11113139, TC140, 1141. TV142

11111, TC162. 1164,1165, etc.
TV209, D231,

1.221,

18114,
.

12314

..

1.248, T283, 1284, T293, etc.
VIROtt8ON: 1031, 105T, 1131, 1351, 1451
941T-9531 inclusive

9911-9971 Inclusive
2031-246T inclusive
3061, 3081
FERRANTI: 14T3, 1413F, 13TH
17K3 and F, 1713 and
17K4 and F, 178K4 sad F
1714 and F
1415, 178115,,17K6
0.11.0.. 511251, T1252, 111.1746, BT174.8.
..
814743
814643, BT5147, BT5246-48
..
1115346-81564311 inclusive

and

XXV.:

1824 and A to 1831 inclusive
1840, 1841, 1842-1848 ..

All models available.
INVICTA: /118. 1119, 1120
All other models available.

IlL..11.. LFT50, LVT50. LFT60, MV60

88/6
88/6

54/-

78/6
78/6
68/6
85/6
68/6
88/8
68/6

long,

lin. diameter.

74/ -

Most models In stock.

54/54/-

C817F. CTM17F, CW17 ..

CW17C, CW17CF. CW17F, etc..
Most models In stock.
RAYMOND: Most models in stock.
REGENTONE: All models available.
BALD.: 00171, 7017, ('34, etc.
Most models in stock.
SOBELL: 1817. 1346

.

81/491713

01641413, 1316417U
811881413

..

68/6
68/6
68/8

58/6

..

4/

ECL80
ECL82
EF85
EF86

519

91-

5/

616

PCL84

EYS I

716
77616

PL8 1

816

PY32.
PY81

11171-

619
913

U25
UY85

11/6

EY86
EZ40
PCC84
PCC89
PCF82

616

6X4
Postage 6d. per valve extra.
819

51 -

S.A.E. FOR LIST OF OVER 200 TYPES
Over 10,000 valves in stock.

LEWIS

46 WOODFORD AVENUE, GANTS
HILL, ILFORD, ESSEX
Telephone: Crescent 5685

teed

74l-

Y4, VT4, V7, VT7
LV30, FV1, FV1C

EBFI39
ECC8 1

7/3

EL84

UPI

741-

PRI: CTM4, FV4C, FV4COL

716
819

64/ -

48/8
88/0
48/6
88/8

74/-

11ILOV: Most models In stock.

EBF80

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE: Picture tubes,
brand new. Mazda 19in.. OMEI901.
Mullard 191n., AW47-90/9I £4/10/-;
Mullard 23in., AWS9/90 A11/10/ri carriage (insured) paid, 12 months
guarantee. Note, all brand new. We
also supply most other sizes com-

47/8

106/8

1100V. 1200V
122(113, 1236V, 1238V
11413F. 1141/51, 1151/
1437 U, 1446U

GUARANTEED
DELIVERY BY RETURN !

47/6
47/6
47/8

All models available.
MARCONI: All models available.
MASTERADIO: Most models in Mock.
McMICHAEL: Most models In stock.
66/MURPHY: V200, V202C
94/8
1240, V250
PETO SCOTT. PRILCO: Most models In stock.
54/ PAM: 908, 909, 952, 953, 958
104/PHILIPS: 1768U. 2111811

Most models In stook.
8TELLA: ST572IU
ST8817U, 01862119

500.000

68/6

.. 74/.. 74/ .. 68/6

11M1, DM2C, DM3, DM4/C
D515, DM14, DM17, 444, 555

1C208,

CONDENSERS.

.

937, 938A,

9431, 940-946, 945, 9458
954F, 947, 949
DECCA: D17 and C

04/ -

104/104/104/-

pletely regunned at L4/1716, guaran12

Lewisham
TID 3857.

156
TOMLINS,
months.
Way. New Cross, SE14.

BARGAIN OFFER !
BRAND NEW Brayhead Turret
Tuners, Type 35P. Complete with
Cyldon Turret Tuners,
Valves.
Types EIOL, U1OL, El6H, U16H,
Complete with Valves.
U38H.
Above Types 39/6
plus 2/6 post and packing. C.W.O.

OSBORN (Electronics) Ltd.
382 Brockley Rd., London, S.E.4
Free
18 months' guarantee.
advice on fitting. G. S. TELETUSES,
115 Meadow Street, Sheffield 3.

TUBES,

74/74/ -

ULTRA: 86 series, 185 series, with 1325, etc..
78/8
complete
Most models in stock.
64/ VIDOR: CN4217-CN4231 inclusive
C.W.O. Only
Post end Packing 3/6.
Also: Used O.P. Toe., Sean Coils, etc.
ALL GUARANTEED 90 DAYS
(All enquiries S.A.E.)

REBUILT RESCREENED
Famous make
TUBES !
12"/14", £4.5s.; 17", £4.15s.
ALL TUBES, I YEAR GUARANTEE!
NEW Valves, 12 months' guarantee!

ECC8I 2'3, EF80, PY82, EB9I, 4111;
EY5I, EY86, ECL80, PCF82, E281, 719;

U25'U26, 6/30L2, PCL82, PL8I, 9111;

WYNDSOR TELEVISION

TECHNICAL DIVISION
ST. ALBANS RD., BARNET, HERTS.
BAR 1769

theWe

30L15, R19, PCC89, PL36, 30P4, 12'6;
U801, 6CD6G, SOCD6G, 20L I, 20P4,
U37, 10E1, X78-9, 181,

P. BEARMAN (Tubes)

3 PANK AVENUE, NEW BARNET
HERTS.

Tel.: Bar 1934

£5. 2.6
£5. 7.6
E6. 7.6

AW36-20, 21
AW36-80
AW43-80, 88
AW53-80

0.12.6

Cl2A, CI211
C I4BM, FM
CI7BM, FM, HM
CI7LM, PM, SM
C21 HM, SM, TM
CMEI402
CME I 702, 1703
CRM9 I , 92
CRM93

£4.12.6

E5. 5.0
E6. 7.6
L6 12 6
£7.17.6

£5. 7.6
£6.12.6
E4.12.6

E4. 2.6

CRMI21, 2, 3, 4
CRMI41, 2, 3, 4

£4.12.6

CRM 152, 153

L5.12.6

£5. 7.6

£6. 7.6

CRMI71, 2, 3
CRM2II, 212
MW6-2
MW22-16
MW3I -16, 74
MW36-24, 44
MW4 I -I
MW43-64, 69
MW43-80
MW53-20
MW53-80
T90IA

£7.17.6
£5.12.6

E4. 2.6
£4. 2.6
E5. 2.6
£6.12.6
E6. 7.6

£6. 7.6

I4KP4A, 14IK

17IK, I72K, I73K
690IA
7201 A, 7203A
7204A
7401A
7405A

£7.12.6
£7.12.6
£6.12.6
ES. 2.6
E6. 7.6
£6.12.6
ES. 2.6
ES. 5.0

E6. 7.6
£6.12.6

All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed for 12 months.

CARRIAGE 7/6, via B.R.S. or
12/6 via passenger train.

TERMS

E2 down balance LI

per month.
Just arrived! Brand new 19 & 23in.
tubes, will replace existing I7in.
and 21 in., 110° types. Prices: £9
and E12 respectively.

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)
I2in. 3 18, 3 31 45/-. Others 57/6
I4in. CRM 141, 2 67/6. Others 57/6
I7in. CRM 171, MW43-69, 43-64,
75/-. Plus Carriage. Guaranteed
for 12 months.

THRISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD
S.W.I I
BAT 6859

South of the Bridge.

until 4 p.m.

Open Sats.
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SALVAGED VALVES TESTED ON

SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued)

A MULLARD HIGH SPEED VALVE
AC/P
I136

2/6
2/6

B329

4/-

D1
D96
1377

DAF91
DD4
DD41
DDL4
DF91
1)1177

DII91
RA50
EIFI34

EB41
EBC39

EBC4/
ECC33

E0C34
EL,V.51

E0282
ECL90
EF50
EF80

2891

KT33C
KT61
KTZ41
L63
N308

N329
N83il
N369
E379
P41
P61

P0284

PCF80
PCL82
PCL83

2/6
2/6
2/6
41216
216

PLR./

PL83

P1.64
P1(31

PY81

6P41

Full image of separate Resistors,
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

216
41-

3.50pf concentric trimmers V- doe.

H. KINNEAR ENTERPRISES LTD.
25 St. Peter's Place, Edinburgh 3

V-

4/1/3
2/8
1/3
1/3
2/6
2/6
2/6

4/4/4/41-

4/2/8
2/8
5/5/-

V51 -

a/ 5/ -

V4/.

4/-

V-

4/2/8

1331

V-

U329

UP42
VP4
W77
263
Z68
277

290
2719
4T P B

BALI
liAM6
611,W7

4/4/2/6
4/-

2/6
2/6
2/6
113
118

216

2/6
2/6
1/3

41-

81118
808

2/6
4/-

81,12

118
1/8

606

6813
575
637
81.2 5
61,28
81)3
91)6

1081
10P13
10P14
12BH7
2082
2081
20P3
20P5
251.8
SOCl

80C15
30L1
8081.1

30PL13
32
42
48

4/-

2/6

covering complete 10% range.
24/- per card.
Condensers, etc.

SPECIAL OFFER

2/6
1/9
2/6

4/-

4/2/8
4/4/8/6

V-

Personal Callen Only

actual set you want the tuner to
fit. But cannot guarantee what
channels are fitted.

TRANSFORMERS

CRT Boost Trauelormera
28, 4V. 68. 10V. 13V
State which required.
16/6
Heavy Doty Output Trans.
formers. 6 ratio. from 13 1 "re,
to 43 : 1
25/ -ea.
Miniature Output Trans... 8/pea.
Standard Output Trans.
formers, Multi -match
10/ -ea.
Translator Driver: 1-1 CT 101 -ea.
3.6-1 CT 12/Bea.

Transistor Output: 6.6.1 CT 10/ -ea.

9.9-1 Cr 10/..a.
Microphone Transformers,
ratio 85 : 1
Lt. TRANSFORMERS
Steadied 465 kola
12/6 per pair
Midget 485 kcle

TRANSISTORISED FAULT
FINDER
Enables( Malta to be located
quickly. COIISiSte of a two -

transistor, multi -vibrator In a,box.
Complete with battery.
8216

TRANSISTORS
OCHIW 48/ 0075

4/-

0071

2/6

TERMS:

C.W.O.

or

8/Si -

8/.
8/-

13/17/6

C.O.D.

Orders under A. P. & P. 1/3.

4/- V Ow till 11 am. most dass.

3d. stamp for list or 9d. for full catalogue

Dept. PTA

Arlon Television
Maxted Road, S.E.15

year.
booster:, valves. brayhead tuners, TV sets,
transistor radios and all electrical appliances. Co -axial cables and house wiring
cables, fluorescent fittings.
All quotations without obligation. Special
terms to the trade and Home Engineers.
S.A.E. for Catalogue.

full range of aerials and fittings. I.T.V.

Phone: 28684

DO IT YOURSELF
THE EASY WAY

NO SOLDERING OR DRILLING
KITS COMPLETE WITH ASSEMBLY TOOL
DATA 95
e, SEMICONDUCTORS
5 STAGES
MOVING COIL
SPEAKER

NEWX 7125

55/.

PL 2,./9

54 x 8 Is ills.
Battery 2/3 extra.
Alec DATA 826. 3 Transistors. 2 Diodes, 6 Stages.
Personal Eaepieoe. 41 x21 x ills. 45/, P.P. 2,-.
Batt. D. extra.
All Parts Suppled Separately.

DATA ELECTRONICS LTD.
6 HILLSIDE GARDENS, EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX

G. A. STRANGE
BROADFIELD, NORTH WRAXFIALL,

FOR SALE

Nhipoenha,
r. C
Wilts.
ni
Tel. Marshfield 296

VALVE CARTONS

TV SPARES
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
TELEPHONE ORDERS SENT SAME DAY
C.O.D.
Ekco T22I, 231, 311, 284, 330, 283, TC208,
TU209, T248, TC267, all 551.,
Ferranti T1001, T1002-5, etc., 551-.
Murphy V240/250, 6216; V270/280, 7716.
Pye VT4, V17, VI4, & Pam 906-53, 501,

H.M.V. 1840-9, 2805-5902, only 601-.
Bush TV53, 7916; TV24C, TV80, etc., 8916.
Philips 1768U, 9216; 1114-5, 1437-46, 8916

Dacca DM14, DM3C, 65/-; DI7, D14, 651-.
Masteradio T917, TE7T, T409-12, etc., 751-.
Alba T301, 304, 394, 484, 494, 4216.

Baird P2014/7, P2114/7, 5916, etc.
L.O.P.T.'s For ANY MAKE and MODEL
supplied. USED trans., often available ask
for quote. SCAN COILS.
Ekco T221, T231, etc. 551-. Pye VT4-7, 501-.
Used

13/-

0072
0076
0076
0081
0089
00170

616

BOLTON

TUBES -AERIALS - VALVES
Regunned tubes, guaranteed one

Cossor 930-8, 5816; Ferg. 992-8, 6216.

CRYSTALS

GENUINE MILLARD. Boxed.
OAS
8/.
0A81
8/0A70
0A85
8/.
8/0A79
0A91
8/6
8/-

6/6

Callers only

ARTHUR SLARK

43-45 Thicketrord Road, Tonge Moor,

London and purchased on H.P. Free
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD.. 138 Lewisham Way,

Pelt

AUTO TRANSFORMERS
350W
67/8 ea.
100W
27/6 ea.
50W
20/. ea.

51-

2/6

DV- per

48/25/11/10/-

old glass, or plus 7/8 without
C.W.O. Carriage 7/6
WHY PAY MORE?
new guns, 12 months' guarantee
Also 20/- each
121n.. 14in., Part Exchange Televisions.

13E14. TID 6666.

35 Mica 16 Mice, 10 Mice INCREMENTAL OR TURRET TUNERS
LESS VALVES. EX RECEIVERS
12/6.
We can often supply for the

°CIS
0026
0044
0C45
0070

4/2/6
5/5/-

10/ - eai

STAR TV TUBES 70/ -

au sizes up to and including 17in. Include

MEDIUM & LONG WAVE. INTERNAL AERIAL

" HEATH KITS " can now be seen in

GEC CET'S (SALVAGED)

13in. G.E.O. 7102

22/6/5

216

807

2111121n. 5/6 each, plus post and packing,])-.

RUISTORS

1/3
1/3
2/6
4/2/6

1/3
2/6
1/3

U251

Top quality coaxial cable 9d. per yd. or
£2.10s. per 100 yards. Aerial clamps lin. x
lin. 3/6 each, plus post and packing 1/-.
(1 doz. or more postage free)

SP81

BPS?

67.10.0 Free transit and insurance
Cash or cheque with order or C.O.D.

211n.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED
FOUntainbridge 3938

113

PEN46 216
PUG

12-141n.£4.17.6 12 months' guarantee
17in.
65.10.01 10/- allowance on old tube

Card of 4W Resistors, 72 valves

PEN '5 2/6
P1.33

hi. each

2/6

V4/4/-

your Scottish Re -gunner

EXAMPLES
FULL CATALOGUE 9d.
VALVE HOLDERS
American Octal
5/. des.

SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued)

The K.E. rebuilt tube-

TESTER

239

Ch.

Sets.

Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post and

Pack.,

14 -inch

Ex -rental

13

Pye/Ferguson/Sobell, 101- each Min.
Lots of 25 for Callers Only.
Callers welcome. Open all day Saturday.

and Insurance, 4/-.

TELEPHONE ORDERS SENT SAME DAY
C.O.D.

TELEVISION CONSUMER
SERVICES LTD.
112 Camberwell Road, S.E.5

at keen prices.
Send 1/- for sample and list. J. & A.
BOXMAKERS, 75a Godwin Street.
Bradford 1.
E XCEPTIONAL TRANSISTOR Pertab:e Tape Recorder, value £6119/6
complete with crystal microphone,
earphone, spools, tape, batteries.
instructions, presentation box (estra
tapes 100 COI, ideal gift, £611916:
satisfaction guaranteed.
Postage,
packing 2/6. TOMLINS, 156 Lewisham
Way, New Cross, SEI4.
B RAND NEW Television Cabinets.
17in. size. Continental style, fully

complete as used by Pye, only 30

each plus 10/- carriage and packing.
GLICKSONS. 32 Cradock Streft,

Swansea.

BRANDED VALVES 12 months' maker's
guarantee: PY32 16/-, PI -81 16/-,
POC84 13/-, PY81 12/-, PY82 8/11, U161

15/-, U25 16/-, U801 HU- etc. Risco
line output Transformers: T208, 209.
221. 231, 248, 283, 284, 330 etc. Sr-,
these L.O.T.S. with damaged Perspex
housing and winding intact can be
fitted with new housing and testing
working for 36/- post paid. Genuine
Radio and TV Service Sheets for 30

years back 4/- each. " Bel-Cleer "
Hi -Pi Tape, 5in. 600ft 12/0, 900ft 16/-,
Tin. 1.200ft 18/0, 1,800ft 25/-. Air spaced Fringe Coaxial Cable 108.
per yd. Will quote for leading makes
new Tape Recorders, Transistor

Radios, Testgear, TV Spares. Discount
below list 10% to 33%. List available
S.A.E. All prices include post and
packing.
BOYLAN,
Duke Street,
Warrenpoint, Co. Down.
VERY LOW -LOSS Coaxial 5/161n. dia.
1/2 yd, 3/.029 1/- yd and 7/.029 1/10
yd both plastic covered twin and
earth. 100 x 500 mid 250V.W. 5/., Post
2/6 any order. ARNOLD, 59 BelieMoor

Road, Southampton, Hants.

RODney 7917
(Costiaued overleaf)

( continued)
CAMERA,

brand

Beulah

new

D.800 from stock guarantee card with
turret --best offer over
three -lens
£150 or would barter for good 16mm
Sound. Projector. HOLMAN, 136 Fore
Street, Kingsbridge, Devon.
1,000 TELEVISIONS, all makes, from
£3 working. 10/- not. Callers only.
39 White9 till 6. including Sets.
horse Lane, Stepney, London.

decks,

digital counter
Latest Collaro "Studio"

with

43 Spon Lane, West Bromwich, Staffs.
Tel.: WES 2392.

711n.. spools 71n.

FAULTFINDER FILES, showing common faults that each receiver is

prone to and other useful servicing
information, 2/- each. List 9d., plus
postage.

211.0.8

BSRIJA14 four -speed auto -change

£6.3.9
record player decks...
Two -speed record decks. 45 and
33 r.p.m. with 6 volt motor for
£4.18.9
..
transistor grams
Carriage on these items. 12/8.

CATHODE RAY TUBE SERVICE

NEW VALVES WANTED EY51, EOL80,
PCC84, PCP80, POL93, PL81. PCL82,
PY81, R19. 13801, 30P4, etc. Best cash
prices by return. DURHAM SUPPLIES,

Valves, 21F80 1/6 each. ECL80 2/each,.PY82 2/- each, E0082 2/- each,
Thousands of other
10F1 2/- each.
valves ill stock. All tested before
dispatch. Postage 6d. per valve orders
over 10/- post-free. Send for our
bargain list 9d. CAPITAL TELEVISION, 55 Honor Oak Park, London

fP I. Western
RADIO
Leonard,. Sussex.

Road,

St.

VALVES WANTED
IMMEDIATE CASH SETTLEMENT
Boxed or loose, but must be new.
Phone, write or call

38 Chalcot Road, London N.W.I
PRImrose 9090
The valve specialists

RECTIFIERS -FIN TYPES

Equivs. for 5514 250 v., 250 mA, 13/6; RM5
250 v.. 300 mA. 17/6; 14A909 400 niA, 18/6:

Merrlon

Avenue,

SERVICE SHEETS (30.0001, 3/- each
with S.A.E. DARWIN, 19 George
Street, St. Helens, Lancs.

SITUATIONS VACANT
NATIONAL TV Rental Company
requires Service Managers for London
area to open and build up new
details of experience, age. etc., are
invited from men with admin and
Interviews in
technical ability.
London at early date. Write to:
C WHEELER, Regional Supervisor, 9
Grange Road, Blshopsworth, Bristol 3.

MURPHY

17in.

V310

Receivers in working order. ALVEY,
Borth, Cards.

THE INCORPORATED Practitioners
in Radio and Electronics (I.P.R.E.1
Ltd. Membership Conditions booklet
1/.. Sample copy of I.P.R.E. Official
Journal 2/ post free. Secretary, 20
Fairfield Road, London N8.

models
U.S.
SHEETS,
SERVICE
TV,
Coloured TV. Transistorised
Hi
-fl.
Multiplex,
Stereo.
Recorders,
Radios. Kits. including 1963, 5/. each.
Enquiries, S.A.E., BRAZIER'S TV,
Bank,
Astwood
Lane,
Astwood

's MADE

Redditch, Worcs.

repairing Radio and
TV Sets lit, a job or as a
By

14/186 16/6; 14A97 19/-: 14A100 22/8; 14A949

20/-; 1.W7 17/6; 'AVIS 20/-: EEO 20/-.

MULTIMETERS

39/6

Rom

81, OM Ml, £2.14.0; A10. B20, TE-10,
1V-2,20,000 0.P.V., 16.5.0. MT955, etc.
Stamped envelope for full latest selection and
Betgaln offers.

Under 11 1'.4 P. ed., over £1 Post Free.
C.O.D. 2/6.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
175

Durham

Road.

Bradford

S.

Yorkshire

WHY TOLERATE DELAY when we
can supply your Radio or TV Service
Sheet by return of post at 0/- each,
plus postage. List 1/.. Also Manuals

FIND TV SET TROUBLES in minutes
from that great book " The Principles

Prices from lin

Free fault-finding guide with all Service

offer of 125 Radio/TV Sheets
covering many popular models, 20/-.

Special

HAMILTON RADIO

Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex

PIN -POINT TV TROUBLES IN TEN
MINUTES. The title can be imitated
but the contents never! The book

4/- each. List 1/.. All orders dispatched on day received. Also Manuals
for sale and hire. List 1/-. S.A.E.
SULTAN RADIO. Pantiles
please.

Secretary.

that really tells you how to fix tele340
cross-indexed
Over
visions.
MUST be able to earn you
pages.
more than its cost within two weeks
or your- money refunded! Price 33/incl. postage. Write for free trial to:
$1311-.Vbx_a1

BOOKS,

Southampton, Manta.

West

End,

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio and TV

required.

SEND FOR
FREE BOOK

TODAY!

SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio and Television 1930 -1962.

is

experience

List 11-. S.A.E.
with inquiries, please. Mail orders
44
DISTRIBUTORS,
S.P.
only to:
Old Bond Street, London Wl.

of TV Receiver Servicing ", 10/6 all
book houses and radio wholesalers.

not in stock from:
If
I.P.R.E., 20 Fairfield Rd., London. N8.

spare time liminess. Our
practical course will show
you the way. No previous

for sale and hire.

Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.
Catalogue of 6000 models. 116.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS

Middx.

Stanmare,

EDUCATIONAL
WANTED:

SERVICE SHEETS
RECTIFIERS -CONTACT COOLED
145A12132 (FC101) type 250 v., 250 mA, 13/6;
12RA1283 (FOSS) type 250 v. 300 mA, 17/6;
350 mA, 19/6; Eel 18/-.

S.P.

departments. Applications giving full

Radio Facilities Ltd.

SE23.

METAL RECTIFIERS

only.

orders

TRADE SERVICE SHEETS offered
by retired engineer, If I haven't got
It you won't get it! All 4/. each by
return. Please include large S.A.E.
Mail orders only. ETZIONI, 80

SERVICE SHEETS and New Valves
HAMILTON
for cash.
purchased

3.1 Broomwood ltd., ST. PAUL'S CRAY,
Orpington 21285
Kent.

TV TUNERS Ex -equipment, all Lf.s.
less valves 12/6 including postage.
Speakers, Ex -TV and Radios. 7/6
including postage.

Mail

44 Old Bond Street.
A PROMPT CASH OFFER for your DISTRIBUTORS,
surplus brand new Valves and Tran- London Wl.
R.H.S., Beverley House, SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, 5.000
sistors.
Mannville Terrace, Bradford '1.
models. List 1/-. S.A.E. enquiries:
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk., Preston.

175 Durham Road. Bradford 8. Yorks.

17.13.9

tape

transcrfptor decks. speeds 111n.,

(continued)

WANTED: NEW VALVES and Transistors, any quantity. S. N. WILLETS,

CASH BARGAINS: Latest BSR tape

SERVICE SHEETS

WANTED

FOR SALE
TV

February, 1963

Practical Television Classified Advertisements
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RAD I OSTRUCTOR
Dept.078

BECOME

in your
Diploma

BEADING, SEBES.

" Technically

spare time.
and Exam.

Qualified "

Guaranteed

home -study

Courses in Radio/TV, Servicing and
R.T.E.B., City and
Maintenance,
Guilds. etc. Highly informative 120 page Guide -Free! N.I.E. (Dept. 4681.
148 Holborn, London EC1.

" HOW AND WHY" of Radio and

Chambers, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

Electronics made easy by a new non maths practical way. Postal instruc-

SERVICE SHEETS, also Current and
JOHN
Obsolete Valves for sale.
GILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shepherd's Bush Road, London, W6. Tel.:
SHE 8441. M. GoldhaWk Rd. Station.

fascinating 'subject. Free
P.T.
12,
Dept.
from:
STRUCTOR, Reading.

tions based on hosts of experiments
and equipment building carried out
at home. New courses bring enjoyof this
ment as well as knowledge
brochure
RADIO-

February,

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

1963

REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW LTD!

tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage
Each

heater.

Each tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but

HERE

PAY:

breakage.
Each tube is delivered
in the U.K. and insured

free anywhere

on the journey.

rebuilt with experience and
know-how. We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
Each tube

is

STAFFORD ROAD, WALLINGTON,

FRE

15i n.

E5. 0.0
LS. 0.0
E7. 0.0

L4.15.0

or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery
Cash

Tel. WALlington 4382

TO AMBITIOUS ENGINEERS
- THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

is a highly informative 156 -page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern

Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Electronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Divisionthe B.I.E.T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and

shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.

We definitely Guarantee

" NO PASS - NO FEE"
Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford

If you are
earning less than kas a week, send for your
copy of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
today-FREE.
to miss reading this famous book.

L4.10.0

21 in.

RE -VIEW (LONDON) LTD.
SURREY.

I2in.
I4in.
I7in.

television tubes.
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IS WHAT YOU

WHICH IS YOUR

PRACTICAL
EQUIPMENT

PET SUBJECT?
Mechanical Eng.,
Electrical Eng.,
Civil Engineering,
Radio Engineering,
Automobile Eng..
Aeronautical Eng..
Production Eng..
Building, Plastics.
Draughtsmanship.
Television, etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER

Basic Practical and Theoretic Courses for beginners in
Radio, T.V.. Electronics, Etc..

INCLUDING
TOOLS!
The secial.,
ElecD
mules Mullion of
B.1.E.T.(mcorporat-

ing E.M.I. Institute,'
NOW offers you a

A.M.Brit.I.R.E. City & Guilds real laboratory trainRadio Amateurs' Exam.
ing at home tusrh
R.T.E.B. Certificate
pracutal equipment.
P.M.G. Certificate
Ash for details.
Practical Radio
Radio A Television Servicing
Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering
SCHOOL OF
Automation

B.I.E.T.

ELECTRONICS

YOUR NAME!
A.M.I.Mech.E.
A.M.I.C.E.
A.M.I.Prod.E.
A.M.I.M.I.
A.I.O.B.
A.F.R.Ae.S.
B.Sc.

A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
City A Guilds
Gen. Cert. of Education
Etc., etc.

POST COUPON NOW
Please send me your FREE 156 -page
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

(Write if you prefer not to cut page,

I

NAME
ADDRESS

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (Incorporating
Institutes)

(Dept. SE 20 ), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME

(SE/20).

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

February, 1963

REBUILT AND RESCREENED

CATHODE RAY TUBES
Complete with all new components excepting glass
FOR QUALITY, RELIABILITY AND SERVICE BUY FROM BRITAIN'S
LARGEST GROUP OF INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS OF REBUILT
CATHODE RAY TUBES
SUFFOLK TUBES LIMITED
1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, S.W.15.
Tel: Vandyke 4304/5267

MIDLAND TUBES LIMITED
37 GEORGE STREET
MANCHESTER, 1.
Tel: Central 4568/9

VIDIO REPLACEMENTS LTD
25 ADDINGTON SQUARE
CAMBERWELL, S.E.5
Tel. Rodney 7550/7559
ALL TYPES

KEEN PRICES
12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

PROMPT DELIVERY
WRITE FOR BROCHURE

Winter Trading Co. Ltd.
95 Ladbroke Grove
London, W.11
and Branches

Fylde Television Services

Weston Hart Ltd.
236/8 Fratton Road
Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 24125
Lawsons Ltd.
36 Cornhill
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk
Tel: Bury St. Edmunds 3304

J. H. Sunderland
11 Clements Street
Rochdale, Lancs.
Tel: Rochdale 48484
Wizard Productions
16 Withy Grove
Manchester
Tel: Dea 2772

Chester Radio
11 City Road
Chester
Tel: Chester 24727
Taylors
162 Eastney Road
Milton, Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 35000
Millards Southern Rentals
3 High Street
Aldershot, Hants.
Tel: Aldershot 20408
Lucketts of Banbury
57a/58a High Street
Banbury, Oxon
Tel: Banbury 2813

Electrical Marketing Co. Ltd.
12A College Square North
Belfast I
Tel: Belfast 33340

R.E.D. Ltd.
Waltham Street
Crewe
Tel: Crewe 4364

460 Talbot Road
Blackpool
Tel: Blackpool 31159

Hi-Lite Ltd.
89 Southbourne Grove
Southbourne, Bournemouth
Tel: Bournemouth 44344
R. Watson
Leathern Bottel
Wavenden, Woburn Sands, Bucks
Tel: Woburn Sands 2027

R.E.S. Ltd.
17/19 Paynes Lane
Coventry
Tel: Coventry 28781
J. Wildbore Ltd.
6-12 Peter Street
Oldham
Tel: Mai 4475

